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RULES.
I. OFFICERS.
I. EvERY person, whose employment in the service is Age at enterinO'.
0
recognised by the Postmaster-General, is an officer of the
department. No person under 16 years of age can be permitted to hold any situation in the Post Office, or to have
access to the letters. No one is eligible for an appointment Connection with a
who is connected directly or indirectly with the ownership public house.
or management of an inn or public house,* or who has
been dismissed from the public service.
2. On entering the service of the Post Office, it is Official
necessary to make a declaration in the prescribed form Declaration.
before a Magistrate ; and no person, whether on temporary
or permanent service 9 can be permitted to have access to
the letters, or to perform any official duty, until this declaration shall have been duly made and signed. A Postmaster is required to preserve the declarations of his
subordinates, including those of all persons who take part
in the duties of his Sub-Offices; and the declarations of
Drivers of Mail Carts or other Mail conveyances.
This Declaration binds every officer not to open or delay,
or cause or suffer to be opened or delayed, any letter or
other packet to which he may have access by means of
his employment in the Post Office service ; and any person in the service, in whatever capacity he may be employed, who is guilty of such offence, is liable to be
punished by law and to immediate dismissal.
3. A Postmaster is required to give security to such Security.
amount as the Postmaster-General may direct; and he
may demand security from each of his Clerks, the amount
to be subject to the decision of the Postmaster-General.
4. A Postmaster's security may be given by means of By Bond :
two or more. s?-fficient private. ?ondsmen, or ?f a Gua- by Guarantee
rantee Association. If, after g1vmg the security of the Association.

'"' This Regulation is dated 2nd April 1852.
only Associations whose security is accepted by the PostmasterGeneral are the "British Guarantee" and the "European Insurance."
"!" The
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Guarantee Association, a Postmaster should omit to pay
his premium in proper time, and thereby compel the
Company to notify the approaching termination of their
liability, he will be required immediately to satisfy the
Company's demand; and should he fail to do so, it will
be necessary to take charge of his office.
Notice to be giv:en
5. In the event of the insolvency, withdrawal, or death
~henn~wSecurity of either of his sureties, or the withdrawal of the security of ·
1s reqmred.
. .
. imme.
t I1c G uarantee A ssociat1on,
a I>ostrnaster must give
cliate notice to his Surveyor, and furni sh the names of
new Sureties. If a Postinnst 'r should become bankrupt
or insolvent, he is required to r port the circumstances
at once to the Surveyor.
A Postmaster shoo icl e11for ·c similar rules in regard to
subordinate officers givi11 1• Bo11d to himself.
Subordin::i !;ion.
6. Postmasters, wh 'Lli 'r I lca<l Postmasters, Sub-Postmasters, or Recci v rs, 1Lrc und 'l' the immediate direction
of the Surveyon; ; Sub- PoRtmastcrs and Receivers being
also under the i111111 'diat direction of their respective
Head Postmastel'H.
Discipline of Sub7. It is the d11Ly of a H ead Postmaster, by a careful
Postmasters.
observation of 1,lit'ir pro eedings, to see that his SubPostmasters and H,('C 'tV 'l'S are guided by the rules laid
down for th rn : Ii( • Hlioulcl suffer no infraction of the
Rules to paHs 11111101.icl'cl (sec Rule 295) ; and if his
admonitions Hho11 Id 1>1 11<'gl cted, he must at once report
the case to hi H S11l'voyor.
Ile should frequently visit
the Reccivino· ( )llil'( 'H within his own town, as he is
When so inresponsible for LIH ir propel' management.
structed by hiH S11rv1'.Y )I' hi s visits must be extended
to the S\tb-Offi c~s; 11.11tl IH'l(>r the result of his inspection
is reported in th ' pn·Hcrila·d form, which will be sent to
him by the Surv yor, Iii· lllt1 AI; enable himself, by strict
inquiry, fully to answ •r CV('ry question contained therein.
Appointment of
8. A Postmaster iH c11l.r11HLccl with the appointment of
Clerks and Letter his own Clerks, L it ' r Cnrri 'rH, Sorters, Stampers, and
Carriers.
Railway Messengers; and it, iH in cumbent on him conscientiously to use the pow('I' t'htt · placed in his hands
for the selection of the beHt-qunlificd persons he can
obtain.
Nomination Form.
9. If the salary or wa s of ·uch an officer in
England or Wales be IOs. a we + r upwards; the Postmaster, when he shall have report ·d the vacancy in
accordance with Rule 16, will rccciv · from the Surveyor
To be filled up by a "Nomination Form " on the first pai:rc of which he must
1

1

the Postmaster ;

'

~

.\
\

1•
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enter the required particulars respecting the candidate
whom he may select for the appointment. If the candidate be eligible (see Rules 10 and 11 ), he must be
directed to take the Nomination Form to his ordinary
medical attendant, or, if he have none, to some qualified
member of the medical profession, in order that he may
be examined as to his health. He must then write on by the candidate :
the upper portion of the third page of the form the statement therein required, and sign the declaration which is
appended to it in the presence of the medical examiner,
who will witness his signature. He must request the and ?Y the
medical examiner to supply the testimony required in medical examiner.
writing on the lower portion of the third page of the
form. and to forward the form as soon as possible to the
Surveyor, to whom it is addressed on the back.
If the nomination be approved by the Surveyor, it Evidence of age
will be submitted to the Secretary, and if the certificate and character.
of health be satisfactory, the Postmaster will afterwards
be required to furnish proper evidence as to the candidate's age, and to obtain, on forms which will be supplied
to him for the purpose, particulars respecting his character
from two persons, not relatives, whom he must name as
his referees : if the candidate has been in any employment
or has recently left school, his last employer or his schoolmaster, as the case may be, must be one of the referees.
The Postmaster must be "":Tery careful that all the forms
which are sent to him are filled up correctly before he
returns them.
Any expense which may be incurred for the medical Expe~se ?f
examination, or in procuring evidence of age, &c., must exammatwn.
he paid by the candidate.
The candidate will afterwards be examined under the Civil Service
direction of the Civil Service Commissioners, in order to Examination.
ascertain whether he possesses the necessary qualifications
for the appointment he seeks (see Rule 11 ). The papers
lor his examination will be .sent to the Postmaster, who
must conduct it in strict accordance with the rules
pr scribed by the Civil Service Commissioners, and must
return the papers to the Secretary, as directed in the
instructions which accompany them.
If the candidate be found eligible the Civil Service Probation.
Commissioners will grant their certificate of qualification,
and he will receive a probationary appointment. When
he has been on dutv for six months after the date of this
ppointment, the re;ult of his probation must be reported

O.fficers.-Exaniination.
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Age of
Candidates.
Size.

Female Clerks.
Nature of
Examination :

to the Surveyor on the proper form,* and if the report be
satisfactory, the appointment will be confirmed by the
Postmaster-General, and it will date from the commencement of the probation.
IO. A candidate for such appointment must be under
24 years of age, but not under 17.
.
I'or the appointment of Sorter, Stamper, or Railway
Messenger, a candidate under 5 feet 3 inches in his
stockings is not eligible.
P '!'Hons of either sex are eligible for appointment to
clerkships.
I 1. The following is the nature of the examination
which a candidate will und ro·o by the Civil Service Commi:->8ioners, under the direction of the Postmaster-General,

l

I

)

VII':.: -

Fol' Clerks:
I. Exercise designed to test handwriting and orthography.
for Sorters, &c. ;
2. Arithmetic (elementary).
For Sorters, Letter Carriers, and Stampers :
I. Writing from dictation.
~. Reading manuscript.
:t !\ riLhmctic (elementary, and of an easy kind) .
Ii'OI'
H1tilwny M sHcngers:
for Messengers ;
I. Writing their names and addresses.
~. Ht•11di11g t.lw nclclrcsses ofletters.
:L Addi11" 11. lbw figures together.
Promotion of
Sorters, I ;<•I.I <'l' ( j1t1Tiers, &c., can be promoted to ClerkSort~rs and Letter ships, provid<·d 1.h<•y pnss the Civil Service examination.
Carriers·
A L etter (.:11.nu•r
· · 111ny b e transferred to a R ura1 Messenger's appoi11L11H·11t., or a Rural Messenger to that of a
Letter Carrier, wit.lio11I. 1'11rther examination and without
reference to age, 1>11 t. Ii is application to that effect must
be forwarded to tlH' H111·veyor for the approval of the
Postmaster-General.
Rural Messengers.
12. The appointm 'llL oC Rural Messengers, whose
wages (in England and Wales) are 10s. a week and
upwards, rests with the Pmitrnnster-General, and the name
of the person so appointed. will he made known to the
Postmaster by the Surveyor on a Nomination Form, on
receipt of which he must adopt the same course as that

for Clerks;

* At offices to which a medical atton<lau I, is attached the candidate
must be examined by him a second time, and a second medical certificate must accompany the probation report.

\
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laid down in Rule 9. The qualifications as to age,* &c., Qualifications.
required for these appointments, are the same as those Examination and
for Railway Messengers (see Rule 10) : the candidates Probation.
will be subjected to a similar examination (see Rule 11 ),
and will undergo the same probation.
13. A Postmaster is authorized to select persons for Employment of
employ·ment as Assistants Auxiliary Sorters Auxiliar3' persons at wages
.
'
'
. under lOs. a week ;
Letter Carriers, and such Rural Messengers as receive
(in England and Wales) wages of less than 10s. a week.
As regards these persons, there is no restriction of free from restricage (except that they must not be under sixteen), nor will tion of age ;
they be subjected to the Civil Service examination: they not to be examined;
do not hold direct appointments from the Postmaster-Gene-no.ton the Estaral, nor will they be entitled to any retiring allowance; and, bhshment;
in order to avoid misapprehension, they are required to
state, on a prescribed form, that they clearly comprehend
the terms upon which their services are engaged.
They must however be persons of good character, and To be approved by
competent for the duties they have to perform. The Surveyor.
approval of t he Surveyor must be obtained for their
employment, and they mu st not be removed without his
sanction.
When a vacancy for a situation of the above descrip- How to nominate
ti on (under 1Os. a week), has been duly reported to the them.
Surveyor in the proper form (see Rule 16), the Postmaster must, as soon as possible, forward to the Surveyor
the name of the person whom he proposes to appoint,
stating his age and general qualifications_.
14. Many Head Postmasters as well as Sub-Postmasters Allowances for
receive allowances for providing for the performance of deliYcry, &c.
certain duties, such as rural deliveries, clearing pillar or
wall letter boxes, &c. When the allowance for such
~ervice amounts to 5s. a week in England, and 3s. 6d. a
week in Scotland and Ireland, the person who is selected
by the Head Postmaster must be employed continuously
on the duty for which the allowance is granted 1 and he
must be paid the full allowance. When the Sub-Postmaster or a member of his family is able to perform the
duty, the Head Postmaster will employ that person in
preforcncc to any other, but it must be clearly understood that t he person so employed must perform the
'" The limit of age is extended to 40 years in the case of persons
nominated to be Rural Messengers, who are in the reeeipt of pensio1rn
from the Crown fo\' previous service.

IO
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service himself, and sign the receipt for the allowance.
The Heatl Postmaster must of course obtain the approval
of the Surveyor for the employment of the persons he
selects, and for their removal, in the event of their misconduct or inefficiencv.
15. A Postmaster~s Assistant, an Auxiliary Sorter, or
Promotion of
Auxiliary
an Auxiliary Letter Carrier above 24 years of age, who
Sorters, &c.
has been continuously and is permanently employed in
the service, can be promoted without restriction as to age
Appointed previous to 1854.
to the situation of a Clerk, provided that he were first
employed previous to November 1854; to that of a
Sorter or Letter Carrier, if first employed previous to
May 1855; and to that of a Messenger if first employed
previous to August 1859.
But should the first employment of such persons have
Appointed
previous to
commenced after the above dates respectively, and before
August 1859.
the 6th August 1859, they arc not eligible as Clerks
unless when first employed they were under 28 years of
age, nor as Sorters, Letter Carriers, and Messengers unless
when first employed they were under 3 1 years of age.
The restriction as to height does not apply to persons so
employed before August 1859.
Postmaster's Assistants, Auxiliary Sorter·, and Auxiliary
Appointed since
August 1859.
Letter arricrs employ d subs qu ntly to 6th August
J850 wiH b ' li ()' ibl ' for appointments, provided they were
un<l r 24 yen rHwh •11 first 'rnploy ·d, but 11ot otherwise.
Th n 'C' ssn ry p:trt.ic11 l1trs reg nrding all such candidates
mu t b furni ~.;I H'd in Lile prop ·r "Nomination Form"
(see lhil c 0), and Lile <"1t11Clid 1L1.c•s will be required to pass
the Civi·I Serv i Kx111ni11n.tion li> r I. he class to which they
seek to be appoi nt 'cl.
Reporting
16. Every vacancy rn11 sl, be imm diately reported to the
Vacancies.
Surveyor in the pres Tilwd fonn, and when the salary is
paid by scale, it mu st be sl,1tl<'cl al. the minimum pay of the
class in which the va ·an ·y oc ·1 1rs ( s c Rule 227): when the
vacancy is caused by r sig nitLion, the letter of resignation
must be enclosed in th form.
When the new appointm ·n t r sts with the Postmaster,
he should proceed to fill tip the vacancy as soon as
possible, taking care that he do 'S not overlook the claims
of any offic;:er eligible for promotion.
17. A Postmaster is responsible for the integrity, soDiscipline of
Clerks and other briety, diligence, and efficiency of the Clerks, Letter
Officers.
Carriers, Messengers, and other officers attached to his
office: he is expected to be. fully acquainted with all rules

Oificers.-Attendance.
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made for their government, and he is bound to take
care that such rules are not infringed with impunity by
any officer under him.
It is important, as well for the safety of the public as Acommodation
for the character and security of the Department, that Bills, &c.
no officer should become entangled in debt; and it is
therefore expressly forbidden that any officer should become security for any fellow officer in raising a loan, or
that he should draw, accept, or indorse " accommodation
bills," or, directly or indirectly, to concern himself in such
transactions.
18. If a subordinate officer should commit any serious Reporting
offence or in any way show himself unworthy of confidence Offenders.
and 1;1llfit for his situation, it is tlie duty of the Postmaster
to report the case to the Surveyor. No instance of dishonesty must be overlooked, and while any officer is
on duty the Postmaster must be strict in requiring
perfect sobriety from him. In cases of dishonesty, and
in gross cases of drunkenness and insubordination, the Suspension.
officer must be suspended at once and the case must be
reported to the Surveyor by the first post.
When it can be obtained without delay, the written
defence of the officer must accompany the Postmaster's
report. An officer suspended from duty is not to receive
pay under any circumstances.
19. If an officer should commit an indictable offence Indictableoffences.
the Postmaster must transmit to the Secretary a foll
statement of the occurrence, and must inform the Surveyor that he has done so.
20. Except in the cases named in Rules 13 and 14, Di smi ssal.
I.he power of dismissal rests with the Postmaster-General
nlone. An officer who has been dismissed the service
·nnnot be employed again therein, in any capacity, without the special authority of the Postmaster-General ; nor
·an he serve in any other Department under Government.
21. Jn addition to the Letter Carriers Attendance Book, Attendance.
whi his supplied officially, a book must be kept showing
t.JI<' proper hours of attendance of each Clerk, Sorter, and
St.nni p 'r, the actual hours, the cause of any irregu- Punishment of
lnrit.v i11 attendance, and the amount of the fine inflicted Irregularity.
for iL ( 1·lC ' Jlul 22 ) ; and each Officer should initial the
book when he ·omes on duty, and when he leaves. Regularity of attendance should be strictly enforced, and in
reporting on the merits of an officer, whether for an increment in his salary or for promotion, due regard should be
paid to the evidence of these records.

12
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By Fine.

22. Officers who are entitled to increment (sec Rule 23)
of salary or wages are liable to be fined for irregular attend.
ance: every late attendance on the part ofa Clerk, from two
minutes to fifteen minutes, is to be punished by a fine of
3d. ; if the late attendance exceed fifteen minutes the
fine is 6d., and so on, at the rate of 3d. for each fifteen
minutes, up to Is.
The fine for every late attendance on the part of a
Sorter or Letter Carrier, from two to fifteen minutes, is
2d., increasing in like manner to 4d. when the irregula,rity
exceeds :fifteen minutes, and so on, at the rate of 2d. for
every quarter of an hour up to 8d.
· When the late attendance exceeds one hour, and is
not satisfactorily accounted for, the Postmaster, in addition
to the infliction of the fine, must report the case to his
Surveyor, and state whether he recommends any further
punishment.
Disposal of Fines.
The produce of these fines is to be equally divided
every quarter among all the officers, with the exception of
those persons who, in the course of the quarter, may
have been fined four separate times, and who must have
no share in the distribution.
Report of Fines.
A quarterly return of fines so inflicted is to be sent to
the Surveyor on the prescribed li'orm. Late attendance
is the only fault for which a ]>ostrnn,stcr can inflict
fines.
Increments of
23. At some oUices the Cler] 11, Sorter:;, Stampers, Letsalary.
ter Carriers, &c. arc paid according to certain scales under
which their salaries or wag(':; ri:;c annually by a fixed
increment until they reach the maximum of the sc3:le.
An officer, whether newly appointed or promoted, begms
with the minimum pay of the class into which he enters.
No officer should be reported as deserving his annual
'>increment, unless he has performed his duty satisfactorily
and shown himself worthy of confidence. (:For instructions
as to the proper method of reporting increments of salary
or wages, see Rule 226.)
Applications from
24. Any application from an officer in reference to his
Officers.
duties or pay, or any communication he may desire to
make relating to official matters, must be addressed to
the Postmaster or to the Surveyor of the District ; and
if the applicant be dissatisfied with the result, be may
appeal direct to the Postmaster-General. But every officer is strictly forbidden to make any such application or
other communication through the public or in any way

J
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except in the manner just described; and should an
irregular application be received, the officer in whose
behalf it is made will be subject to a censure or other
punishment proportionate to the extent of his participation
in the violation of the rule.
25. When a Postmaster requires leave of absence, even Leave of Absence.
for one night, he must apply to the Surveyor for permission, stating how he means to provide for his duty.
Head Postmasters may give leave of absence, not exceeding a week, to Sub-Postmasters and Receivers ; but not
for longer periods without the authority of the Surveyor.
Clerks and Letter Carriers, after they have been one Substitutes for
year in the service, dating from the commencement of Clerks and Letter
their probation, are entitled to leave of absence not Carriers, on Leave
exceeding in the aggregate a fortnight in the year, and of Abse~'jce.
when the force is not so arranged as to admit of an
~~ ~1·
officer being absent without extra provision for his duty,
~t
the Postmaster is empowered to employ a substitute in
-~ ~ ~the room of the absent officer. In such a case, when
a Clerk of the lowest class is absent on leave, or acting
l-~
for an absent officer, the Postmaster is to select
~ \~~
as his substitute the best man among· the Sorters or
~
Letter Carriers~ and pay him the minimum salary of
~~ ~
the lowest class of Clerks : in like manner a Letter
ct >-I \~
Carrier will . act as a substitute for a Sorter, and an Aux~ t' ~
, iliary for a Letter Carrier, ~asli p0e0iviHg tee H"liHimtnn
!~~ i
~:/~v.>ag0e Qftl;i,0 elass iete ·w"Biel:t fl:e iei l'fte,ett.., and the Auxiliary's place wust be filled ,bv an ,extra man emnlovecl
~
',;lw~<f14&iMU ~Cdi:i;,W~~~
I .;:.ll
temporan·1y. "'4-~"l
th.I., /UaU.,ftrr~ "}JA£~t-ta.v.. .
When a Clerk or Sorter of a superior class is absent on
leave, his duties usually devolve upon the next below
him, provided he be competent; the duties of the latter
being in like manner performed by his immediate inferior,
and so on to the lowest class of Clerks, the substitute
for the lowest being provided as already described; but
the Clerks thus temporarily advanced to a higher class
receive no addition to their salaries.
A substitute for an absent officer is to sign the usual Mode of paying
receipt for his own wages, and he must also sign an extra Substitutes.
receipt for the difference between his own wages and
the minimum pay of the class into which he is moved
temporarily: the name of the officer whose place he fills
must be stated on the extra receipt, and also the name
0f the officer who is absent on leave ; as thus:-

t

if
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J
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(1st extra
Receipt.)

Sick Leave.

Establishment
Book.

Interference in
Elections.

:::L

JoB IvEs (Letter Carrier),
acting for WILLIAMS (Clerk),
absent on leave.
(2nd extra
JAMES BuLL (Auxiliary)
Receipt.)
acting for JoB IvEs.
WILLIA MS (Clerk) absent on leave.
JoHN Tonn (Temporary Auxiliary).
(3rd Receipt.)
WILLIAMS (Clerk) absent on leave.
The extra receipts, as well as the receipt of the additional man employed at the office, must be sent to the
Surveyor for his certificate, before they can be claimed.
If there be no inferior officer competent to take the duty
of a Clerk, an extra Clerl must be engaged at the minimum
salary of the lowest class of lerkt).
26. When an officer is absent on sick leave, a substitute
must, if necessary, be provided at his expense, and must
be paid not more than the minimum pay of the class : the
substitute in such case must sign a receipt for the actual
wages paid to him, and the absent officer must sign a
receipt for the difference between his own regular wages
and those paid to the substitute. The two receipts must
be pinned together when forwarded in the weekly account.
Every such case must be reported to fnc Surveyor, and
if tlic absentee cannot r R11mc hiH duties at the expiration
of two w 'Cks a further report 11111sL I> ~ rnad .
27. hv ry PosLmnst< r inust k ' 'P a11 "Establishment
Book," and r 'cord therein the following particulars
concerning each ofli ·er un<l r his control, (except SubPostmasters an<l th ir As8istants) ; viz., his name; the
date of his appointment and that of each promotion; his
age when he was first appointed ; his salary or wages ;
and, when paid upon a scale, the date on which his annual
increment falls due and is allowed: if his increment
should be arrested, the book should explain why it has
been stopped, and should show the date on which it will
again accrue ; and should an officer be removed to
another office, or leave the ·ervicc, an entry must appear
clearly explaining the circumstances.
Great care must be taken that the Establishment Book
be always correct.
28. Postmasters and all other officers employed in
the Post Office, are prohibited by law, under severe
penalties, from voting or interfering in elections of members of Parliament.

,)
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29. No officer of the Post Office can be compelled to ~xe~ption from
r;erve as mayor or sheriff, or in any public office, whether Se~·vice as Jurors,
corporate, parochial, or otherwise; nor as a juror or a militia &c.
man. (See Act 1 Viet. c. 33. s. 12.)

rI

II. POST OFFICE.*
30. The Post Office should be in a convenient and cen- Requirements for a
tral situation ·: proper accommodation for the public, with Post Office.
the requisite fittings for conducting the business, must be
provided in such manner as may be directed by the
Surveyor, and, except where the Building belongs to the
Crown, at the cost of the Postmaster. Jn every Head
Office (unless specially excepted) there must be at least
one separate room for Post Office husiness ; and where
there is not a separate room for the Letter Carriers and
Messengers, proper tables should be provided for them
at which they can prepare their letters for delivery, and at
which the Messengers can arrange their letters on their
return and make up their letter bills. The space allotted
to them should be separated from the rest of the office by
a rail or by a counter. The internal fittings of the office Internal Fittings.
must vary according to the nature of the duties, and a Postmaster should always apply to his Surveyor when he is at
a loss how to arrange them. For certain fittings which
are required in every office, see Rules 33, 61, 126, sec. 4, ;
and 192.t
At every Head Office there should be a lobby or Accommodation
standing place within doors, for the accommodation of for the Public
applicants at the office for any purpose; and it is found
that the most convenient mode of attending to the public
is across an open counter between the lobby and the
office, like that used in banks.

* The term " Post Office" applies to all Post Offices, whether HeadOfli ee, Sub-Office, or Receiving Office. A "Hea,cl-Office" is an office
::;ubor1li11 ate only to a Metropolitan Office.
Both Sub-Offices and
R eccivi 11g; Offices are under Head-Offices. Offices where letters are
posted only, within the boundary of the town free delivery of a Head
Office, ;u· • called R eceiving Offices ; and offices beyond that boundary
are called 8ull-Offi ccs.

t In addition i.o these, every Post Offices should be provided with a
"Locker" for Money Order Advices. (See _" Rules for Money Order
Offices.")
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31. No Head Post Office can be removecl without the
consent of the Postmaster-General; but Sub-Post Offices
and Receiving Offices can be removed by the authority
of the Surveyor. Applications for permission to remove the
office must be made to the Surveyor, stating the position
of the house which it is proposed to occupy.
32. At every office the words " Post Office " must be
placed in large and conspicuous characters on the outside of the building.
Letter Box.
:33. The Letter Box must be placed within the room
appropriated to the office, and no person should have
access to it except those officers whose duty it is to
clear it. The box must be at least two feet and a half
deep, measured from the lower edge of the apertures. It
should have two horizontal apertures, conspicuous on
the outside and easy of access, over one of which must
be painted the words "Letter Box," and over the other
Too late Box.
the words " 1'oo late Box" : underneath the latter these
words should be painted, in smaller c~aracters, "Letters
" posted here will not go by the Mail, for which the box
" is now closed."
Newspaper Box.
There should also be a separate box for Newspapers, if
necessary.
Extm tHamp Box.
At some offices an "Extra Stamp" box is also required
(sec Rule :3f>).
Construction of
It is dcHirnblc, gen rnlly Hpeal ing, that the apertures of
Letter Box.
the "Too late" ho . . , arnl the " Extrn Stamp" box should
not be visible to the public wl1cn the letter box is not
closed, and that the aperture of the letter box when closed
should also be concealed. The Surveyor will explain the
manner in which this o'QjccL can be accomplished.
Caution P late.
34. As near as possible to the aperture of the '' Letter
Box," and so placed that the public cannot avoid seeing
it when posting letters, must be fastened the " Caution
Plate ;" and care must be taken that it does not become
disfigured or illegible.
35. T he Letter Box is closed for a certain interval
before each despatch, in order to afford time to prepare
for it, and care should be taken that the interval is never
longer than is absolutely necessary for the purpose.
Extra stam p
After the Letter Box is closed for a despatch, letters, &c.,
Letters;
can be posted for such despatch, provided that they be prepaid by stamps and that the necessary extra stamps be
how to be posted; affixed.
Letters with extra stamps affixed must be
received at the window or counter, either by the person
Removal of Office.
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on duty, or in a box placed in a convenient position in the
window, to be used exclusively for this purpose, and
having an aperture lettered outside with the words
" Extra Stamp Box ; " the mode in each particular case
being determined by the Surveyor with reference to the
circumstances of the office (see Rule 33). Underneath
the aperture of this box should be painted, in small
characters, words to the following effect:" L etters posted here, with an extra stamp, will go by the Mail for
which the Letter Box is closed."

At offices where two or more extra stamps are required
on a late letter, placards to that effect must be placed
over the. extra stamp aperture
Extra stamp letters must be received till within five up to wliat 1ime ;
minutes of the despatch of the mails, except in those
large towns where the Surveyor may deem a longer interval necessary, and excepting that no office is to be
kept open merely for this purpose after 10 o'clock at night.
36. Extra stamps must always be affixed by the sender how to be paid.
of the letter ; any officer who himself affixes the extra
stamp, or receives money for ]ate fees, except the fees
allovved in rule 37, is liable to dismissal.
37. If there be night duty at an office, owing to bags P osting during fo e
being made up after 10 p. rn ., the public must be ~ight at Offices ii:
· l10ut any add'itlona
· l. w
England
a11owe d to post 1etters, & c., wit
·1 , •mid
fee, up to such time in the night as the Surveyor a es.
may fix; but if there be no night duty, except the
mere despatch of the mail-bag made up at 10. p.m., no
letter posted after that hour for such despatch need be
forwarded, unless the letter be tendered at the P ostmaster's private door with a late fee of one shilling,
which the Postmaster is allowed to keep as compen sation for the disturbance and trouble to which he has
heen subjected. Even where there is night duty, but
where such duty is generally completed before the time
·for despatching the bag, the shilling fee may be exacted
after a certain time, to be fixed by the Surveyor.
:38. In order to afford tlfat time for the examination of Late posting of
newly-published newspapers which is necessary for the Newspftpi;r~.
detection of fraud, no such newspaper can be posted after
the closin · of the Letter Box for the despatch by which
it is to be forwarded, excepting only those newspapers the
proprietors of wliich have received a special privilege; and
even in such Cttscs it is not permitted to post the newspapers later than twenty minutes before the despatch of

I
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public.

Hours of
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Attendance on
Sunday.

Post Office.-Regulation Notices.

the mail. During the interval between the posting and
despatch of newly-published papers, whether privileged or
not, such newspaper must be examined as carefully as time
will permit, in accordance with Rule 53, sec. 11. The privilege of posting newspapers after the closing of the box is
in all cases confined to newspapers bearing the impressed
stamp.
39. A Regulation Notice must be conspicuously exhibited at every Head Office, giving information respecting
the periods of attendance, the hours of closing the box, &c. :
these hours being fixed by the Surveyor.:!:' There arc
separate Regulation N oticcs for Sub-Offices and Receiving
Offices, a distinct form being in each case used when
the office is a Money Order Office; and it is a Postmaster's
duty to take care that each office has a proper form.
Care must be taken to have the blank spaces in these
notices properly filled up before they are distributed; and
when any alteration occurs at a Sub-Office it is the Postmaster's duty to supply it with a corrected notice (see
Rule 162). Application for Regulation Notices must be
addressed to the Secretary.
40. Every Notice to the Public must be exhibited for
one month after its date, and must then be removed.
It is requisite to ascertain, by frequent inspection, that
the two foregoing regulations arc folly acted upon at
all the Receiving OfliccH within the town delivery; and
care must be tal en that the houni of collection are correctly printed 011 the Pillar or Wall Letter Boxes. (See
Rule 272.)
41. Every Post Oflicc must, on week days, be opened to
the public at 7 in the morning, between the 15th February and the 15th November, and not later than at halfpast 7 during the rest of the year, and no Head Office
must be closed before l 0 at night without the special
authority of the Surveyor.
On Sunday, the oflicc must be open from 9 to 10 in
the morning, and for an hour at least, beginning with the
commencement of the delivery. If these hours coincide,
in whole or in part, additional time must be taken so as
to complete two hours. Thus, if the delivery begin at
7 .0 or 7.30 a.m. the office must be open from that hour till

* These and all other hours in this notice must be in accordance with
the time of the particular locality ; but the despatch of the Mni18 must
be by London Time, which agrees with Railway Time.

Post O.ffice.-Sunda:y Attendance.
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10 ; if at 8.30, then from 8 to 10, or from 8.30 to 10.30;
if at 1.30 p.m., then from 9 to 10 a.m., and also from
l .30 to 2.30 p.m. _Tlio.iigh the window duty is limited to
these hours, the letter-boxes must be open as on week
days.
42. ·During the time tb9e office is open on Sunday the
public must be allowed to prepay colonial or foreign
letters, to purchase postage stamps, and to have letters
registered ; and all other duties must be performed as
usual, except the issue and payment of Money Orders,
which, on that day, are to be wholly suspended.
43. At no office must there be more than one delivery Delivery of
on the Sunday, and any person is at liberty to prevent Letters on
even this, so far as relates to himself; as will be seen Sunda.ys.
from the following Regulations : 1. Any person can have his letters retained in the
Post Office on Sunday, by addressing to the Postmaster a written request, duly signed, to that
effect.
2. Such request will be held to include all letters,
&c., even such as may be marked "immediate;"
as no distinction can be allowed.
3. No letters for the town delivery, the non-distribution of which by the Letter Carrier on Sunday has
been directed, can be obtained from the Post Office
window on that day.
4. Private box-holders (see Rules 146 and 165) may
obtain their letters at the office, while it is open for
delivery on Sunday; but no person can be permitted to engage a private box for Sunday only.
5. To prevent the inconvenience and confusion which
would arise from frequent changes in these instructions, no request can be entertained unless it
extend to a period of at least three months; nor
withdrawn, even after the lapse of that time, without a week's notice.
6. Any person residing on the walk of a Rural Rural posts on
Messenger who does not work on Sundays, may Sunday.
obtain his letters on that day at the office window,
provided the application be made while the office
i open for delivery.
7. On Christmas Day and Good Friday, and on ChristmasD~y
Sacramental Fast Days* in Scotland, no Money- and Good Friday.

* There are special Rules applying to the Fast Days in Scotland.
B
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order business is to be transacted, and the office
is to be closed to the public at the same hours as
on Sunday.
8. There is to be only one delivery by Letter Carrier
on those days, viz., after the arrival of the night
mail, and the window delivery is subject to the
same regulations as on Sundays. Day mail bags
from London will not arrive on those days at any
town in England or Wales.
9. All Rural Post Messengers are to be sent out,
whether they rest on Sundays or not, but they
may return to the Head Office as soon as they
have completed thc:ir deliveries, collecting, as usual,
on their way back. If, however, there should be
a Branch Messenger from any point on the walk
of a Messenger, the latter must be directed to
wait for the return of the Branch Messenger, who
must be instructed to come back directly he has
·
completed his delivery.
10. Tfie night mails are to be despatched as usual,
and the day mail bags for London and each
Travelling Office are also to be despatched, if the
trains by which they are conveyed on week days
run on the above days. No Cross Post Bags
arc to be forwarded, other than those sent on
S11ndayR.
11. A written noLi ·' to the above effect should be
placed in the window a few days before Christmas
Day and Cood Friday, iu order to apprize the
public.
It wiH be the J>o::;tmast r's duty to instruct the SnbPo~tmastcrs on the above rules, 7, 8, 9, & 1 I.
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III. RATES OF POSTAGE.
Inland Letters.*
44. With the exceptions specified in Rules 49 and 50,
the rate of postage on all letters is regulated by weight;r
and is as follows : 'When prepaid,
must bear
LETTERS

not exceeding t an ounce
above ~- oz. but not exceeding
above 1 oz. but not exceeding
above 2 oz. ]Jut not exceeding
above 3 oz. but not exceeding

f

1
2
3
4

oz.
oz.
oz,
oz.

-

1 penny stamp
stamps worth 2d.
,,
,, 4d.
,,
,, 6d.
,,
,, Sd.

Inland Rates.

·when unpaid,
must be taxed
s. rl.

0
O
O
I
I

2
4
8
O
4

and so on, stamps being added at the rate of 2d. for every
additional ounce when the letter is prepaid, and postage
being charged at the rate of 4d. for every additional
ounce when unpaid.
With certain exceptions, a letter weighing above 4 oz. LimiL of weight.
cannot be forwarded unless it be prepaid, (see Rule 51 ).
Unpaid inland letters must be taxed on the face with Taxiug.
black ink, and in distinct figures, apart from the address.
Unpaid foreign letters are not to be taxed (see
Rule 48), nor letters for Government Offices in London
(see note to Rule 113).
For limitations as to forbidden contents, and as to the
size of letters see Rules 50 and 51.
45. If the stamps affixed to a letter be insufficient, double Surcharge for
the deficiency must be charged; that is, the postage which D eficient Postage.
is wanting must be charged at the unpaid rate. An inland
letter, for example, weighing more than half an ounce, and
not exceeding one ounce, if bearing a penny stamp only,
must be taxed twopence. A letter weighing above 4 oz.
must, however, bear stamps sufficient to cover at least
three-quarters of the postage, or else it must be sent to the
Returned Letter Office. (See Rule 233, on Surcharges.)
116. The unpaid additional postage on re-directed let- Re-dirccied
tc rs (see Rules 182, &c.) is not doubled, being the same Postage.
aH i(' ·uch postage were prepaid.
Thus, a paid or unpaid
kt.t. 'r not weighing more than ~ oz., when re-directed, is
• I 11 l1111d l<'Li.crs are those addressed to places in the United Ki1wdorn, i11\'l11di11~ f.]1 0 hie of Man, the Orlrncy, 8hetlar1d, Scilly, a1'7d
Clrn1 inol IHl1111 dM. Such letters can also be forwarded by private ship;
bll t it i8 m· · Hs11 ry l.o have special all thority for the arrangement.
t Every ll ca<l Postmaster, and every Sub-Postmaster authorized to
make surcharge~, is provided with scales for weighing letters, &c., and
is responsible that they are carefully preserved and properly adjusted.
Any defect in the scales must be at once reported to the Surveyor.
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liable to an additional postage of Id., whether this additional postage be prepaid or not; and if the weight be
more than ~ oz. and do not exceed 1 oz., the additional
postage will be 2d., and so on. An officer of the Post
Office is not allowed to enclose letters which he has been
desired to re-direct in an envelope the postage on which
may be less than the aggregate of the re-directed postage
of the letters.
Weighing Letters
47. Except as regards colonial and foreign letters about
for the public.
to be prepaid in money, officers of the Post Office are
not bound to weigh letters or other packets for the
public, though they rnay do so if their duty be not thereby
seriously impeded.
Colonial and
Foreign Letters,
&c.

Coloniat and Foreign Letters.
48. Colonial and foreign letters can be prepaid either
in money or stamps: if prepaid in money, the postage
must be marked, with red ink,* in distinct figures, clear of
the address. Unpaid foreign letters are not to be taxed,
as this duty is done at the office where the foreign mail is
made up. The rates of postage on letters, book-packets,
and newspapers, to the colonies and foreign countries, will
be found in the Table of Colonial and Foreign Postage
in the " British Postal Guide."

R 'i-emptions from Postage.
Petitions, &c. to
the Queen, or io
Parliament.

Surveyors'
Letters.

49. I>etitions and nddreHH('H to Her Majesty, forwarded
direct, arc exempt from poHtuge ; and such petitions and
addresse8, as also petit.iorn; 1.o either House of Parliament,
if sent to a Member of cit.her House, are likewise exempt,
provided they do not weigh more than two pounds, and
arc without .covers, or arc in covers open at the ends.
If these conditions be not complied with, the irregularity
must be pointed out to the person who posts the petition
or address ; and he must be told that if he insists on
the packet being forwarded it will be charged letter
postage. No letter or other enclosure can be permitted ;
and if one be found, such enclosure, unless it bear the
proper number of postage stamps, must be charged as an
unpaid letter, and forwarded separately.
The official correspondence of the Surveyors of the
Post Office passes free ; and no charge is to be made
on the letters despatched by those officers, or addressed
to them.
-~ The ink should be a bright red; if otherwise, tho :figur,~R may bo
mistaken for an unpaid tax, and the Postmaster is liable to be surcl.iargocl for the postage in cases where prepayment is compulsory.

Rates
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The letters which they despatch will bear their signatures
on the corner.*
Forbidden Articles and Limitations as to Size.
50. Should any letter be tendered for posting, which Articles which
there is good reason to believe contains anything likely must not be sent
to injure the contents of the mail bag, or the person by post.
of any officer of the Post Office, it must be refused.
If such a letter be posted without its contents being
detected, and they should afterwards be discovered, it
must not be forwarded, but a report must be made to the
Secretary by the first post, stating the full address of the
letter and its supposed contents, and requesting instructions. Should any such letter be received from another
Postmaster, it must neither be forwarded nor delivered,
but information of its arrival must be sent, as above, to
the Secretary.. Should the Secretary, in either case, give
no instructions as to the period for which the packet
should be retained, the Postmaster will, at the end of a
week, apply for further orders on that point. The following are examples of the articles referred to : A glass bottle, or glass in any form ; razors, scissors,
needles, knives, forks, or other sharp instruments ;
leeches, game, fish, meat, fruit, or vegetables; bladders or other vessels containing liquids ; gunpowder,
lucifer matches, or anything which is explosive or
combustible.
51. With the following exceptions, any letter or packet Restrictions in
must also be rejected which is more than two feet in length, size and weight;

* The following are the Districts in which the various Surveyors are
now stationed, viz. : ENGLAND.
DISTRICTS.

SURVEYORS.

HEAD QUARTERS.

Esq... Penrith.
Northern ........... . C. Hodgson
,, ... Derby.
Derby .............. . E. Milliken
,, . . . Altrincham.
Manchester ........ . W. Gay
,, ... Shrewsbury.
Shrewsbury ........ . W.J. Godby
Birmingham ........ . A. M. Cunynghamc ,, ... London.
,, ... London.
Wou cester ......... . J.P. Good
,, . . . Devon port.
\IVnKL01·n ............ . G. H. Creswell
,, ... Dorking.
:-\011fl1cl'n .......... .. J. H. Newman
E11.Hi('l'll •••••••••••••••
A. Trollope
,, . . . Waltham Cross.
NorU1<•rn
Southera

SCOTLAND.
J. Warren
E. C. Burckhardt

IRELAND.
Northern ............ W. Barnard
Southern ............ H. James

Esq... Aberdeen.
,, ... Edinburgh.

Esq ... Dublin.
,, .. . L.imerick.
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Book Post.

breadth, or depth, and any unpaid inland letter weighing
above four ounces. The exceptions are:Exceptions
1. 'I'o or from places abroad.
thereto.
2. To or from any of the Government Offices or
Departments, or Public Officers.
3. Petitions or addresses to the Queen, whether
directed to Her Majesty, or forwarded to any
Member of either House of Parliament.
4. Petitions to either House of Parliament, forwarded
to any Member of either House.,
5. Printed Parliamentary proceedings.":'
Should any letter or packet be posted contrary to the
Treatment of
regulations in the foregoing rule, it will be the duty of the
l~tters of irregular Head Postmaster to whose office it may first come to send
size, &.c.
it immediately to the Returned Letter Branch of the Cir··
culation Office, in order that it may be properly disposed
of; but should such Postmaster, by mistake, for\vard it
according to its address, it is not to be arrested at any
subsequent stage of its progress, but must be delivered to
its address,-the deficiency in the postage, if any, being
charged at the unpaid rate; and the error, of whatever
kind, with the amount surcharged, must be specially reported to the Secretary by the Postmaster who may first
detect it ; but if this latter officer should be of opinion that
the breach of' regulation ha:-; b en committed by mistake
it will be his duty 11ot to send the packet to the Returned
Letter Brn11ch of Lh , Circulation Ofli c, but to forward it
without d 'lay to it:; add rcHs, charging the deficiency at
the unpaid or donbl ' l"Ltc, as above.
Boole Post, £ncluding Newspapers and Printed Matter r!l
ene1:y lcind:r
Inland Book l'ost.
52. The following arc the Regulations of the Inland
Book Post:1st. RA'I'ES OF POSTAGE.
ii
For a Packet
.. not exceeding 4 oz. Id.
Rate of Postage.
Ditto above 4 oz. and not exceeding 8 oz. 2d.
1() oz. Lid.
Ditto
8 oz.
"
"
"
Ditto
1 lb.
l~ lb. 6d.
"
"
Ditto "
2 lb. 8d.
l~lb.

.

*

"

"

"

There must be no printing or writing on the cover of Pnrliamentary
proceedings, except the words " Parliamentary Proceedings," and the
name and address of the person for whom they are intended. When, however, parliamentary proceedings arc sent like other printed matter, on the
u8ual conditions of the Book Post, this restriction is not to be enforccll.
'I Newspnpers and other periodical pnblicntion~ Learing nu impressed
st< mp may nh;o be sent on tl1e conditions enumerated at page 27.

Rates of Postage.-Book Post.
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and so on ; twopence being charged for every additional half-pound."'
2nd.. The postage must be prepaid in full by means of To be prepaid.
postage stamps affixed outside the packet or its cover:t
3rd. The additional postage on a re-directed book- Postage un
packet, whether paid at the time of re-direction or re-direction.
not, will be the same as the original postage, as gfren
in the above table. (See also Rule 183.)
4th. Every book-packet must be sent either without a To Le open at t l1 e
cover or in a cover open at the ends or sides (so ends.
as to admit of the enclosures being removed for
examination) ; though for the greater security of its
contents the packet may be tied at the ends with
string. '\Then so tied the string may be cut, but the
packet must be re-fastened as it ,·was before.
5th. A book-packet may contain any number of sepa- Description of
rate books or other publications prints or maps and enclo~ures
'
'
'
allowed ·
any quantity of paper, parchment, or vellum; and
'
the books or other publications, prints, maps, &c.,
may he either printed, written, or plain, or any mixture of the three. Ii'urther, all legitimate binding,
mounting, or covering of a book, &c., or of a portion
thereof, will be allowed, whether such binding, &c.,
be loose or attached ; as also rollers in the case of
prints or maps, markers (whether of paper or otherwise) in the case of books, and, in short, whatever
is necessary for the safo transmission of literary or
artistic matter, or usually appertains thereto; but no
patterns or books of patterns (unless these consist
merely of paper) can be allowed.
6th. No book-packet may contain any written letter, aud of enclosures
closed or open, or any enclosure sealed or otherwise not allowed.
closed against inspection; nor must there be any
letter, nor any communication of the nuture of a
letter, written in any such packet or in or upon its
cover. Entries, however, merely stating who sends
the book, &c.~ or to whom it is given, are not to be
regarded as a letter.
'X' J 11 Lite <'<ve of Parliamentary proceedings the postage advances
througl1.ou L al. 1.lic rate of one penny the quarter pound. Thus, the
postage of a P:1rliarnentary publication not exceeding 12 ounces is
threepence 011ly .
t The prcpayrnen t of the postage on P arliamentary proceedings is
optional; and if i t be made in part the simple differ ence only is to be
charged.
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Treatment of incgular bookpackets:

of packets with
irrregular enclosm'es :

of packets not
properl y prepaid.

Examination of
book packe ts.

Disposal of
irregular book
packets.
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7th. No book-packet must exceed two feet in length,
width, or depth.
8th. Any book-packet which shall not be open at the
ends or sides, or shall have any letter, or any communication of the nature of a letter, written in it or
upon its cover, must be charged with the " unpaid"
letter postage.
9th. If a book-packet be found to contain any written
letter, whether closed or open, or any enclosure
sealed or otherwise closed against inspection, or any
other unauthorized enclosure, the letter or enclosure
· must be taken out and forwarded to the address on
the packet, charged with full postage as an unpaid
letter, together with an additional rate (one penny);
and the remainder of the packet, if duly prepaid with ·
stamps, must then be forwarded to its address.
10th. If a book-packet be not sufficiently prepaid with
stamps, but nevertheless bear a stamp of the value
of one rate, it must be forwarded charged with the
deficient book-postage, together with an additional
rate; but any packet which bears no postage stamp
must be charged with the " unpaid" letter postage,
according to its weight, provided it does not exceed
4 oz. If it exceed 1! oz. it must be sent to the Returnccl Letter Bntnch, marked "Unpaid, above 4 oz."
11th. In every case in which the postage chargeable
under these rcg11 latio11s would be greater than the
letter rate, this latter postage must be substituted.
12th. The Head Postmaster, who first receives a bookpackct, must, whenever he has ground for suspecting
an infringement of any of the above conditions, and
occasionally even when there is no such ground,
open and examine the packet; and every bookpacket which shall not be open at the ends or sides,
or shall exceed two feet in length, width, or depth,
or shall have any letter, or any communication of t1'"'
nature of a letter, written in it or upon its cover, or
shall bear no postage stamp and exceed four ounces
in weight, must be sent up, with as little delay as
possible, to the Returned Letter Branch of the
Circulation Office in London, Edinburgh, or Dublin,
as the case may be ; but in cases of other infringements of the regulations, the packet must be dealt
with by the Postmaster himself, as laid down in
sections 8 and 9.

Rates ef Postage.-Newspapers.
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13th. Book Packets must be stamped with the Dated Stamping of book
Stamp both on their despatch and arrival, in the packets.
same manner as letters.
14th. To prevent obstacles to the regular transmission Detention of book
of letters, any Head Postmaster may, when neces- packets.
sary, delay forwarding book-packets for a period not
exceeding twenty-four hours beyond the ordinary
time; and at a packet-office* the delay may, at the
option of the Postmaster, be either for that period,
or until the despatch of the mail next after that by
which the book-packet ought otherwise to have been
forwarded.
15th. The rates of postage on Book Packets for the Colonial Book
Colonies and Foreign Countries will be found in Post.
the Postal Guide.

Newspapers and other periodical Publications bearing an
impressed Stamp.
5~. All. newspa~ers a~d other ~eriodical publicati?ns Newspapers bearpubhshed m the Umted Kmgdorn-at mtervals not exceedrng ing an impresssed
thirty-one days, and which bear an impressed stamp or stamp.
stamps denoting the stamp duty (of the kind formerly
confined chiefly to newspapers), may either be forwarded,
like other printed matter, under the regulations of the
Book Post, or be transmitted and re-transmitted through
the post within the United Kingdom, under the following
regulations, free from postage, viz. : 1. They are subject to the same restrictions, with regard Restriction of size.
to the number of sheets and superficial extent, as
were formerly applicable only to newspapers properly so· called. These restrictions are shown in
the following Table : Amount of Stamps
impressed on
the Publication.

One Penny

- -

Three Halfpence Two Pence

- -

Maximum Superficial
Extent of Letterpress
on One Side.

Maximum
Number of Sheets.

Two
Three
Four

-

..

2,295 inches.

..

3,443

-

4,591

"

"

"' " Packot. Oflices" are those at which mails are made up for
despatch by 11aclu•t boats (by which arc meant ships under contract
for the convcyau ·c ol' mails) to places abroad. Such are the offices of
London, Liverpool, aud Devonport.
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stamp.

Title of newspaper.
How to be folded.

Not to be pri 11 tecl
on pasteboard.

Not to be morn
1 han 15 clays old.

Not to be enclosed.

To have no
en closure.
To have no rnarks
or writing.

Postage drnrgeabJc 011 Howspapcrs
for town fre e
delivery.

Examination of
newspapers.

Pen:1Hy for wrong
folc1i11g.

2. No publication, or portion thereof, can pass through
the post free of charge unless the impressed
stamp which it bears be at least of the value of
one penny.
3. The title and date of the publication must be printed
at the top of every page.
<1. The publication must be folded in such a manner
that the whole of the stamp or stamps, denotingthe full duty, shall be exposed to view, and be
distinctly visible on the outside; except that where
there are more than two publications in the
same cover it wi11 be considered sufficient if the
stamps are so arranged that they can readify be
examined.
5. The publication must not be printed on pasteboard
or cardboard, or on two or more thicknesses of
paper pasted together; nor must any pasteboard,
cardboard, or such pasted paper be sent with it as
a back or cover thereto, or otherwise.
6. It must be posted within fifteen days from th~ date
of publication.
7. It must either have no cover or a cover open at the
ends.
8. It must contain no enclosure.
l). It mw;t have no writino· or other JT1ark thereon, but
the name arnl nddrcsH of' the person to whom it is
sent ; nor anything on the cover, but such name
and address, th . printed title of the publication,
and printed narn ' and add ress of the publisher or
vender who sends it.
10. If the publication be addressed to any person within
the town free deliv ry of the place where it is posted,
it becomes li able to a postage of one penny, which
must be prepaid by aflix ing a postage stamp.
11. The Head Postmaster who first receives a newspaper or other periodical publication must, whenever he has ground for rnspecting an infringement
of any of the above conditions, and occasionally
even when there is no ground for suspicion, open
and examine the _packet, and, if he find any of the
conditions disregarded, he may detain the packet
till the next mail, for fuller examination. Should
the irregularity consist in not folding the paper so
as to expose the stamp or stamps, a postage of one
penny must be charged in addition to any other
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postage to which the publication, if properly folded
would have been liable; and if the publication be Penalty for defiaddressed to any person within the town free delivery cient postage on
of the place where it is posted and do not bear a newspap~rs for
.
'
town delivery.
penny postage label, it must be charged twopence;
but in case of any other irregularity the publication
must be dealt with in accordance with the regulations of the Book Post. (See Rule 52.)
12. It is recommended that every publication should Warning to purhave a notice to purchasers conspicuously printed, chus.ers to expose
. .
.
·
· the nnprcsRed
porntrng
out t l1e necessity
of exposrng
t h e 1111stam p.
pressed stamp to view, whenever the publication is
sent through the Post.
1:3. Unstamped publications, or stamped publications
which have been issued more than fifteen days, can
only be forwarded under the regulations of the
Book Post.
54. Newspapers sent abroad are liable to the same Newspapers sent
regulations as newspapers passing (under the newspaper abroad.
privilege) between different parts of the United Kingdom,
except that, before going abroad, the name of the news··
paper must have been registered at the General Post
Office, and that instead of requiring to have an impressed
stamp, each newspaper, if sent to a Foreign Country, is
liable to the postage entered in the Table of Colonial and
:Foreign Postage, and if sent to a British Colony, to a
postage of one penny, with an additional postage (as shown
in the Table of Colonial and Foreign Postage) when the
newspaper has to pass through a Foreign Country. In all
cases of newspapers going abroad the impressed stamp
stands for nothing.
55. The duty of surcharging newspapers from abroad Newspapers from
is confined to the Office of the port of arrival; unless ttbroad.
Lhc newspaper should, afrcr leaving that port, be found to
contain writing or enclosures, in either of which cases it
1nust be charged as a letter.
f>6. Numerous instances having been observed of news- Newspapers from
pn p<' l'fl received in the mails from the United States the Uiiited States.
<·01daining writing or enclosures, attention is particularly
dir1·<'L<'d to such newspapers which must, as far as practicf1bl<•, h carefully examined before they are sent out for
de li v •r.Y; and any which may contain writing, other than
the add r 'HH, or any enclosure whatever, must be charged
with the full letter postage, at the rate of ls. the half-
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ounce. This postage must be brought to account in
the same manner as ordinary Inward Surcharge postage.
(See Rules 237 and 240.)

IV. REGISTRATION. 'x'
57. Any prepaid letter, book-packet, or newspaper for
places in the United Kingdom, may be registered on payment, in stamps, of a fee of 6d. Letters, book-packets,
and newspapers for most of the colonies may also be registered for a fee of 6d.: even where no agreement on the subject exists with a colony or foreign country (see Rule 59),
the same fee gives the security of registration as far as
the British port of despatch, though not farther. No book·
packet, however, for a foreign country can be registered
beyond the port of despatch, except as a letter at the
foll rate·ofletter postage. (See Rule 62.)
Registration of
58. The only unpaid letters that can be registered are
unpaid lel;trrs.
letters for those places abroad to which postage cannot be
paid in 1tdv1tncc; uncl for thctic n. letter can be registered
only as Jhr as the port of despatch. The fee is 6d., and
must be prepaid.
59. Information J' 1:1pc ·tiug registration fees for the
colonies and foreign countries will be found in the Postal
Guide.
Re-directed Regis60. A registered letter, when re-directed, is not liable
tered Letters.
to more additional postage than an ordinary re-directed
letter (see Rule 46 ), unless, having been dropped into
the box, it comes within Rule 76.
6 l. The Post Office docs not guarantee the safe delivery
Responsibility in
regard to Regis- of a registered letter ; though its officers are, of course,
tered Letters.
responsible to the Postmaster-Genera], who will call to
strict account any one who neglects his duty on this point,
and will determine those cases in which any loss is to be
made good by the officer in fault, or by his superior
Registration fee.

* The term "Registered letter" includes every kind of letter, book,
newspaper, or other packet that may be registered.
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officer, if the error should be found to arise from lax
superv1s10n.
In every office there should be a " Registered Letter Locker for deposit
Locker," for the secure deposit of registered letters which of Registered
are waiting for despatch or delivery. The locker should Let ters.
be provided with a good lock, and should have a front
or top of wire or glass, that its contents may be seen.
It should be divided into two compartments, one for
registered letters waiting to be despatched, and the other
for those waiting to be delivered. The key of the locker
should be in the custody of the senior officer on duty, or
of an officer selected for the purpose, who will be held
responsible for the safety of the letters. The careless
detention of letters in the locker is punishable under
Rule 85, sec. 9.

Despatch ef Registered Letters.
62. A letter tendered for registration must be presented Time for posting.
at the office window or counter, at least half an hour
before the box is closed for the mail by which it is to be
despatched.':« It is the duty of the officer who registers
it to satisfy himself that the proper amount of postage Postage on.
and fee is prepaid; in stamps, if the letter be for any place
in the United Kingdom, and either in stamps or money,
at the option of the sender, if it be for places abroad.
The cases specified in Rule 58, where the fee alone need
be paid, are exceptions to this rule.
If the letter should be imperfectly addressed, the officer Address of.
ought if possible to have the address corrected by the
H nder, but when this is not practicable, the letter must
nevertheless be registered, and must be forwarded accordi11g to the imperfect address. A letter so forwarded .will
1101. be reported as missent.
():t To the person who presents a letter for registration Entry in receipt
11. r·1•(•cipt must be given on the proper form (a counterpart book.
111•111 ,. retained in the book), and both the receipt and
1•c11111krpart must be stamped at the same time. T he
< >11 1°1 1 't.nmp must be impressed on the face of the letter, Stamping it.
nlu1\ c t lie address, if there be room, and the words
" I(,(' 'I Ht1·n'<l Letter" must be written upon it in red
~

A letter rce ivocl in a private bag for registration is an exception
rule.

l.o this
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ink : it must then be tied with green tape (see Hule 66),
and when it has been entered on the Letter Bill (see
Rule 65) it must be placed in the " Registered Letter
Locker" (see Rule 61) until it is time to make up the bag
in which it is to be despatched ; and the despatching
officer seeing the entry on the bill will be responsible that
}~ ote of' bag in
he obtains the letter from the locker. At offices where
w Ii i(·l1 ~: c 1it: .
110 book is kept for entering registered letters posted for
di spatch, a note should be made by the despatching clerk
on the counterfoil of the receipt book, stating in what
bag the letter has been forwarded, anrl he should append
his initials thereto. Messengers or Letter Carriers are forbidden to take letters from the public for registration.
64. In some offices the registered letters are despatched
Regi stered LeUer
Bag.
in a separate bag, called the Registered Letter Bag, which
is tied and sealed and enclosed in the ordinary letter bag.
T'his bag is to be entered on the letter bill as if it were a
registered letter, the letters which it contains being
entered on the registered letter " Slip," which is enclosed
in the bag, and not on the Letter Bill. Great care is
necessary in the disposal of a registered Jetter bag ;
in addition to the usual fines (see Rule 85) a repetition
of any negligence in this respect will be followed by a
severe ptmishincnt. A registered letter bag is not to be
tied with gr' n tap
Entl'y on 1.11<'
()!). Th' 1'1111 nddr 'HH of a register '<l letter forwarded
Lf'ttcr Bill.
in a11 r<linnry I 'tter Imo· 111us1. b<.: ·nt reel on the letter
hill which is clcs patC'h cc l wiLIJ it, and the bill must be tied
to the Jetter or Lo the bundle which contains it. (See
lhtlc 107.) l''or tli 'prop r mode of entering a remittance
letter on the bill sc ltule 251.
Of Foreign
All registered letters for places abroad sent by cross
Letters.
post must be entered on the Paid letter bill, and all inland
Of' Inland l etter~. registered letters must be entered on the unpaid bill.
Col'rection o(' :i,n
If it should become necessary to erase or alter the entry
r111.ry.
of any letter on the letter hill, the erasure or alteration
must be attested by the initials of the officer who makes
it ; but, when practicable, it is better to substitute a fresh
bill with the entries correctly made.
Affitlavit. of Pntry.
An officer who despatches or who opens a bag containing registered letters should so completely satisfy himself
as to the agreement between the entries on the bill an<l
the registered letters to which they refer, as to be able, if
required to make affidavit. on the suQject.
66. Alt registered letters, whether Inlancl or Foreign,
Grorn 'l.n.1r.
Tying with g l' on

tnpe.
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111u!'.lt be distinguished from the ordinary correspondence
I>.Y being tied with green tape ; as must also all letters For what letters
marked " Registered," but dropped into the Letter Box to use green tape.
(see Rule 76), a~ well as all Official Mone_y Letters,
including remittance - letters, letters containing fines,
and every other kind of property - letter requiring to
be ntered on the letter bill. Cash or stamps enclo ed in paper, or in bags, passing between a Head Exceptions; to its
Office and Sub-Office, need not be tied with green t'ape, use.
although entered on the letter bill. Green tape is not
used for parcels of postage stamps, pouches, or election
writs, sent from the metropolitan offices, although entered
on the letter bill, and its omission in such cases must not
he reported.'x' It is not necessary to tie a Poll Book with
green tape.
Rrqisterrrl.

-· Jt13

67. The tape, as shown in the above sketch, must be How to tie it.
ti ·d over the ends and round the middle of the letter, and
nn, 'r being looped wherever it crosses, must be tied in a
In.H t knot at the back of the letter so that the knot may
110L interfere with the address; it should
be drawn
Ii 1·lttly, but not so tightly as to alter the shape of the
1•1.Lcr.

OH. When a letter which ought to be tied with green

Omission of green

I q H' iH observed to be without the tape, it must at once tape to be rectified .

I11 p1·!11wr'ly tied, and the report of the omission (see Rule
I) 11111 HI. 1-1tate that this has been done.

ti

1 IL ~ c111111li11H\H found impossible. in the London Office to tie with
1 1·1111 11 l11p11 u,11 11111 Registered Letters arriving from -4,ustralia. An
0111i HH io11 11,M 1•1 1111 1·d11 l.l1 cse letters ill therefore not to be reported against
l,011do11; l>1d, l11 l,l.1ll'H, when received untied, whether for delivery or for11111'(1, 11111 Ht lrn l.i od wil.li green tape at the office which rccajves them
1'1·0111 London (sco H.ul 68).

c
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69. The tape must not be used wastefully or for any
other purpose than that for which it is supplied. Each
letter will require, on an average, twenty-four inches of
tape ; and, in order to prevent waste, application must
be made in the following form for a fresh supply of
tape:-

POST 0E'.1!'1CB

- - - - - -18

Srn,
I have to requesL a l°l'rslt impply of Green Tape for the purpose
of distinguishing Rogi sLcl'cd loLl.rrH.
Since I was supplied wiU1 _____ yards of the tape in question,
letters.
on the
, I have r egistered

The Secretary,
Missing Letter Branch,
General Post Office.
Registeroc:l lelLers
noL liable to surclrnrges.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

70. Registered letters arc not liable to be surcharged on

account. of' dcfi ·icnt posing' ; the officers who receive
th ·m h •ing rrnip<rnHi hie thnt the proper amount of postage
antl fl.· ifl prepaid at the time of' registration. With the
exception, th r fore, ol' letters registered under the provisions of Rule 7G, and of re-directed registered letters
(sec Rule 60), all registered letters must be delivered
free.
Treatment when
71. When a registered letter is received from another
observed to be in- Head Office, not bearing stamps sufficient for the postage
sui:liciently preand fee, the deficiency, whether as regards postage or foe,
paid.
must be charged at the single rate against the office
at which the letter was registered. This charge must
be made on the paid letter bill in the manner shown in
th~ following specimen ;-

Registration.-Dr:ftcient Postage.
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Cross Post PAID Letter Bill.

Olfico.

From Birmingham to Cardiff.
Receiving
Postmaster's
Column.

Despatching
Postmaster's Column.

Amount of !'AID Foreign or Ship Letters and
Newspapers
- - -

- -

s.

£

d.

s. d.

£

I

I

Received in Bag from

Add•U•na• { M,.
Postage
due on
Registered
Letters
addressed*

Glo'ster.

Jolmson, ca,,fi.jf.
.

* The N amc of the Person and the Town
only to be stated.

-

--

-

Total

--- - - -

-

-

2

-

- - --

ADDRESS OF REGISTERED LETTERS.

1

2

3
-

4
{)

()

' 1'11111 1

·'· Smitlt, Postmaster Despatching.

-· ..

c 2

2
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72 .. When a Paid Letter Bill is not ordinarily used for
the office at which an underpaid registered letter has been
posted, it will be necessary to fill up a paid bill 1ikc the
1
specimen, for the purpose of charging the deficiency
•
against the office in fault; and this extra bill must be
sent to the Receiver and Accountant-General in the
weekly account. The circumstance must be reported at
the foot of the usual report form.
73. If this duty be done at a forward office, the word
"debited" and the amount _debited (for example, ''debited 2d.") must be written on the face of the letter in
red ink, in order that the <lcficiency may not be charged
a second time against the office in fault.
W he n in suf~ici- .
74. When a registered letter is received from any Subc,ntl y P1.:cp:uc1 at a Office insufficiently prepaid, the requisite additional stamps
S ub.-OJ!tcc.
. d firom t h e Su bmust be affi xe d, an d t l1e amount ob tame
Postmaster. Should the underpaid registered letter be a
Colonial or Foreign one, prepaid in money, it must be
marked in red ink as having been prepaid the correct
amount, which must be brought to account in the paid
letter bill with which the letter is forwarded; the deficiency
being in like manner obtained from the Sub-Postmaster.
75_ A forward registered letter, in passing through
I 'orwa, rd
H.og isteroll
an Office, must be carcfolly checked from its receipt to its
Letters.
dcRpat ·h (Ac ll11lcs 61 ancl 119): it should be stamped
on tl1' l.Ht 1 , a11d th ' n<lclrcsH nlcr d in a book provided
fo r th ' pmposc, whi ·b 8houlcl show in what bags it is recciv 'cl and despatched, and through whose hands it passed.
7G. An Inland Letter marked " Registered" and
l ,c tiorn nrn1·kcu
dropped into the letter box, instead of being posted
"Hegistcrcd," aHd in accordance with the Reo·ulations is liable to a reais1· I
o
'
o
I~~~~c\m t. 10
tration fee of one shilling, in addition to the postage ;
1
ox'
and must be taxed accordingly. If, for example, such n.
letter, not exceeding half-an-ounce in weight, be prepaid
Id. only, it must be surcharged one shilling; but should
how to be cliargcd; it bear stamps to the amount of 7d., the tax will be 6d.
only ; thus making up the charge of one shilling beyond
the proper amount of prepaid postage. Deficient postage
on such letters must be surcharged at the double rate,
as in the case of ordinary letters. Thus, if the letter,
being over the half-ounce, bear a penny label only, the
tax will be ls. 2d., that is, 2d. (the deficient postage at
a11d rn 1l>Acq 11 <' 1t!ly the unpaid rate) and ls. (the fee).
After being· thus
Lr aLod.
taxed, the letter must be treated as one duly tendered
The surcharge must be entered as
for registration.
How. to cli:wg
<lcfici onL pcm L:iW>
~~~· ~l~c dc8 patching

1
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unpaid postage in the letter bill in the usual way, and
will be obtained on the delivery of the letter. The foregoing rule applies to all inland letters marked ''Registered," but not duly tendered for registration; and to
all such letters observed in their passage through an office,
or received for delivery ; but does not extend to Colonial Colonial and
and Foreign letters, which, when not properly tendered Foreig~ Letters
for registration, must be treated as ordinary letters, even exceptwns to the
though they be marked " Registered." In these latter l\ule.
cases the word " not" must be prefixed to the word
" registered," and the officer's initials must be annexed.
77. Any officer who shall neglect the foregoing Rule Punishment of
will be required to make good the amount of the post- inattention to the
age which has been lost to the revenue through his. Rule.
inattention.

Delivery

ef Registered Letters.

78. On the arrival of a Mail (see Rule l 19), registered Treatment on
letters for delivery, whether by Letter Carrier, or from arrival.
the window, or by Sub-Postmaster, or Messenger, must,
after being stamped on the back, be entered by the proper
officer in the Registered Letter Delivery Receipt Book,
both on the receipt form and the count.erfoil. (See also
ltule 61.)
79. The receipt form, without which no registered Receipt form .
letter must be tendered for delivery, must be given with
1.h letter to the officer who is to deliver it, and who must
al. the same time sign the counterfoil.
0. A Letter Carrier on delivering a registered letter Proper. signature
11111 Ht require the receipt to be signed by the person to of 1: 0 ceipt, when
delivered by
.
. .
.
IV horn the letter 1s addressed: when this IS not practicable, Letter Carrier .
ii 1nust be signed by .some responsible person known to
'
I11 • p<'nnanwtly connected with the house, or, when the
11 I lt'r i · directed to a place of business, by a clerk or
1 ii 11<'1 '
person known to belong to the establishment.
' 1'111 l't•c(•ipt of a lodger must not be taken except for
I11 11w11 I tters. If a registered letter be delivered at when deliv~recl
· dow, t he receipt
· of t he ord"mary messenger from the wmdow '·
I I11 nl I'll't ' wm
111' I l1t · p1•rH n to whom it is addressed will suffice;
11,111( 1 l1t •11 n r o-istered letter is sent in a private bag it wl~en sent in
will IH • H1dli<"i •nt if the receipt ~ome back with any private bags:
Hignatu i: ·, ILH t,h · custody of the key of the bag may
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b taken as evidence of authority to receive registered
letters. When a private bag, however, is called for at
the office by a Private Messenger, he should sign the receipts for any registered letters sent in the bag, whether
wh 1l w1ti 1i ng Lo the bag be despatched closed or open. Registered letters
I.Jc callod f'or :
which cannot be delivered at once, as, for instance,
those to be kept till called for, must be placed in the
locker (see Rule 61 ), and the proper form of receipt for
such letter must be placed in the box or pigeon-hole,
where ordinary letters so addressed await delivery, in
order to indicate to the delivering officer that there is a
registered letter in the locker. (For the punishment for
detaining such letters, sec Rule 85, sec. 9. --For Returned
Registered Letters, see Rule 204.)
whe11 re-directed:
81. Registered letters, which may be re-directed must
be entered in the Receipt Book in the same manner as if
they were delivered ; but in the place allotted for the
signature of the recipient must be inserted "Re-directed
to - - - " [naming the town], and the date on which
the letter is forwarded. The despatching officer must
sign the entry.
when sent to a
82. Register~d Letters for a Sub-Office having a
Su b-Postmnster
closed bag must be entered in the Sub-Office Bill, and
01· liandeu Lo a
those for the delivery of a Rural Messenger must be
cnt 'reel on ih MeHHcngcrR' Bill (s Rules 155 and 161).
The receipt muHi h · :-;e11L Imel · hy the Sub-Postmaster by
firnt Po:-;i after th Jct,ier iH delivered; a Messenger must
give up ihc receipt on hiH return to the Oflice; and a
Letter Carrier on ihc completion of his Delivery.
83. When signed, the receipts must be again attached
Di Hposal or
lfocoipt~ wl1 cn
to their proper counterfoils in the book by the adhesive
sig ned .
matter at the back of the forms ; and the book must be
carefully examined each day to see that all receipts have
been returned and properly replac:ed in it; by which
means a complete check will be kept on all registered
letters received for delivery. This Receipt Book must be
kept for three years, and then returned as waste paper.

Registered Letter Errors and Pines.
[ w1i Hlmw 11t. for
iJ'I' g11lnrilirn; in
Rcgi HLr11.t ion.

84. To avoid, as far as possible, the necessity of resorting to more severe measures, a fixed punishment by Money
.Fines is imposed, without exception, for irregularities in
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I

regard to registered letters; and it is strictly enjoined that Errors to b_e
every such irreo-u]arity whether it occurs at his own office report~d without
'
d by t h e p ostmaster. m
. t h e except10n.
or e1sewhere sholl
a b c reporte
form provided for the purpose, in which it is also required
that certain errors in regard to letter bills shall be reported;
as th security of a registered letter is in a great measure
dependent on the proper treatment of the letter bill which
accompanies it. In cases where there is a separate bag
(sec Rule 64) for registered letters, omissions in regard to
the " Slip " which is forwarded therein will be considered
the same as omissions in regard to the letter bill. Each
omission to report a fineable irregularity is itself punishable
by a fine. A Postmaster is required to debit himself in
his weekly account with the amount of fines levied at his
office.
85. A fine of 4s. is imposed for each of the following ~'ines for..
irregularities : irregulantrns:
I. For mis-sending a registered letter bag, see for mistreating a
Rules 64 and 84.
Registered Letter
Bag:
2. For omitting to enter a " Registered Letter Bag"
on the proper letter bill.
3. For omitting to enter on the letter bill the number
of such bags.
4. For omitting to forward a registered letter bag, or
otherwise causing its detention . .
A fine of one shilling is imposed for each of the following irregularities, committed at a Head Office : for omissions to
5. For omitting to enter on the letter bill:
enter on the
a. A registered letter (Rule 65 ).
Letter Bill :
b. A surcharged registered letter (Rule 76).
c. A remittance to the Receiver and AccountantGeneral (Rule 251).
d. Any official money or property letter.
e. A Returned letter bag, if it contain a registered letter (Rule 191 ).
f. A Poll Book (Rule 96).
<i. Fol' omitting to enter a registered or money letter for omissions with
011 the Returned Letter Claim Form (Rule 191). regard to green
,
tape:
, , li'c11· omitting to tie with green tape a registered
l1 •1Lm-, or any other letter entered on the bill,
w1LI1 Lhc exceptions specified in Rule 66.
( l 11 n •porLing such omissions it should be stated
whd.hur any green tape was found loose in the

bag.)

-10
f'or ini~-Hf<11din g :
ford<1l11,yi11g:
l'11r (•1·rn1·A wil.lt
l.101,t,(•i· hill.i:J.

R.egistered Letter
l'ou11d open.

llow Lo report
<·1·.1·01·s eommiLLctl
in L ondo11.

Fines for
R1 1b-Officcs.

Registration,·~Fines.

8. For ~'mis-sending a registered letter, or other letter,
•
entered in the bill.t
9. For accidentally detaining a registered letter or
other letter entered on the bill.
10. :For omitting to send the proper letter bill in a
bag, whether the bag contains registered letters
or not.t
11. For sending a letter bill wrongly headed.t (See
Rule 103.)
12. For omitting to report any of the above irregularities.
Any other irregularity, such as omission to write
" Registered" in red ink, &c., must be reported
at the foot of the usual form.
If a registered or official money letter be observed
to be open, or in a torn or insecure condition,
it must be secured (see Rule 267), and the
circumstance must be reported at the foot of
the usual form. In the case of such letter
received for delivery, the report should state, if
possible, whether the contents were found safe
by the owner.
8l). When a registered letter or official money letter
is miH-H<'nt f'rom London, or wh n such a letter is entered
on tl c L ond o11 bill, a11d iH not r ivccl, the error must be
r ·portccl to the Sc r 'tary by electric telegraph wh~n
pmmibl c (::;cc RHle ~ 0); and it must be also reported
jn the usual form by the :first post. In reporting registcn~d letter irregularities committed in the [,,ondon Office,
the covers of the registered letters referred to therein
must, when practicable, be obtained and forwarded with
the report.
87. A fine of Sixpence is imposed at Sub-Ofiices and
Receiving Offices for the following irregularities, viz. :For each omission to enter on the letter bill,1. A registered letter.
*"'When the mis-sending is owing to a, mis-direction by the wr.i ter of
iltc le Ucr it is not to b e r eported in the R.egistered L etter Irregularity
Form ( Hee R ules 62 and 17_9).
1' Wh en a n ordinary mail bag is mis-sent, the error must be reported
i n the Bng Irregularity Form only, and the consequent failure of tl1e
woper letter bills, and rnissending or detention of the registered letters
contained in Lhe bag, are not to be reported in the R.egisterecl Lct.t:er
I 1Tcgularity Form.
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2. A remittance to the Receiver and AccountantGeneral.
3. Any <{{ficial money letter.
For each mis-sending of a registered letter.
For each omission to tie a registered letter with green
tape.
For the accidental detention of a registered letter.
li'or each omission to return the letter bill.
These fines will be strictly enforced ; and should the A Postmaster .
Postmaster omit to report the irregularities in the proper b?und to r~port
J'
h e w1"11 mcur
·
·
d"isp1easure of · t h e p os t - h1s subordrnates.
iorm
t he senous
master-General. Sub-Postmasters, having sealed bags,
are in like manner required to report registered letter
irregularities committed at Head Offices, and are furnished
with proper forms for the purpose; and it is the Postmaster's duty to make application for fresh supplies of
this and all other forms when needed.

Parliamentary and Voting Notices.
88. On prepayment by stamps of the postage, and Pad.iamentary
of a special fee of 6d., Parliamentary notices may be Notice~.
forwarded through the post under the following regulations:1. The words " Parliamentary Notice" must be le- Treatment on
gibly printed on the face of the letter; and in despatch.
order to secure the speedy return of any notices
which may be undelivered, the name and address
of the solicitor issuing such parliamentary notice
should also be legibly printed or written on the face
of the letter; though this latter is not imperative.
2. These notices must be posted either at the General
Post Office, St. Martin's-le-Grand, in London;
the General Post Office in Dublin; the General
Post Office in Edinburgh ; or at the chief office at
one or other of the following towns : Aberdeen.
Athlone.
Belfast.
l~irmingham.

Bristol.
Cork.
E -el. ·r.
Glmi 1·ow.

Inverness.
Leeds.
Lincoln.
Liverpool.
Manchester.
. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Norwich.
'
Shrewsbury.
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All notices which by the standing orders of either
House of Parliament are required to be served on
or before the 15th December, must be posted on
or befure the 12th December, unless the 12th
falls on a Sunday, when they must be posted not
later than the 11th; but those notices which by
the same orders may be served later than the 15th,
may be posted after the 12th of that month.
4. Parliamentary notices and voting notices must not
be confounded with registered letters, but must be
treated in accordance with the separate rules provided for them.
5. The notices must be posted at the Post Office
window, accompanied with duplicate lists of the
addresses ; the letters being arranged, for the convenience of comparison, in the order of the list.
These lists must be examined by the officer in
attendance at the window ; and if each list cor··
respond with the address, he must sign and stamp
every sheet of each list. One of the duplicate lists
must then be returned to the person who brought
the letters, and the other forwarded to the Secretary,
General Post Office, London.
Time f'or posLi np;
9. The hours for receiving both parliamentary notices
parliamenLary :wd ·rnd th ' under-m 'ntioncd voting notices arc the same .as
vol,ing 110 LicoH.
thos for the registrntion of letters, but should the
parliamentary notices be presented at such a time as
to interfere with the ordinary duties of the office, any
other time may be appointed within the next twentyfour hours for receiving the same; provided that, when
the notices are to be served on or before the 15th
December, such arrangement do not delay the posting
beyond the 12th.
90. Whoever sends parliamentary notices should, if possible, arrange with the Postmaster on the day before as to
the most convenient time for posting them, and state the
probable number.
VoLi ng notices:
91. Notices belonging to any one of the subjoined classes
(enumerated in the Act 5 & 6 Viet. c. 18., relating to votes
I l ow 1,0 ho posLed: for members of Parliament) bearing .postage stamps to
the value of the postage and of a special fee of 2d. can be
sent through the post with the securities for their safe delivery enjoined by law, provided the notice be brought duly
di rectcd, open and in duplicate, to a Postmaster of an office
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where money orders are issued or paid.* On receiving such
a notice, it must be compared with the duplicate, and if the
two agree the latter must be stamped and returned to the
bearer. The word " Notice" must then be legibly written How to be
in red ink on the front of the notice, so that, when it marked:
arrives at the office for delivery, it can be distinguished
from an ordinary letter, and from a registered letter.
Both Parliamentary and Voting notices are subject to
the usual charge for re-direction.
92. Care must be taken that such notices are tied in a How to be
bundle by themselves, though, except in this particular, despatched.
they are to be treated, in despatching them, as ordinary
letters. They are not to be tied with green tape.
93. The following are the notices referred to : Description or
Notices.

Counties and Cities.
I. Notices of appeal from decision of revising barristers.
2. Notices to sheriffs and returning officers of judgments and orders of the Court of Common
Pleas.
3. Notices from candidates to returning officers.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Counties.
Notices from revising barristers to clerks of the
peace.
Notices from clerks of the peace to overseers.
Notices by overseers to perso1;1s entitled to vote
for a Member of Parliament.
Notices to overseers by persons claiming to be
inserted in the list of voters.
Notices of objection to be given to overseers.
Notices of objection to be given to parties objected
to by persons other than overseers, and to the
occupying tenant of the qualifying property.

Cities and Boroughs.
I . Notices from town clerks to overseers.
:J. Not.ices by overseers as to payment of rates and
LIL cs.

'* TJI(•, p11Hli11 ,. of' these notices is confined strictly to Post Offices
wlll'ro J11011oy 1l1'd111· l111Hiness can be transacted; co11sequently, whenever
H11(;]1 power}~ HllHJIWllluu at any office, none of these notices can there be
n: ·oivc<l.

Registration.-Poll Books.
3. Notices to overseers of claims.
4. Notices to town clerks of claims by freemen.
5. Notices to overseers or town clerks, of objections.
6. Notices of objection addressed to the persons
objected fo.

City of London.
1. Notices of claims to secondaries and to clerks of

livery companies.
2. Notices to high bailiffs of vVestminster and Southwark.
3. Notices from revising barristers to town clerks.
4. Notices of objection addressed to the persons
objected to.
5. Notices of objection addressed to secondaries or
to the clerks of livery companies.
94. When a parliamentary notice, or a notice reTreatment on
d livery.
specting voting for a Member of Parliament, is delivered, a
receipt, on the proper form,* must, if possible, be obtained,
but whether or not, the notice must be delivered ; and
where no receipt can be obtajned, the Postmaster must make
a record of the fact, and keep this record as evidence.
A parliamentary or voting notice which cannot be deliver d must not be kept longer than one week. (See
Rul 205.)
Delay of deli very
9f. If 111 any as ' the ordinary delivery would be
if necessai·y.
s riously delayed by the <l livery of Parliamentary
n tic s, the delivery of the notices may be delayed for
any period not exceeding twenty-four hours, but the
d ·livery of voting notices must not be delayed.
Poll:·books, l1ow to
96. When a poll-book is presented by a Returning
b forwarclNl:
Officer to be forwarded by post, an acknowledgment
thereof in writing, stating the time when posted, must

* If at any time a Postmaster should have no forms for the receipt of
parliamentary or voting notices, h e must write out the necessary form.
The following is a copy of the form of r eceipt for a parliamentary
notice:A

Received from the Post Office a " parlia- }
rncntary notice," addressed to me.
S igned

The blank space, marked (A),

musl

ue

i rnpressed with the dated stamp in use <.n

the day qf delivery.

Jn the case of voting notices, the description of notice should be
inserted instead, of the words" Parliamentary Notice" us above, thm1,
" Notice of Objection," "Notice of Appeal," &c.
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be given to such officer, and a duplicate of such acknowledgment, signed by him, must be kept. The poll-book
must be forwarded, by the first post, to the Metropolitan
Office ; and in the making up and despatch it must be
treated as a registered letter (see Rules 65, and 85,f), to be treated m;
so that it may be traceable from hand to hand to its Registered
ultimate delivery. In addition to "Registered," the words Letters;
" Poll Book" must appear on the addresses.
97. No registration fee is to be demanded for poll- but without fee or
books; and prepayment of the postage is optional, with- green tape.
out regard to weight. A poll book need not be tied with
green tape.
98. Any officer wilfully contravening any of the regu- Penalty of neglect
lations, relating either to notices respecting voting for of above Rules.
Members of Parliament or to poll-books, will be liable, by
law, to a penalty of 1001. (See also Rule 85,f.)
99. Postmasters are responsible that every person em- Postmasters
ployed in their offices is made acquainted with the rcgu- resi:onsible f?r
lations respecting registered letters, and also with the thell" ~ubordrnates
· 1 ru1es re1atmg
· to par1.iamentary an d votmg
· notices
·
spec1a
; knowrng the Rules.
and the signature of every such person must be taken in
acknowledgment of his having perused the instructions
on the subject contained in this book.

V. DESPATCH OF MAILS.
100. It is the duty of the despatching Postmaster to Preparation
examine whether the stamps affixed to inland prepaid of letters for
letters are sufficient to pay the postage (see Rule 44 ), and despatch:
Hliould this not be the case, to surcharge the letter in
;1ccordance with Rule 233, &c. ; and he is required to tax as to postage :
1111 unpaid inland letters with the proper postage (see
I\ u 1 44 ). He should ;ilso take pains to ensure that the
prop r postage is paid upon Colonial and Foreign
I ,c• l.1.c r. (see Rule 48). The same care must bP- taken
111 n· ··nrd to Book Packets, whether for abroad or at
11 111111 • ( Hee Rules 48 and 52, sec. 10, and Rule 235).
I ,, I I 1· r H h aring postage stamps which have been pre' i1111 I dt •l'accd, or which are imperfect, must be treated
11 1·c·o1 di11 '.' l.o Rules 262 and 265, and attention must be
p11 i cl I 11 I ( 11kH 50 and 51, as to limi ta ti on of weights and
i1.(' 1 11,11d l'ol'l>idclcn contents.
I 0 I. 'I 'I 1c d<'fl patching Postmaster is responsible that as to stampiug :
poHtagc Ht·un pH arc carefully defaced (see Rule 134 ), and
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that every letter and book-packet bears a distinct impression of his office stamp (see Rules 125 and 126);
J\011,d Ho1'i,i11g.
102. When the letters have been thus examined and
prepared they must be sorted for despatch in the proper
bags.
In offices which make up many bags, the letters are
first sorted into divisions or roads, and those in each division are subdivided for despatch in the proper bags.
The arrangement of this duty must depend upon circumstances, which vary at different offices, and a Postmaster
should apply to his Surveyor for instruction when he finds
the least difficulty in performing it in a satisfactory manner. His object should be to sort accurately, and to
despatch the mails with quickness and regularity, and yet
so to apportion the work that he may trace every error
to the officer by whom it was committed. (See Rules 172
and 176.)
]., · Uer Bills :
103. Applications for Letter Bills of all descriptions are
to be addressed to the Secretary.
Lo be sent in
A letter bill must be sent in every bag that is made
every Bag.
up, even when there are no letters, and it must be
headed with the name of the office for which the bag is
8peeial Bills.
made up. There are special letter bills for London,
and also for the Travelling Offices, and there are " paid"
P
.
. and "unpaid " Letter BillH for nRc between Head Offices.
r heading or Wh n the printed hrading ol' the Travelling Office Bill
1/fiL~
1
~.
docH not. spcci(y the par1 icll lnr ofllcc for which it is int nclcd, the I>ostmastcr must be careful to insert in writing
the proper designation of the 1'ravclling Office ; and if he
docs not know it, he must apply to the Surveyor for inUnpaid Bill.
struction. An unpaid letter bill must be sent in every
Paid Bill.
cross post bag, and a paid letter bill must also be sent
in any cross post bag in which foreign or colonial letters
Fi n fo1· sending are forwarded.
(See Rule 214, sec 4.) A fine of Is.
Wl'ong Bill.
is incurred by an omission to forward a letter bill, or by
forwarding a wrong bill or a wrongly headed bill. (See
[-;ignature of Bill. Rule 85 & 121.) Every letter bill must be signed in full
the despatching officer ; and when such officer is not the
Postmaster, the word "For" must be prefixed to the
printed word " Postmaster."
.1•;n1.1·y or postage
104. The amount of postage on the foreign letters pre011 L!'l,t r Bills
paid
in money which are sent in the London or Travelling
f'or I ,ondon ancl
Office Bags must be entered on the respective bills under
H.ni l wn.y PoHL
the proper heading. The postage on unpaid letters sent
OHitHIH.
1·~11 1, l'y ol' poHl.n~o
in those bags is not to be entered on the letter bill.
Oil Cl'OHH poHI,
105. The postage on colonial and forei.g n letters sent
billH.
!iH l.o 1;01·1.ing.
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i 11 a cross post bag'X< is to be entered on the paid letter bill,
11.nd the unpaid postage on letters for the delivery of the
office for which the bag is made up is to be entered on the
unpaid bill. The postage on an unpaid letter sent as
" forward ""!" is not to be entered on the letter bill.
Entry of Rerris1O<i. Registered letters must be entered on the bill in terecl Letter~.
nccordnncc with Rules• 63 and 65. •
r1
t t'
th
.c: ow o ie up · e
I07. The letter bill accompanymg a despatch must letters and the
otways be tied on the outside ef a full-sized bundle of letters, bill.
which must contain the registered letters, official money
letters, Colonial and Foreign Paid, in money, and Inland
f Jnpaid letters. This bundle should be tied over the ends
as well as round the middle. When the letters aboven1entioned do not suffice to make a full-sized bundle, the
bundle must be made up to the proper size with ordinary
ld.tcrs. Charged newspapers or charged book-packets must
.Ji>rrn a separate bundle, and must not be tied up with, the
fotter b£ll. Ordinary prepaid letters must be tied in
secure bundles, but newspapers and book packets may be
dispatched loose in the bag.
108. Where it is practicable to do so, letters which are Forward letters
s nt as "forward "t on any office, should be tied in a to be in separate
Hcparate bundle from those for the delivery of such office. bundles.
L09. Great care should be taken that bundles of letters Bagging the
nrc not put into the wrong bags, and so serious a blunder lettrrs.
will be best prevented by exposing the label of bag, so as
to be plainly seen by the despatching officer. (See also
ltulc 114.)
110. In preparing the Night Mail for London, the Making up the
ldt rs, &c. must be divided into eleven separate portions, London Bag by
Night Mail.
1mm 1y:1st. Stamped letterst for London and the London district. (Whether these letters are to be sub-divided
into the respective districts (see Rule 111 ), or sent
in bulk to a forward office, or despatched in the
f,1ondon bag in the ordinary way, will depend on
the instructions received from the Surveyor.)
" <1rnHH

Post" Bag is a bag which any Head Office makes up
lfoad Office, except the Metropolitan Office and the
'I' 1 11 , 11 11 • I 'oHL Offices; and the letters forwarded in these bags are
1• 1dl1•d I 1111il I 'oHI. Letters.
I I 11111111 111 11 I. f'l'Om one Head Office to another, to be sorted and forw11 rd1 •cl 111 11111111• I l<111d Offices, are called "Forward Letters," and the
1111lc•c 1 nl, wl111•l1 lli11y ll.l'C sorted is called a" Forward Office."
I By "H L11.111p<1d lol.Lcrs" are meant letters fully prepaid by stamps
111

111

1illl rnl.

1ilJ1111·
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2nd. Stamped forward, except Ireland.
3rd. Irish letters (when the circulation is via London) including money order advices and unpaid letters for
Ireland.
4th. Letters for Government Offices . .
5th. Registered letters, unless sent in a separate bag.
6th. Money order advices for Londonforward.
7th. All unpaid and charged Inland letters for London
or forward, except Ireland.
8th. Unpaid· or charged letters, book-packets, or newspapers for the Colonies or places abroad.*
9th. Stamped letters for the Continent. t
10th. Stamped letters for the Colonies and Foreign parts.t
11th. All letters prepaid in money .
At those offices where the Night Mail letters for London are sorted into districts, the bundle for each district
is to be denoted by a label, which must be firmly tied to it.
The labels are supplied from the Metropolitan Office, and
the Postmaster should take care to have a sufficient stock
on hand. The words on the labels must not in any case
be altered; and when a Postmaster :finds himself without
a label for any particular district, he will use a paper
label temporarily until he obtains a fresh supply. Applications ·for labels should be made to the Secretary.
I l l. The London Day Mail must also be made up
in si, <livisionfi, as abov' <lescrib d; the following Rules
l>cing obscrveJ as r o·urds th, letters for London:1st. The letters for London which have the initials
of the postal districts added to the addresses must be
separated from those which have not.
2nd. The letters with initials must be sorted to
their proper postal districts.
3rd. If the whole number of letters with initials
does not usually exceed fifty, after they are sorted,
they must be arranged and tied in one bundle, in the
'" When the number is less than ten they should be tied up with -the
" Forward" or " Through" correspondence (by which is meant the
correspondence which, coming from one Head Office to another Head
Oflicc, has to be forwarded to a third Head Office), but placed together
a t the top of the bundle to admit of their being readily separated from
the rest when the bundles are opened. On the Saturday night,
the Forward Colonial and Foreign correspondence must be sent on,
j n accordauee with the above rnle ; the Registered Colonial and Foreign
letters being treated in the same manner as ordinary " Through"
Rrgistered letters.
"I' Ncw~papcrs and book-packets properly prepaid by stamps mtty
ll ~ nL loo~c in tho ba.g.
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following order, those for the Eastern Central District being placed in front : 1. Eastern Central.
2. Western Centra1.
3. N orLhcrn.
4. North Eastern.
6. South Eastern.
5. Eastern.
7. Southern.
8. South Western.
9. Western.
10. North Western.
4th. If the number of such letters on the average
exceed fifty, those for the districts having the largest
portions must be tied in separate bundles, and the
others together; according to the above rules.
5th. Letters for London and its neighbourhood,
not bearing initials, must be tied in separate bundles;
unsorted.
6th. If letters for places in the neighbourhood of
London, are to be forwarded to either of the Travelling Offices on the North-western or Midland
Counties Railway, these instructions must be observed ; but, in a1l other cases, :mch letters for
th e neighbourhood as have initials, must be sorted
to their proper postal districts, with the letters for
London itself; as above directed.
7th. 'The London forward correspondence must
be tied up in separate bundles.
112. On "blank day," that is, the day on which the "Blrtnk day" cir1.ondon night mail bag is not made up, letters for places culrttion through
II' Iii ch are marked in the circulation list as " London London.
IIi rough" are to be tied in bundles by themselves, with
11, label" London through" attached to them, and must be
l<>rwarded as directed by the Surveyor. These letters
11111 8t be confined to stamped letters, whether ordinary or
r<•gistcrcd; and no newspapers, books, parliamentary
proceedings, or other packets paying less than the
1'11 I I letter-rate, are to be so forwarded, except Govern11 w1ii; l ct ters. ;,~
I I:~. No letters for London itself; except Govern- For London it1:elf.
11w11L letters, arc to be forwarded on Blank Day. Govern~
lly " ( :ovrrnmeut letters" are meant all lcUers or despatches
11d il1 1 1•d 111 ('11hi11ct Ministers, thcPostmaster-Gcnernl, the Secretary
111 \ Ml I 111 II :-lc·<·1·ct:wies of the Post Office, the Secretaries of the
1'1., •11 111,1, 1111d 111<' Commander cf the Forces. All letters or despatches
l11 •11 1·i11v 1111 11ig1111l11l'C ofa1ty one of these fonctio11r..riee, and marked
" i 111111l'di11l1 " , 111· " liy 0 uard'', ifhanclecl to the Postmaster with a request
il111L ili1 ·y 11111.y lin r< p<'<:ially forwarded, must be enclosed hy him i11 a
<'<11 <·1· addl'C'H.41'<1 lo Lile sccret:lry G.P.O., and marked with red ink
" I 111rncd iato" 011 1.1 10 11 ppor corner.
1

1
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mcnt letters are to be tied in a separate bundle, and
attached to one of the " London through " bundles.
Corrrcl. drRp:il.ch
114. A Postmaster is responsible that the correct bags
of' Mail Hn.g.~;
are despatched from his office, that they are properly
tied twice round the neck with sound string,'X< and that the
string is sealed to the bag with the office seal. (See
Rule 135.) The label of each bag must be carefully exi:i,mined, and the bags for each line of road should be
strapped together in proper order, before the guard or
other officer to whom they are intrustcd, leaves the
and in proper
office. Care must be taken that no bag is sent that is
rcpail'.
not in complete repair. (Sec Rule 269.)
Punctual deRpatch;
Each dispatch should take place punctually at the time
by railway;
fixed for it. Bags conveyed by railway should be at the
station at least five minutes before the hour named for
the departure of the train by which they are to be despatched : but where they are forwarded by means of the
Ly nppamtus.
apparatust they should be suspended on the standard 10
minutes before the mail train is due.
Extra Bags.
115. Where an extra bag is made up for any office, and
despatched with the regular bag, it should be marked by
a label ; and the words "Extra Bag ;" and " Extra Bag
Sent" must be written in red ink across the Letter Bill
sent in the regular bag.
.
Irrngn ln.ri l.i rs
I J 6. Any irrco-ularity in the despatch or arrival of
in rnailH.
a mnil, however cairned, must be immediately reported
in the Bag lrrco·ularity l"orm (sec Rule I 77). The
Postmaster should inform the Surveyor at once of any
alteration in the hours of any Train conveying Mails,
respecting which the Postmaster has received no instruction. The hour at which each mail is despatched
should be entered in a book.
Fail1Jre of t.l 1e
When any failure takes place in the exchange of bags
apparn tus.
with a travelling office by apparatus, owing to the machinery being imperfect, or in any way out of order, the
Postmaster must make a special report to the Inspector
How Lo report
I.hem.
General of Mails explaining precisely the nature of the
defect; and, in reporting the failure to the Surveyor in
the usual Bag Irregularity Form, he must state whether
To he 1·eporled hy he has acquainted the Mail Office as above directed.
1!-l('gra.pli.
Whc:n the apparatus is so injured as to prevent its
proper working, the Postmaster must send a telegraphic
'x' Two or more pieces of string knotted together must not be used
for this purpose.
-f Bags are taken up or dropped by Mnil Trains, without HLopping,
t.y means of the apparatus ; and full instructions as to i l;s u Rc nre issued
hy ll1<• lmipcctor Genernl of )\fails, under whose control it is placed.
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niessage to the Inspector General of Mails, General Post
< )rfice, stating briefly the nature of the injury, in order
I hat an Officer may be sent down at once to repair it.
117. Mail bag·s, which, from any cause, cannot be for·· How to remedy
warded by the regular despatch, or, missing that despatch, a failure of a
nr not sent by special means, must be re-opened at the despatch.
d 'spatching office, and the letters must be sent by the
fin.;t sub3equent despatch by which they can circulate;
Lhc word " Cancelled," with an explanation, must be
written across the Letter Bills, which must be forwarded
in the next bags for the office for which they were
originally prepared. Registered letters entered on the
cnncelled bills must be re-entered on the bills with which
Lite letters are subsequently forwarded.
J 18. A Postmaster must, however, unless he have Special despatch
particular instructions on the su~ject, use his own dis- of delayed mai ls,
<:rction as to forwarding such delayed Mail Bags by
Hpccial means, or by the next available train, with the
object of preventing, as far as possible, any further
unnecessary detention of the letters which they contain:
Lite latter course should always be adopted when the
detained bags are for the Metropolitan Office, or for any
l1Lrgc town with which there is direct communication by
railway.
T'he Surveyor must be furnished with a full report of
I he circumstances by first post.

VI. ARRIVAL OF MAILS.
119. On the arrival of a mail, the hour of arrival should Notiug the hour

lu• ('llicrcd on the Time Bill and in the proper book, and of arrival.
II11 • bags should be checked off one by one, in order to Checking the
11 1-u•1•1tnin that none are missing, and that none of the Bags.
I111 •'H n1·c defective. (See Rule 269.) Before cutting the
I1·i11 1·, t It officer who opens the bag must satisfy himself
1l1 ii 1IH: Heal is perfect, and is that of the office from which
1111 li11 ,. wns despatched. Anything that is defective or
1111 1111 1111· 1nn st be reported in the Bag Irregularity Form.
I 111 1111pl. ino· the bag, which he should invariably turn Checki~1g the
111 , 1ii1 1111°1, I ~:
must first search for the letter bill, ascer- lett~rt·
billl, antdt
.
reg1s ·erec 1e ,ers.
111111111 •, 111111 1t. has been duly prepared (see Rul~s 103 and ·
I 1» , 111 1d 111• must carefully check the receipt of any
11• •iHl1·1·1·d 01· 111oncy letter that may be entered thereon;
pl111·i11g l1iH i11it.ialH to the entry. He must also satisfy
lti111 Hl' lt' tltnt. ·nrh registered or money letter that may be
D
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received is entered on the bill, tied with green tape, and in
all respects properly dealt with. (See Rule 68.) Ile must
then place the registered letters in the proper channel
for disposal 1 taking care that they do not leave his possession without his obtaining the receipt of the officer to
whom he hands them. ( See Rules 61 and 78.) Any irregularity which may be detected must be duly noted, in
order to be reported on the proper form. (See Rules 84
and 85.)
120. After the registered letters have been thus
checked, the correctness of the postage entries on the
letter bill must be t ested by an examination of the
letters. lf they cannot be made to agree, they must be
checked by another officer, and the correct amount must
be entered in the Postmaster's column of the letter bill,
the checking officer making a note " Checked by nie," and
sig·ning it. As soon as the opening officer has satisfied
himself as to the entries, he must sign the letter bill.
(For the proper mode of dealing with letters which appear
to have been wrongly taxed and charged in the Bill, see
Rule 243. )
Every letter bill should be stamped at the same time
as the letters which arrive with it, so as to bear the same
index Jetter. (See Rule 125.)
12 1. If a bao· Hhoulcl arrive with out a letter bill, or
with a letter hilfhcadcd wrongly, the officer who opens it,
after carefully examining the contents, must make out
a Jetter bill, as a substitute for the one which was omitted
taking care that the entries, including those of registered or money letters, are complete. He will then write
across it the words " Substitute for omitted or ' wrong~y
headed' bill," and having signed it, he will file it with
the bills received in due course, and forward it with his
weekly account instead of the missing or erroneous bill.
The '' substitute " bill must be certified by a second
officer. A duplicate of the " substitute " for a missing
bill must be enclosed in the form in which the non-arrival
of the bill is reported, and in the case of a wrongly headed
bill the latter must be enclosed in the report form.
(See Rule 122.) Adverting to Rule 117, it must be
understood that a " cancelled" bill must be duly for~
warded with the other bills to the Accountant General.
122. The absence of a letter bill or the receipt of a
bill wrongly headed must be reported to the Scc1-et-ary
in the proper form, by the first post after the error is
observed. (See Rule 85 1 ss. 10 and 11. and Rule 121.)
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123. If a bag contains " forward " letters (see Note to Disposal of
ltule 108 ), they must be at once separated from the letters "forward" letters.
for delivery, as, with the exception of registered letters,
they are not to be stamped (see Rule 132 ), unless the
previous separation vvonld unduly delay the preparation
of the letters for the Town Delivery or the Rural Posts.
The letters and book-packets for delivery, whether for
the town or for the rural districts, must be stamped on
the back before they are sorted.
(See Rules 125, &c.)
(For the delivery of letters, see Chap. 8.)
124. Bags for another office arriving out of course must Mis-sent bags not
not be opened at the office at which they are so received, to be opened.
unless under a standing authority from the Surveyor, but
must be forwarded to their destination by the first available means. On every occasion on which they are opened,
the circumstance must be reported to the Surveyor in the
Bag Irregularity Form, and the report must be marked
''special."

VII. ST AMPING.
125. Every Head Office and Money Order Office is Dated stamp.
provided with a dated stamp.
The figures of the
dated stamp must be carefully adjusted at the begin11ing of each day; and as soon as this has been done, a
('lcar impression must be made in a suitable book, so as
Lo afford evidence of the . correct discharge of this duty.
Where a stamp is titted with index letters A, B, &c., care
111 ust be taken to change the letter punctually at the
nppointed periods. The use of the index letter is to Index letters
i11dicatc the hour at which any letter arrives or is des·
patched, and if it fail to do so, owing to bad management
or carelessness, a Postmaster may often be blamed for a
d('lay which has not occurred at his office. Whenever
Lile index letter is changed, an impression should be made
i11 (lie proper Boole
1'W. It is necessary, not only that the impression of Necessity for
1 \ 1·1
·y ofli ·ial stamp should be legible, but that it should legible stamping.
111 IH'l'l(Tt in every particular; so that each letter and
Ii >111 ·1· nl' l 11 • stamp may be quite clear. To effect this,
11l.L!•11Uo11 11111 s t be paid to the following points:1HI.. The stamp must be kept perfectly clean; How to clean tl
10
wlii ·11 111 11.y be done most effectually by washing it stamp.
'
wiLl1 pol.11,Hli or soda; using for the purpo3e a small
brnsh. Type which has been used must be cleaned
before it i8 r ·placed in the bo}!:.
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Cushion .

2d. The cushion on which the letters are placed
to be stamped should be quite even, and very slightly
elastic (of the consistency of galvanized india rubber);
and it should be laid, unfastened to it, upon a slab
of stone resting firmly on bricks or wooden supports.
3d. The stamp should be held firmly in the hand,
and struck upon the letter with a light sharp blow;
care being taken not to let the stamp fall upon the
impression made at another office. It is in the power
of any one, by attention and practice, to become a
good stamper.
4th. The self supplying pad, which is furnished
to every Postmaster from the Metropolitan Office,
must be kept fit for use by strict attention to the
printed instructions by which it is accompanied.

llow Lo l1old Lhc
stamp.

The Pad.

Examination of'
l:)ub-Officc
s tamping .

Bcpor L8 of bad
8Lan1piJ1 g .

LcLL(·i·s, &c. wJii clt
arc to lie HLamp cd
0 11

tli o Ii:o11 t.

L cLlc·rR, &c. which

nro Lo ho Hla.111ped
Oil Ll1

ha ·k.
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128. It is a Postmaster's duty to take proper notice
of defective stamping at the Money Order Officers which
are subordinate to him.
Should a Sub - Postmaster
neglect his admonitions, the case must be at once reported
t o the Surveyor in the proper form.
129. It is necessary that the Surveyor should know
how the stamping duty is performed, and a report
must be made to him, in the proper printed form,
of any imperfections in the stamping of an office from
whi ch a hag is rccciv cl.
The necessity of the official
stamp bci11g (h'stincl, and the Surveyor's inability to
Hecurc the proper performance of this duty, unless he
know where it is neglected, must be evident to every
intelligent Postmaster. The Postmaster-General therefore
relics upon every good officer doing his best to assist the
Surveyor in this matter.
J 30. The following· kinds of letters &c. JIJOsted at the
:.:r
,
•
'
Lead Office or at the Subordmate Offices, are to be
stamped on the front or address side : Foreign letters,* prepaid in money.
Unpaid letters, both Inland and Foreign.
Re-directed letters, if taxed with postage.
Registered letters.
Book packets charged with postage.
N ewspapers charged with postage.
Letters prepaid by postage stamp, and book-packets,
must be stamped on the back, unless a double stamp be

·Jt<

H ere and elsewhere, unless

contrary to the sense, Ll1

" l(> r oign letters" must be understood to include colonial lolLors.

, / ords
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11sed, when they must, of course, bear the impression on
the address side.
G reat care must be taken, not to deface the address of
a letter with the Office stamp.
131. Letters and book-packets, received for delivery, Stamping ofletters
whether for town or country, must be stamped on the for delivery;
back with the Head Office stamp, unless under orders
to the contrary from the Surveyor.
132. Ordinary Forward letters are not to be stamped, Of Forward
see Rule 123. Forward Registered letters must be stamped letters ;
on the back.
133. At sea-ports, letters arriving by private ship must Of Ship letters.
be stamped with a ship letter stamp, and, when the ship
letter stamp is not dated, with the date stamp also.
134. Head Offices are provided with defacing stamps Defacing stamps.
for the obliteration of postage stamps, and with a
black composition for that purpose.* The defacing
stamp requires the same kind of pad as the dated
stamp, and equal care should be taken in using it.
Proper obliteration consists in making the number of the
defacing stamp appear distinctly legible on the postage
Htamp without smearing it. A double stamp is sometimes
supplied, in using which care must be taken not to
encroach on the address of the letter.
Some few Sub-Postmasters are allowed to use defacing stamps, and in such cases it is the Postmaster's duty
Lo take care that they use them properly, but where
it is possible to do so, all postage stamps should be defaced at the Head Office. (See Rule 264.)
135. Applications for new stamps or for the repair of Applications for
HI amps must be made to the Surveyor, and no Postmaster new stamps;
will be excused for continuing to use an imperfect stamp.
When a new stamp is supplied the old one should be
rd11 med to the Controller of the Circulation Office, who
will, when it is worth the expense, cause it to be re-cut
1111cl sent back. When a new seal is required (see Rule aud for Seals.
I I I) application is also to be made to the Surveyor.

vnr.

DELIVERY OF LETTERS.
I ~Hi. 'l'hc " Delivery " of a Head Office or of a Sub( )11ic·1· itl(•li1cks every place which receives its letters
Utrnu "'' U111 l. oflkc, whether free or not.
11 Ink, Lollt for· Hl11n1pi11g and obliterating, is supplied to Postmasters
1'1 ·0111 Lltu Mulrupoliln.11 O flice, and Postmasters m1ist supply their sulJ·
rn·dinaLc money orclcr olfL<.)08.
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Deliver!} of Letterl:i"

The "Free Delivery" includes only those places at
which the letters are delivered free of charge by a servant
of the Post Office.
'The ''Town Free Delivery " of an office comprises
every house within the boundary of the Letter Carrier's
delivery.
The term " Delivered Free," applies only to those
letters which are left free of charge at their address by
a servant of the Post Office.
137. The first Delivery should, where it is possible,
Vil'sL Delivery.
commence punctually at the hour at which the office is
opened. (See Rule 41.)
The Letter Carriers and Messengers must nev<'r
Duties which
:1 l'C not to be
be allowed to open letter bags, nor to deal with
pcl'formcd by
letter bills, or ac<!ounts; nor can they, as a rule, be
Let Lcr Carriers.
allowed to assist in the general sorting of letters, or to
have access to any, except those for their own delivery,
unless in cases where special permission is granted by the
Surveyor. They may, however, be employed to sort
Newspapers and Book-packets where such assistance is of
advantage in expediting a delivery.
Sorting the lcLlcr::;
138. Where there is no Head Letter Carrier,'x' nor any
into walks or
arrangement under which one selected man, or more as
Letter Carriers.
the case may Le, is employed to d ivide the letters for the
Town Deli very in o tltc clifTcrent walks, that duty must
be pcrf(n·111c<l. Ly the PosL1nasLcr or a clerk. No letters
:·il10llld be passccl to tlic l.ctLcr Carriers for delivery until
they have been divided into the several wallrn, and it must
he borne in mind that it is necessary to confine this duty
to the smallest possible number of hands, consistently
with due despatch. (See Rule 172.)
*-' A Head Letter Carrier,»vhen paid as such, is expected, generally,
to perform the following duties :-he should divide the Town delivery
letter s into the several walks before the other Letter Caniers come on
duty, and lie should charge the unpaid letters against cad1 man; he
should have the control of the Letter Carriers' room, and be responsible that tlic men conduct them selves with ])ropricty; he should take
care that their Attendance Ilock is properly kept, and that 1hc Postmaster is duly informed when a fine is incurrd. for irregularity (sec
Rule 22); he should see that every Letter Carrier does his best to
deliver donbtfully addressed letters, and he should hinisclfbe 1horoughly
acquaiHLcd with the town r,;1d its inhabitants. The Head Letter Carrie1·'s delivery should be 1hc lightest., and his walk foe nearest to the
office, so that 110 can always r eturn before the other men aml be prepared to take their postage and undelivered letters, rmd to fill up the
Attendance Book. "Where t!JC Leiter Carriers have uniform, tl1c Head
L<' Ller Canicr should see that it is properly used. (See Huk 277, &c.)
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139. T'he amount of unpaid postage charged on each
L etter Carrier should be entered in a book or on a slate,
and the correctness of the charge should be acknowledged
by him before he leaves the office. A Letter Carrier is
not required to give credit for postage, and if he do so, it
must be on his own responsibility. (See Rule 142.)
HO. Each Letter Carrier must arrange the letters for Placing letters for
his own delivery before he leaves the office, and on no delivery.
pretence must he go to his own house, or to any other,
except for the purpose of leaving letters, until his delivery Caution not to
is completed ; and he must proceed as rapidly as possible, delay or loiter.
so that every letter may reach its destination without
unnecessary delay. A Letter Carrier who wilfully delays
the delivery of a letter, or who is clrunk upon duty, is
g uilty of a misdemeanour, and is liable not only to dismissal, but to be punished by law.
14·1. Every Delivery must commence as nearly as Despatch of'Letter
possible at the hour fixed for it'x' ( See Rule 137); and, Carriers.
unless in peculiar cases, all the Town Letter' Carriers
should leave the office at the same moment.
1Ll2. E xcept when specially exempted from doing so, Return to the
each L etter Carrier mu st return to the office directly he office.
has completed his delivery, and must give back any letters,
&c., which, for any reason, may remain undelivered; it
being forbidden , under pain of dismissal, that he should
retain them in his own possession. H e must also pay the
postage which is charged again st him. ( See Rule 139.)
140. The Letter Carriers' Attendance Book must be AtLendanee Book.
ca refully kept. T he hour at which each man completes
his delivery is to be entered therein, and not the hour at
whi ch he may return to the office ; and he is held strictly
responsible that he gives the correct time. It should be
ascertained by occasional personal inspection that the
I , ·tter Carriers do not loiter while engaged on their
wnlk s, and that they truly state the tirne a.t which they
rn rnplete their deliveries.
I 'I 'I. It is the duty of the P ostmaster to arrange the Arrangement of
wnlkH f the L etter Carriers, so as, without unduly the walks.
l'11 v01 1ri11g any person or locality, to ensure an early
d1 ·Ii v1•ry Lo Lh c more important portions of the town, and
n ii l' li v1 1',y in very portion of it with the least possible
1

11>

T J1 0 l ,! •ll !• 1·

ll ox 1:1 liould be cleared at the shortest possible period
at of each delivery, in order to include letters

h 1· l'o r • Ll1 0 t o111111 0 11 1· 111

po ~ I

·d fo r

!11 0 l ow 11 ,
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delay. No Letter Carrier should deviate from the walk
laid down for him.
[For Rules respecting the delivery by Letter
Carriers of registered letters and of parliamentary
notices see Rules 80 and 94. J
LeLi <'rH 11ot. to be
145. As Letter Carriers are responsible for the delidoli v<·1·od in Lite
very of letters at the houses to which they are addressed,
HLL'<''I, ;
t hey are not a11 owe d to d}'
e iver t h
em.m t l1e street or e1se11or 1111d ur door8.
where, even to the owners ; nor are they permitted to put
them under doors even when requested to do so."'
Privalo box
146. Letters may be delivered from the private box
d livery.
window at any period of the day within office hours; provided that the. regular despatch of the Letter Carriers
is not in any way delayed or interfered with by such
delivery.
General window
147. No person living within the town free delivery,
deli vory.
unless he rent a private box (see Chap. 10 ), can obtain
his letters at the office window if a delivery by Letter
Carriers is about to commence; Lut ·when a mail arrives,
after which there is no immediate delivery by Letter
Carriers, any person may obtain his letters arriving by
such mail on applying at the window while the Office
is open. There are, however, exceptions to this rule
(under special authority) in cases where there are frequent
(lelivcries by Letter Carriers.
.
.
Dc:l ivory ol 1<'1.t.ci·H 118. L tiers addr ssc<l to the Post Office, or to be
lfoi·.
ft. t.obocalled
l<cpt t1·11 ca11 ed {'or, may l >e outmne
L
·
d at t h.c offi ce wm·
dow, except where it is ascertained that it is the
prnctice of persons living within the town delivery to
have their letters so addressed, in which cases they
should be sent out by Letter Carrier. Letters for persons
residing outside the Town Delivery must be delivered on
application at the window.
Delivery t.o por149. Letters addressed to persons in the- Military,
so 11 ~ in Milit.ary,
Naval,
and Coast Guard Services, are subject to the same
Nnvnl, a11<1 Coast
regulations
as letters addressed to the public generally,
U uard Services.
except that a private box or bag is not necessary to enable
letters for Military in barracks to be obtained at the office
window. At the choice of the Commanding Officer, such
letters may be obtained altogether from the office window
without fee; or may be delivered by Letter Carrier
at the barracks, if within the free delivery. In either
" Postmasters should advise the public to have letter boxes placed
in I.heir doors, in order to facilitate the delivery, especially when it
I 11kc'~ place early in tho moming or late in the evening.
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case they must be handed to an orderly appointed for
the purpose, and care must be taken to obtain a written
authority from each Commanding Officer for delivering
all such letters to the orderly or servant who may be
appointed to receive them and to sign receipts for registered
letters.
150. No Letter Carrier, Rural Messenger, nor any No unpostecl letter
other person employed, directly or indirectly, by the Post or ne 1~spaper to
Office in conveying letters or mail bags, is allowed, at be delivered.
any time or under any circumstances, to carry or distriuute circular letters or ordinary letters of any description,
or printed papers, whether 'stamped or unstamped, which
have not been regularly posted. A Postmaster must not
fail to report to the Surveyor any breach of this rule, and
he must not permit it to be evaded by the enclosure of
snch letters or printed papers in parcels. Letter Carriers
and Rural Messengers are not allowed to hold news
agencies, nor to deliver newspapers for news agents, upon
pain of dismissal.
151. On the receipt of an order from a Bank- Delivery of letters
ruptcy Court (bearing the seal qf the C0'1.£rt), or from the under an ord er of
Lord Ordinary or any Sheriff in Scotland all letters that tche Bankruptcy
,·
d or ourt.
.
d to any b anl\:rupt must 'b e denvere
may be directe
re-directed according to the order; such arrangement to
continue to the end of the time to which the order extends,
which is limited, by law, to three months. The order
must not be retained; but as soon as a copy has been
taken, so as to enable it to be acted upon at once, it must,
without loss of time, be sent to the Secretary with the
words " Order obeyed " written on it.
IX. RURAL POSTS.
152. Rural Messengers whose wages in England and Appointment of
Wales amount to 10s. a week are appointed by the Post- Hural Mcssengern
1irnster General. (See Rule 12.)
at lOs.

ltural Messengers in England and Wales, whose wages At los 8 than IOs.
nr<· il'HH than 10s. a week, are to be selected by the Post1111t1·d.cr, (sec Rule 13,) as are also the persons mentioned
in H1il<: 111.
I r,;s_ Th e letters for Sub-Offices or Rural deliveries must Sorting for Rural
be sorkd into the proper divisions by the Postmaster or Posts.
the Cl •rim, and never by a Letter Carrier or Rural
Messenger.
154. A Rural Messenger is required to arrange his Placing the letters
letters for delivery before he leaves the office (see Rule 30) ; for delivery.
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but to enable him to do so, and to start punctually
at the appointed hour, the time at which he is to attend
must be fixed, and ::;trict regularity must be enforcell.
Rural Messengers should be despatched, as a rule, at
6 a.m., both in summer or winter, or, when the arrival of
the mails will not admit of a despatch at that hour, as soon
as possible afterwards. It is very desirable that they
should start punctually at the same hour every morning!1'
155. The exact hour at which a Messenger starts must
be entered on his Letter Bill, without which no Messenger
must be despatched. After he leaves the office, he is not
allowed to call at his own house, or anywhere else, before
he commences his delivery. He is not forbidden to
deliver a letter to its owner, if personally known to him,
on any part of his walk.
156. The printed Form of Instruction furnished for each
Messenger contains rules for his guidance, and a Postmaster is responsible that these rules are clearly understood, and strictly complied with in every particular.
The Messenger must be required to sign the acknowledgment at the foot of the Instruction, and he should be
cautioned that the plea of ignorance will not be admitted
as any excuse for a breach of the Rules. He must be
allowed to read the Instruction whenever he wishes to do
so. A copy of the Rules contained in the Instruction is
appended to this chapter. The Postmaster must take
care that every Mcsscugcr clearly understands the rnles
respecting the delivery of a registered letter. (See
Rule 80.)
157. A sealed bag must be made up for every SubOffice at which Money Order bnsiness is transacted, or
from which there is a free delivery, either by the SubPostmaster or by a Branch Messenger starting thence ;
and no such bag must be despatched without a SubPostmaster's letter bill. It is unnecessary, except in
special cases, to make up a sealed bag for a Sub-Office
not coming within the above description.
·
158. ·when a Messenger deliver:.:< the letters in a
village at which there is a Sub-Office not having
a sealed bag, it is not necessary for him to go to
the Sub-Office before he cormnences the delivery; he
need only call there on his way through, in order to have
his bill dated by the Sub-Postmaster, and to leave in his
charge letters for houses in the neighbourhood not in hi s free
·1" The Letter Box should be cleared shortly before the despnlch of the
M :m;ngers, in order to forward tho letters for their c1elivo1·i 8.
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deli very. On his return journey, however, he must call to Return of
take up any letter.· that may be posted, and to have the pro- Messenger.
per entries made on his letter bill by the Sub-Postmaster;
and on his return to the Head Office he must complete
the necessary entries 1n his Letter Bi ll. (See Rule 30.)
159. The letter bill for a Sub·Postmaster is distinct Rural Letter Bills.
from that for a Messenger. Each bill explains itself, and
the Postmaster must take care that every entry is properly
made, both at his o-wn Office and at his Sub-Offices.
160. "'When a Branch Messenger is attached to a Sub-Office, Branch
whether it have a Date Stamp or not, a Messenger's Bill Messeng~r's
must be stamped at the Head Office, and forwarded day by Lettei· Bills.
day for his use, and the Sub-Postmaster from whose Office
the Messenger starts must return it daily to the Head
Office, where it must be again stamped.
161. Registered letters for a Branch Messenger's de- Entry ofReo-islivery, postage stamps supplied to any Sub-Office on a tered Letter~ for
Branch walk which has no closed bag, and also the Brn.nch Posts.
official circulars (see Rule 27 5) for such office, must be
entered on the Bill for the Sub-Office from which the
Branch Messenger starts, and the Sub-Postmaster must
make the necessary entries on the Messenger's Bill.
162. A Postmaster should keep a correct list, which he Hours of Rural
can always obtain from the Surveyor, of the hours fixed Posts.
for the arrival and despatch at each of his Sub-Offices,
and he should observe hy the entries on the letter bills,
whether the Messengers keep their appointed time.
Proper notice must be taken of every irregularity ; and Irregularity of
'f' M essenger neg1ects t l1e warmngs
·
h e receives,
·
l1e must Messeno-crs
to be
1- a
t d"'
S
d
h.
.
1
.
repor
e
.
be reporte d to t l1c urveyor, an
is wntten exp anat10n
must be forwarded, accompanied by some of the letter
bills showing the irregul arity. Sub-Postmasters must be
required to enter on the bill the actual hours of arrival
and despatch.
w·ilful irregularity on the part of a Messenger, or delay Offences of Mesof letters, or drunkenness when on duty, is a misde- sengers punishable
meanour, and is punishable by Jaw.
by law.
163. Any letter bearing the proper postage stamps, D elivei7 of letters
at a Sub-Office for any place within the free p~ste~ m Rural
P- osted
.
D1str1cts for
<lchvcry of the. Sub-~os~master or the Messenger, mu~t delivery tliercin.
be delivered without berng taken to the Head Office, if
they woulcl be delayed by being taker. there; but before
leaving the Sub-Office the postage stamps which such
letter may bear must be carefully defaced, either by an
obliterating stamp or with a pen and ink. In like manner,
c
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any letter bearing the proper postage stamps and given
to a Messenger at a place where there is no Suh-Office,
for delivery on his route, must be so delivered, provided it
be previously taken to a Sub-Office, in order that the
stamps may be defaced. But such letters should, as a
rule, pass through the Head Office, when their delivery is
not thereby delayed. A Messenger is not allowed to
distribute letters within the Town delivery of the Head
Office.
Delivery of
164. A Rural Messenger is not allowed to deliver
unpasted letters
unpasted letters, &c. (sec Rule 150 ).
or papers.
The following is a copy (except as regards the special
information required for each Post) of the Messengers'
Instructions referred to in Rule 156 :-·
1. (Special Information).
2.
The Messenger must deliver letters at every house
Limits of his
within 70 yards of his walk, described below, and at every
delivery.
house in the villages through which he passes, whether
within 70 yards or not, unless otherwise ordered by the
Surveyor.
3. Single houses, out of a village, at a greater distance
than seventy yards from the prescribed route, need not be
•
delivered by him, unless specially included.
4. (Special Information).
5. 'J'hc hour of his arrival at the end of the walk, and
Dating hi s letter
bill.
the hour he ]caves on his return journey, must be entered
by the Messenger on the Letter BilJ, independently of
any entry to be made by a Sub-Postmaster.
6. Letters for houses beyond his delivery must be left.
OL1L-boundary
letters.
at one of the Sub-Offices, or at any house on his walk,
where he may be directed to leave them by the persons
to whom they are addressed.
7. He is not allowed to deliver an unpaid letter until
Letters posted on
hi s walk for his
it has passed through the Head Office, nor must he
deli very.
deliver a stamped letter handed to him for a place on his
walk until the stamp has been defaced at a Sub-Office.
The Postmaster will instruct him respecting the delivery
of such letters. (See Rule 163.)
Proliibition to
8. He must not, on pain of dismissal, make any charge
m:iko any charge. as his own perquisite upon the deJivery or collection of
any letter whatever, whether on his regular route or
beyond it.
!lorn.
9. He must blow a horn or a loud whistle, to let the
public know of his coming, especially on his inwmrd
walk.
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10. He is required to sell stamps along his route, and Sale of stamps on
to purchase from the Postmaster each morning a sufficient his walk.
number of stamps t o meet the usual demand. He must
pay for these stamps before he starts, and the Postmaster wil I allow him the full commission of one per cent.
11. On his inward walk, the Messenger must call at Collection of
each Sub-Office for the letters which may have been letters.
posted there, and must receive, on the road, all letters
which may be handed to him for the Post, whether paid in
money, unpaid, or stamped, except letters for registration.
If a person should object to purchase a stamp from the
Messenger and affix it to the letter, or if the Messenger
should be without stamps, the Messenger must take
the letter with the postage in mollf~y, and affix stamps
to the proper amount when he gets to the end of his walk.
(See Rules 260 and 264.) He cannot be required to
register any letter handed to him for despatch, because
letters for registration must be tendered at a Post Office.
12. If there be a \V a11 Box or Pillar Box on his route Clearing pillar or
which he is required to clear (special instruction being wall letter boxes.
given in each case by the Postmaster), he must be very
careful not to clear it before the proper hour, as indicated
on the box. It is his duty to see that the box is in
proper repair, and to inform the Postmaster if such should
not be the case. He must take care that the door is not
left unlocked.
13. The letters which he takes out loose must be Counting of his
counted and their numbers entered in the Bill by the letters.
Despatching Officer. On the inward journey those collected at Sub-Offices, not having sealed bags, will be
counted and the numbers entered by the Sub-Postmaster
in the proper space on the Messenger's Bill ; and the
Messenger must himself count those which he takes
from Wall Boxes or receives loose from the Public, and
properly enter the numbers on the Bill. The Postmaster will sign the Bill when he has satisfied himself
that the entries are correct.
I 11. Ile is strictly forbidden to carry or deliver any Pr~hibiti.on to
<'irc11lars or letters of any kind which have not been deliver circulars,
. .
. h
.
newspapers &c.
l"('g\I Inrl .Y postc d, or to assist m any way m t e carnage not posted.'
or di~·d . rihution of any newspaper that is not passing
through the Post; and he must not attempt to evade this
Rule by cttrrying such letters or newspapers as parcels.
He is not allowed to be a news agent, nor to deliver
newspapers for a news agent. (See Rule 150.)
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1.5. It will be the Messenger's duty to convey any
Private Letter Bag, cluly authorized, to be left at any
place on his route, and he will be entitled to the customary
fee of lOs. 6d. a year for its conveyance.
16. He must not employ another person to perform
any part of his duty. He may, however, obtain occasional leave of absence from the Postmaster, and he will
then be required to provide a proper substitute. When
the Messenger absents himself on plea of illness, the
Postmaster will satisfy himself that he is unable to
work. In all such cases the substitute is to receive the
full wages of the Messenger.
The substitute must, of
course, make the Official Declaration, and whenever a
substitute is employed, the circumstance must be noted
specially on the Letter Bill.
17. In the event of any misconduct on the part of the
Messenger, if a Postmaster finds that his admonitions arc
disregarded, he will not fail to report the circumstances
of the case to the Surveyor, and if the Messenger should
arrive at the Head Office in a state of intoxication, so as
to incapacitate him from a proper discharge of his duty,
or should otherwise so seriously misbehave himself as
to make his suspension necessary, the Postmaster will
suspend him and report him immediately.
l 8. The Messenger must be made thoroughly to
uncl erstarnl the reg11lations herein laid do-vYn; and when
he has carefully read them he must sign the adrnowlcdgmcnt below.
19. The Postmaster will preserve this 1''orm, and show
it to the Messenger whenever he requires to sec it for his
guidance.
(Acknowledgment by Messenger.)
" I have read these Instructions and understand them.
I am aware that I am not allowed to employ any person
to do any portion of my duty, nor to absent myself from
duty without permission from the Postmaster; that r am
not to deviate from the route laid down for me ; that I
am not to deliver letters beyond the official boundary
pointed out to me ; and that I am liable to be dismissed
if I make any charge whatever on the delivery of any
letter for my own perquisite, or if I carry or deliver any
circular or newspaper that has not been duly posted."

Signature of Messenger.
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X. PRIVATE BOXES AND BAGS.
165. Any person can ~iave a private box (see Rule 146, Fee for a box.
&c.) who is willing to pay the appointed fee. Where this
fee goes to the Revenue"' it is fixed at one guinea per annum,
to be paid in advance; and where it goes to the Postmaster, he may demand the same terms, though he may1
at his option, take less. The same also, in most cases,
are the terms for a private bag, except that, in addition, F ee for a bag.
there is a charge for conveyance; the maximum of which
is half a guinea per annum if the bag be conveyed by a
rural post messenger, and two guineas, if by a contractor
for a mail cart or other horse post.
If a resident within
the Town Free Delivery have a private bag, he is considered to rent both a private box and a private bag, and he
must pay at the rate of a guinea for each, or two guineas
per annum. As the use of a private bag may possibly Not to be made
incommode the service ' none must be allowed without up. wi. thont perthe permission of the Surveyor. It is very desirable mission .
that no private bag conveyed by a Rural Messenger should,
when empty, exceed one pound in weight. '.; If, in any
case, a question should arise whether or not the fee due P repayment of
to a Rural Messenger shall be demanded in advance, such fee.
question must be referred for decision to the Surveyor. N o B ag not t o be
Messenger or Letter Carrier is allowed to put into a private mad~ up by Letter
bag the letters which he has taken out for delivery.
Carner, &c.
166. No Rural Messenger or Mail Contractor can R efusal t o carry
refuse to carry a private bag without authori ty from a bag.
'
the Surveyor, for which he must apply through the
Postmaster.

t

XI. MAIL CARTS.
167. Mail Cart Contractors are paid by a warrant of the Payment of Cou Receiver and Accountant General, and when they present tractors.
it duly signed to a Postmaster he is required to cash it,
t aking special ca.re, however, that it is signed by the
ontractor himself, and that the money is paid to no other
p r on. If the Postmaster pay the money into wrong
hun<hl, he is liable to be called on to make it good. For the
di posal of the Warrant when cashed see Rule 245, sec. 6.

* When th f(•os go t o the R evenue, special instru ctions are given as
t.o the manner of b rin ging l;hem to account. ( See also Rule 214, sec. 7.)
t If a Bag b eonveycd by a Br anch Messenger, he, and the Mail
Driver or Messe11g<' r who may convey the Bag from the Head Office to
the point from whi ch he starts, arc each entitled t o the full foe .
g
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168. It is a Postmaster's duty to notice the manner in
which a Mail Cart service is performed, and to inform the
Surveyor of any irregularity he may observe, such as, carts
improperly built to carry any person besides the driver;
carts out of repair, unsafe, or simply discreditable to the
service ; horses unfit for their work, or in a discreditable
condition; horses overworked; drivers unsteady or otherwise untrustworthy ; drivers of improper age, or in any
way unfit for the situation. A Mail Cart Driver is liable
to punishment by law for being drunk on duty, or for any
delay of the mails attributable to carelessness or wilful
negligence.
Illegal conveyance
169. A Postmaster must not fail to report any instance
of passengers.
which comes to his knowledge of a Mail Cart Driver
carrying a passenger, and he must endeavour to obtain
clear proof of such offence, as it is necessary that the
offender should be punished by law: he should also take
steps to satisfy himself that a Driver does not carry passengers, and he should inform the Police of the illegality
of the practice, and request them to report any instances
they may observe, letting them know that half the penalty
is payable to the person who gives such information as
may lead to a conviction. Every driver should be made
to read and sign the form of " Caution " which is supplied.
Regularity of Mail
170. It is a Postmaster's special duty to require the
Carts.
strictest regularity in the working of a Mail Cart, taking
care to state on the Time Bill the cause of any loss of
time, however small, and to make a special report to the
Surveyor when the loss of time is serious or frequent.
Time Bill.
171. Every Mail Cart service is checked ·by a Time
Bill, in which the Postmaster is required to enter the
actual hours of arrival and despatch. (See note to
Rule 39.) The instructions at the foot of the Time Bill
must be carefully observed.
Checks on the
performance of
Mail Cart
services.

XII. MISSING LETTERS.
Check on the
sorting duties.

172. The subject of missing letters is a matter in which
a Postmaster should consider the reputation of his office
to be at stake, and his efficiency as a controlling officer
invol_ved. He ~hould'. t.herefore, make such arrangements
as will enable hun positively to name the officers through
whose hands any particular letter may have passed, and
the duties should be so divided that each letter may pass

Errors and Missendings.
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through as few hands as possible in its transit through the
office. When an application for a missing letter is made Applications for
by the public, the particulars must be reported to the missing letters.
Secretary, in the proper form, and a corresponding entry
made in the " Missing Letter Book ;" and, pending
instructions from the Secretary, every endeavour must be
used to learn all the circumstances of the case, in order to
be prepared for a further report. It is not sufficient simply Inquiries.
to inquire whether the missing letters are recollected, but
all persons through whose hands they should have passed
must be closely and minutely questioned; and if any circumstance at all unsatisfactory, however indirectly it may
relate to the matter, should transpire, it must be reported.
Very careful inquiry is also to be made of the persons
who are stated to have posted letters and of those into
whose custody they should have been delivered from the
Post Office.
173. All applications received from the Secretary for Missing Letter
missing letters, as well as those made to the Postmaster, Book.
must be entered in the Missing Letter Book, which should
also contain foll notes of any circumstances which may
appear likely .to throw any light upon the case in question, or to assist in auy future inquiry. The Missing
Letter Book should be attended to by the Postmaster
only, and should be kept securely under lock and key.
In large Offices, it may be sometimes necessary that this
duty should be performed by a Confidential Clerk.
Postmasters are not allowed to keep a private record of
the addresses of letters which they may suppose to con.
tain property.
174. A quarterly Return of Missing Letter Cases, Return of Missing
is to be made in the prescribed form, which must be Letters.
carefully filled up, and punctually forwarded.

XIII. ERRORS AND MIS-SENDINGS.

17 5. Every error and irregularity must be reported in Report o Errors.
th' proper form as soon as possible after it is observed;
and nny omission to do so will be considered a neglect
of duty.
176. An " Error Book " must be kept in which a Record of Errors.
record is to b made of each irregularity committed in
the office, describing its nature, the date of its occurrence,
the name of the officer by whom it was committed, and
the i~otice which has been taken of it.
E 2
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177. The following is a list of the forms to be used in
reporting errors:-

DESIGNATION OF l'ORM.

l!OR WHAT PURPOSE USED.

London Mis-sent Report
(black)
Ditto
(red) Surcharge Error Report
(black)

Reporting Letters, &c. mis-sent
from London by Night Mail.
Ditto
ditto
by Day Mail
Reporting omission s to surcharge
Letters, &c. received from
London by Nigl1t Mail Ditto received from London by
Day Mail Ditto received from m1y other
Oflice
Reportiug all irregrilarities in
the treatmeut of Registered
Letters, and also failures 111
regard to Letter Bills Reporting Mis-sent Letters received from any Travelling
Post Office Reporting
discrepancies
in
charges made on Travelling
Offi.ce Sub-Office Letter Bi.lls Rcpo rLi 11g L oLI crHrnis-s nt from
l'.rov i11 <, i11 I Ollie s
Ropor l,i11 g twe ry ki11d of irrrg ularHy in rega rd lo Mail BagH R eportin g bad or ·i 1nperfrct
stamping at a11y Office fro.rn
which n B ag is received, and
also at the Sub-Offices -

Ditto

(red)

-

Ditto

(green) -

Registered Letter Irregularities.
Report of Mis-sent
Letters.
Report of Sub-Office*
Letter Bill Irreg ularities.
Report of Errors
B ag Irregnlari Ly l{oport.
Report of Sta111pi11g -

OFFICER TO WHOM THE
REPORT SHOULD llE ADDRESS~:D, AND TO WHOM
APPLICATION IS TO llE
l\IADE FOli THE FORMS.

The Secretary.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
The "Inspector-General of M::1ils.

"

,,

The Surveyo1·.

.,

,,

I

' -- - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - ' - - - -

Mis-sent L etters:
to be stampcJ ;
and reported.

Mis-directecl
Letters:
to be stampccl ;
nnd correc1ly
addr RRf'cl.

178. Every mis-sent letter, book-packet, or newspaper
must be stamped on the address side with the dated stamp,
the index letter of which must show by what mail the letter
arrived, and the error must be reporte<l in the proper form.
179. Letters must be sent, as a rule, to the Post Towns
to which they are addressed.
·
Letters, however, for places which have been transferred
from one Post 'rown to another, vvhen addressed to the
former Post Town, must nevertheless, for the first month
from the date of the alteration, be sent to the right Post
Town, and, if forwarded to the Post Town actually named,
rnust be reported as" mis-sent." After the first month such
.-x, This r efers only to a few Offices, whose Sub-Offices vouch with the
Tnwelling Office.
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letters must, in conformity with the usual rule, be sent
according to their addresses, and need not be reported as
''mis-sent." In either case the letters must be marked with
the words "mis-directed to," and be impressed with the
dated stamp, and the addresses must be corrected before
the letters are forwarded. The same course must be
pursued with other mis-directed letters.
180. The mis-sent or mis-directed letter must then be Disposal of Misforwarded to its destination,* and any postage charged on sent, &c. Letters.
it must be claimed in the manner described in Rule 186.
Mis-sent lette11s and mis-directed letters are not to be
charged with additional postage.
181. Any person who complains of the delay or mis- Complaints of
sending of a letter should be requested at once to address mis-sendings.
himself to the Secret.ary, enclosing the cover of the letter.

XIV. RE-DIRECTED LETTERS.
182. A re-directed letter is a letter which, without Re-directed
having been opened, is re-posted for the same person, but Letters.
to a different address. Such letters may be re-directed
by the public; or by an officer of the Post Office, when
written instructions to do so, properly signed, are received
from the persons to whom they may be addressed.
183,. Re-directed letters and book-packets are liable Additional ~harge;
to additional postai:re
(see Rules 46 and 52) unless the i~nd exemptions
o
\
'
from
re-direction be from one place to another within th e
·
delivery of the same Head Office and be made by an
officer of the department. Official letters (that is, letters
from or to Government departments) are exempted from
re-directed postage. (See Note to Rule 112.)
184. A registered letter when re-directed is not liable RegisteredLetters.
to more additional charge than an ordinary letter.
185. Letters addressed to commissioned officers in L etters to
the army, navy, or ordnance in any of Her Majesty's co~mi ssioned
.
•
.
1'
•
ofhcers.
col omes,
or on any 1'iore1gn
st at.ion,
wl10, b e1ore
receiving the letters, may have started on their return
horn c, or to another station, may be re-directed to
such officers when removed upon service, and are to
be d l iv red to them for the same amount of postage
that would have been chargeable had the letters been
delivered at their original address. T'he same privilege
extends to th letters of soldiers and seamen, when on
* Such letters fo ;:wanlcd t o London must be enclosed in the covers
provided for the purpose, which arc addressed t o the " Morning Dul:Y
,[erk ," &c., and these covers should be sealed.
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active service, whether abroad or at home, except as
regards foreign postage, which must be paid. No such
privilege, however, is to be allowed with regard to letters
for a commissioned officer, when such officer is in the
United Kingdom, and was so when the letters were posted.
180. If there is unpaid postage on a letter which has
How to claim the
postage on a mis- arrived mis-sent, or which has to be re-directed, it must
sent or re-directed be claimed in the " mis-sent and re-directed claim"
letter.
form, which must be wrapped round the letter, and must
bear on the outside, as well as inside, the name of the
office in the bag for which it is forwarded. The amount
claimed in the form must, of course, be only the unpaid
postage which has been charged upon the claiming office;
but the amount charged on the office to which it is readdressed must include the additional re-directed postage.
If the letter be despatched through a Forward Office the
claim form must be made out for that office, but the
postage must not, of course, be charged against it.
How to take credit
187. The particulars of the several " mis-sent and refor it.
directed claims " made during each week are to be entered
in the "List of Claims" form, which is to be forwarded
with the Weekly Account, and credit is to be taken for
the amount under the proper heading.
188. When a Mis-sent and Re-directed Letter Claim is
Mis-sent claim
forms from other received front another office, the amount must be checked
Offices.
with the postage on the letters to which it relates. In all
cases the correct amount must be entered in the proper
column; but where there is a discrepancy, it must be
checked by a Clerk or Assistant, and his signature also
must be attached to the form. These forms must be
sorted alphabetically according to date, tied together, and
forwarded to the Receiver and Accountant-General in the
Weekly Account.

I I

When to be
returned.

Returned Letter
Bag.

XV. RETURNED LETTERS.
189. A letter, book-packet, or newspaper, which
cannot be delivered, is to be , forwarded to the Returned
Letter Branch by the first night mail despatch after
the necessity for so doing becomes apparent to the Postmaster; who is to be guided in that matter by the Rules
herein-after laid down.
190. These letters are to be sent to the Returned
Letter Branch in canvas bags, which are provided for the
purpose. The bags are to be tied and sealed, and are to
contain nothing but that which is intended for the Re-

Returned Letters.-Claim Form.
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turned Letter Branch, and "loose postage stamps " (see
Rule 263). They are to be sent by Night Mail only,
enclosed in the London bag. Postmasters are furnished
with books of Returned Letter Claim forms and counter~ Claim Form.
foils. One of these forms must be forwarded every day,
except Saturday or Blank day,* to the Returned . Letter
Branch, whether there may be any letters to be returned
or not. The Claim form sent on Sunday will include
Saturday's letters, but it must be entered in the account
for the week ending the following Saturday. When there
are letters, book-packets, or newspapers to be forwarded,
the claim form must be enclosed with them in the
Returned Letter Bag ; and when there are no letters,
&c. to accompany it, the form, when stamped and
signed, must be folded into th.e shape of a letter,
according to the printed address on the back, and must
be despatched in the London night mail bag as an
ordinary letter. The counterfoil, which will remain
in the book as a permanent record, must be an exact
copy of the form; and in making out the weekly
account, in which a space will be provided for the
purpose, the total amount of postage claimed during the
week must be entered from the counterfoils. When there
are no letters, book-packets, or newspapers to forward, a
bag need not be despatched for the purpose of sending
up ''loose stamps," " overcharged covers and receipts,"
'' official covers and letters," or " allowance vouchers"
of any other kind: these can be detained until there are
letters, &c., requiring to be forwarded.
191. When the Returned Letter Bag contains a Returned_
Registered Letter, or an official Money Letter, the Registered
address must be written on the claim form despatched Letters.
with it, and an entry must be made on the London Bill
thus, " Returned Letter Bag." This bag is not to be
tied with green tape. When a separate Registered
Letter Bag containing the usual slip is made up, the
" Returned Letter" Bag is not to be entered on the slip,
but on the Letter Bill sent in the London Bag.
192. Two boxes or pigeon holes should be provided for Letter Boxes for
returned letters; one of them to contain letters ready to Returned Letters.
be returned, and the other those which are waiting the
proper period of return.

'* On the day b<:fore Christmas Day, Good Friday, or the Queen's
birthday, these days being holidays in the General Post Office, no
Returned Letter Bag or Claim Form is to be forwarded ; and the Claim
Form sent up on the above-named days must embrace ihe accounts of
the two days.
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Explanations on
193. The
Returned Letters. ~ent to t he

1'eason for which a letter or newspaper is
Returne d L etter Branc h , must a1ways be
written in red ink on the address side, which must also
bear an impression of the Office Stamp of the date on
which it is so sent. The words in italics, which follow
the description of the letter in each of the following
rules, are those which must be written with red ink on
the letters to which the rule applies.
194. Letters, &c., described under the following heads
L etters to be
r et urned by first A to E must always be sent to the Returned Letter
post.
Branch by the first night mail despatch after they are
observed.
A. L etter posted without an address. (Not addressed.)
B. A letter posted without the name either of a Head
O ffice or a Snb-Office on the address, unless for a person
Jiving within the delivery of the office when posted, or
for a well-known person or place in any other delivery.
(Insufficient address.)
C. A Letter for a deceased person, when it cannot be
delivered to a proper representative. (Deceased.)
D. A Letter addressed to a street or place, when there
is no street or place in the town of the same name or a
similar name, unless there be no reasonable doubt that the
letter can be delivered to the person for whom it is
intended. ( N o such street in.) (Office Stamp.)
E. A letter so addre s d as to apply equally to two or
more persons or firms, without sufficient indication of the
right owner; the Postmaster at the same time having a
real difficulty in determining to whom the letter .ought
fairly to be delivered. (Insufficient address.)#.'
When an obscurely
195. A letter for a well-known person or firm, even
addressed l~tter
when wrongly or obscurely addressed, may be delivered,
may be delivered. provided there be no reasonable doubt that it will reach
its proper owner; but where any such doubt may exist,
the letter must be dealt with under Rule 194, section E.
Ditto.
196. A letter addressed to a street, and to a person
residing in such street, but to no number, or to a wrong
number, may be delivered to such person, provided there
be no reasonable doubt that he is the right owner;
'¥ When there are two or more persons of the same name whose
letters ar e so similarly addressed that they cannot be distinguished, it
j g the P ostmaster's duty to explain to them porsonally the risk that is
i 11 cllrrecl of mis-delivery, and to advise them to furnish their corre·
H p on dent~ with a d,istin<;tiv19 ~ddres~,

Returned
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otherwise the letter must be dealt with under Rule 194,
section E.
197. When a letter is addressed to a person, well When an obscurely
known to reside in a certain street but to a different addressed letter
. res1'd ence, t h'e l etter must not b e may be delivered ·
num b er firom t 1iat of h 1s
delivered to him, until careful inquiry be made at the
number indicated in the address; as there may be another
person of the same name residing there.
198. A letter addressed to a street, whether with or Ditto.
without a number, if there be no person of the name
resident in the street, may be delivered to a person of the
name residing in another street, provided there be no
reasonable doubt that he is the right owner ; otherwise
it must be dealt with under Rule 194, Section E.
199. A Letter having no Post Town upon it, but ad- Obscure addresses
dressed to a place of the same name as one within the rural for Rural Districts.
delivery, must be sent to that place, whether there be
a Sub-Office there or not : if the owner cannot be found
at once, it must be brought back ; and, instead of being
sent to another Post 1'own under which there may
be a place of the same name, it must be forwarded to the
Returned Letter Branch marked (Not known at-[ Name ef Village.] Insufficient Address). If, however,
there be no doubt of the place for which the letter is
intended, it may be forwarded accordingly.
200. * A letter for a place in the delivery of another Mis-directed
Post Town, when received mis-directed, must be properly letters for rural
addressed ' and forwarded
accordin<Yly
bv
the first post·' it districts.
.
I:>
"'
must be marked " Mis-d£rected to (Office Stamp)," and
is not liable to any additional postage.
201. Letters described under the following heads, F., Letters to be kept
G ., H., I., must be kept for one week, and, if not then for one week.
claimed, must be forwarded to the Returned Letter Branch,
marked with the words printed in Italics.
F. A letter which is refused.. (Refused.) Unless the
owner may ask to have it kept until he can pay the
postage that may be charged on it, in which case it may
be kept for one month.
G. A letter for a person who has gone away without
leaving an address. (Gone-no address.)
H. A Letter, the owner of which cannot be found,
although it be addressed to a particular house. (Not to
'x' This rule may be applied to Letters for persons or firms who are
well known to reside in a neighbourin g t own, and when ·it is evident
that the letters have been simply iuis-directed.
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bejound.) Unless directed "to remain till called for" at
such house, or "to wait arrival," or in words to that effect;
in which case it may be considered to be finally delivered
when left there.
I. A letter addressed to the town only, and to a
person not known, unless directed to be "kept till called
for." (Not known.)
Letters to be kept
202. A letter addressed to the " Post Office," or "to be
one month.
kept till called for,"#.' must be kept for one month, and then
forwarded to the Returned Letter Branch. (Not called
for.)
Letters to be kept
203. At seaports, a letter, addressed to a ship,
three months.
may be kept three months, unless it be known that the
ship has failed to arrive as expected, or has sailed to some
other port, and is not likely to return within that period.
In such cases, when the ship has left no instructions,
the letter should be sent to the Returned Letter Branch
by first post, marked (Ship sailed, not known where).
Registered letters.
204. Registered letters and official money letters are
subject to a11 these Rules, but, whether kept in the
office or forwarded to the Returned Letter Branch, great
care must be taken that the check upon them is not lost.
(See Rule 191.)
Parliamentary and
205. An undelivered parliamentary or voting notice
voting notices.
must not, under any circumstances, be detained longer than
a week and, when it comes within any of the conditions
of Rule 194, it must be sent to the Returned Letter Branch
by first post.
Postmasters to be
206. In acting upon these Rules, every Postmaster
guided by the spirit should bear in mind that the object of them is to ensure
of these Rules.
the delivery of every letter to its right owner; and, when
that is impossible, to secure its speedy return to the
person who wrote it, by means of the Returned Letter
Branch of the Circulation Office; but in no case should
any of the rules be so applied as to prevent the delivery
of a letter to a person for whom it may be reasonably
believed to be intended.
207. A Postmaster must carefully examine letters sent
Examination of
Returned Letters back from his Sub-Offices before he forwards them to the
from Sub-Offices. Returned Letter Branch, and if he considers that they
have been improperly returned, he must send them back
to the Sub-Postmaster with proper instructions.
'.i'A telegraphic message left at a Post Office to be called for, n,ddressed
to a person unconnected with the Department, is to be treated exactly
as an unpaid letter. (See Rule 281.)
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208. No undelivered letters are to be exempted from Valentines not
the above rules, except the cases specified in l{ ule 205, excepted.
neither is any exception to be made as respects letters
called Valentines, which must be treated in all respects
like other letters.
209. Should a letter intended for one person be deli- Wro1wly delivered
vered to another (which must be prevented if possible), letters~
and should it be opened by the wrong person, there must
be written upon it the name of the person by whom it
was opened, and the reason why, as thus, " Opened by
(name of person)-not for him;" and the letter must be
re-sealed, care being taken, as in all other cases in which How to bea letter is re-fastened, that the seal is not placed upon resealed.
the original fastening.
210. It is not permitted to return any letter to the Letters must not
writer or sender, or to any one else, or to delay forwarding be :·eturned to
it to its destination according to the address, even though writers.
a request to such effect be written thereon ; as every letter
must be delivered to the person to whom it is originally
directed, and to him alone. All applications for the return
of letters which have arrived for delivery must be sent
to the Returned Letter Branch of the Circulation Office,
and it must be stated whether the letter is still at the
Office ; and if so, how long it has to remain ; as thus,
" The letter (or newspaper, book, &c., as the case may be)
is here, and has to remain
days."
211. If a letter should be received under cover to an Postmasters must
officer of the Post Office with a request that he will post it, not be.party to
such request must not be complied with, and the letter, deceptrnns a~ to
· h t he app1·ication
· respectmg
· it,
· must be sent to t he place of postmg.
wit
Returned Letter Branch of the Circulation Office.

XVI. ACCOUNTS.
212. The Revenue Account of a Head Postmaster is Weekly account.
balanced every Saturday night. In the " Weeldy Account" Form, which must be sent to the Chief Office
by every Monday's post, together with the Letter Bills,
receipts, &c. en.closed in the proper en~elopes,. he mrn;t
debit himself with all the moneys for which he is responsible on Revenue Account, and take credit for every
authorized disbursement.
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213. The Weekly Account Form itself is in a great
measure self-explanatory. The same may be said of almost
every form used in the accounts, and 1-'ostmasters should
make themselves thoroughly acquainted with the headings
of all such forms, and with the explanatory notes on each,
which must be taken as instructions how the form is to be
used.
214. In making out the Weekly Account the following
instructions must be observed:-How to fill up the
Debit side.

Balance of errors.

Debit of unpaid
postage;

of paid postage.

Letter Bills to be
sent up with the ·
account.

Receipt Side.
I st. The first entries are those of the balance against
the Postmaster at the end of the previous week,
the postage stamps, &c. then remaining unsold, and
the postage on undelivered letters remaining in the
office. These entries must, of course, tally with the
corresponding items for which credit was taken in
the previous account.
2d. The " balance of errors " against the Postmaster,
resulting from errors in previous account, as per
statement on the back of that account.
3d. The total postage on unpaid letters received
must be entered day by day in the columns
allotted for that purpose, under the several
heading ; and the numper of arrivals daily must
be fated at the head of each column.
4th. The total po tagc co]Jccted for :Foreign and
Colonial letters and newspapers, prepaid by money,
must be entered day by day in the columns allotted
for that purpose; and the number of despatches
daily must be stated at the head of each column.
5th. Every letter bill received must, without fail,
be sent up with the account, and the total number of bills enclosed must be inserted.
The
letter bills are to be sorted according to their
description, viz. :-London, Cross Post, &c., and
arranged according to their date, the bill of the
earliest date heing placed at the top ; and the Cross
Post bi1ls should also be sorted alphabetically.
There will be separate bills for the paid and unpaid Cross Post letters. An unpaid bill must be
enclosed in every Cross Post bag despatched, and,
in addition to the unpaid bill, a paid bill must be
sent, whether there be any postage or not, to
those towns to which Foreign, Colonial, or Ship
letters {:lre forwarded.
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6th. Care should he taken that the amount of pos- Debit entries must
tage to be debited tallies exactly with that of the agree wi!h the
bills which verify the entries. The debit on Letter Bills.
"Local" Postage Account and Surcharge Account
is not verified by vouchers, and it is therefore incumbent on a Postmaster to take special care that
he do not fail to bring to account every item of
postage derived from such sources.
7th. Those Postmasters who are required to account Debit of Bag and
to the Revenue for private bag and box fees, for Box Fees, &c. &c.
guarantee posts and for rents, or to charge themselves with fines for registered letter irregularities,
or with deductions for life assurance, must make
the entry in its proper column, under the heading
"Miscellaneous Receipts," in the account for the
week during which the money is received.
8th. A Postmaster must debit himself with the value Debit of Stamps,
of postage stamps, Street Lists, &c., sent to him Street Lists, &c.
during the week; with transfers from Money
Order Account (see Rule 219), and with cash remittances sent to him to enable him to meet
payments on Revenue account (see Rule 219), and
(on the line left blank) with any other monies
which he may have received on Revenue Account.

Payment Side.
215. l st. " Balance of errors" is for the entry of any How .to .fill up the
balance in the Postmaster's favour resulting from Credit side.
an error in the previous account. (See Rule 221.)
2d. Under the head of Dead, Mis-sent, and Re-directed Credit for Dead
Letters · must be entered the " re-directed " and Letter Claims ;
" returned letter" claims made in the week ending
Saturday, of which there. are duplicate copies in
the counterfoil of the claim forms.
3d. Returned copies of Street Lists (see Rule 217, fo.r unsold Street
&c. ), must be entered on the credit side.
Lists ;
4th. The amount due monthly for the Postmasters for allowances
salary, for assistance, and fo~ compensation of any paid monthly;
kind, and for the salaries of those Clerks who are
not paid weekly, must be claimed in the account
for the week that includes the last day of. each
month, and must be the twelfth part of the yearly
allowance.
5th. The salaries of Sub-Postmasters and Receivers, fo~ allowances
includin()'b allowances to them for delivery and col- paid quarterly;
lection, when such are not specified as weekly
allowances, are to be claimed in the accounts for
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for allowances paid
weekly;
for poundage on
stamps;

fo~· incidental payments;

for gratuities and
guards' wages ;
for cash transferred to money
order account;
for unsold stamps,
&c.

Allowance
receipts.

Transfer of cash
from revenue to
money order
account;

from money ordei·
to revenue
account.
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the weeks which include the last day of the months
of March, June, September, and December.
6th. All weekly payments must be claimed in the
account for the week in which they are made.
7th. Credit must be taken weekly for the poundage
due on stamps sold (see Rule 254), and a table
is supplied to enable a Postmaster to calculate the
amount.
8th. "Incidental payments," under which term are
included all authorized expenses not contained
in the list of allowances must be certified by the
Surveyor before they can be claimed.
9th. Gratuities on Ship Letters and wages of Mail
Guards, which are paid only at a few towns, must
be claimed as soon as paid.
I 0th. Transfers of cash to Money Order Account
(see Rule 217), must here be placed on the credit
side. Transfers credited in the Revenue Account
must be debited in the Money Order Account.
11th. The last entries on the payment side are those
of the stock on hand on Saturday night of unsold
stamps, books, &c., and of undelivered letters, and
the balance of cash. These must be carried forward to the " receipt " side of the account for the
following week (sec Receipt side, Rule 1).
216. It is necessary that a receipt should be taken for
every payment that is made. A Postmaster need not
however forward a receipt for his own salary and allowances, his signature to the account being a sufficient
acknowledgement.
The receipts should be sorted according to the description of payment, so as to agree with the items in the
account.
217. On the Monday in each week the Postmaster must
transfer the cash balance (exclusive of shillings and pence)
appearing to be due from him on his Revenue Account for
the previous week to his Money Order Account, and must
advise the Comptroller of the Money Order Office of the
transfer on the form supplied for the purpose.
218. Intermediate transfers from Revenue to Money
Order Account may, if necessary, be made at any period
of the week, and such transfers must be advised on the
proper form on the day of transfer to the Comptroller
of the Money Order Office.
219. On the othe.r hand, if the revenue cash should
be found insufficient to pay the salaries and wages which
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are due, the requisite sum can be transferred from the
money order cash, ( care being taken, however, not to
cripple that account,) and credit must be taken in the
Money Order Account, for the sum transferred, which
must be entered on the receipt side of the Weekly Account.
If the money order cash will not admit of the requisite
sum being transferred to revenue, application for funds
must be made to the Receiver and Accountant-General in
the proper form. (See Rule 214, sec.?.)
220. The Comptroller of the Money Order Office must Advice of transfer.
be ad vised, in the proper form, of any transfer to or from
the Money Order Account, and a transfer must not be
entered in the accounts until an acknowledgment of the
advice has been received.
221. A duplicate copy of the Weekly Account must Office copy of the
be kept, and these copies should be bound together in the Weekly Account.
form of a book. All errors which may be discovered in the
account will be communicated to the Postmaster by the
Receiver and Accountant-General, and the balance of
them, to be debited or credited, must be entered against
the words " Balance of errors," on the " Receipt " or
'' Payment" side, as the case may be, in the account for
the following week. All corrections thus notified should be
entered in red ink in the duplicate copy of the account.
222. 'The Weekly Account must be signed by the Post- Signature to the
master and must also be certified bv the Chief Clerk Weekly Account.
'
.
or other Clerk, who must therefore, of course, be satisfied
of the correctness of every entry.
223. A supply of forms, sufficient to enable duplicate Supply of Weekly
copies to be kept, is sertt every three months.
Account Forms.
224. All communications on
the subject of the Applications on
accounts must be made to the Receiver and Accountant- the subject of the
. at a l oss to un derstan d accounts.
G enera1, b ut I.'f a P ostmaster 1s
any part of the foregoing instructions he must apply to
the Surveyor.
225. The Postmaster is furnished with a list of all Lists of allowances.
authorized allowances, and the Surveyor gives him notice
on a printed form of any alteration which may be made
in them. On receiving the Surveyor's notice, he should at
once correct his list; and until the notice be received
it will be useless to claim the altered allowance, as the
receipt for it will not be passed by the Receiver and
Accountant-Genera].
In regard to payment of Mail Guards' wages, a Postmaster is to act on any instructions that he may receive
from the Inspector General of Mails.
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226. When an officer is paid upon a scale giving· him an
annual increase of salary (see Rule 23 ), the Postmaster
must, one fortnight before such increment becomes due,
report the case to the Surveyor in the proper " Schedule Form," of which he should forward two copies, and
in any other Form which may also be required by the
Surveyor. When the proper sanction is obtained, the
Surveyor will return one of the Schedule Forms to the
Postmaster, as his authority to commence the altered
payment, and until he receive such notice he is not to
pay the increment. The Postmaster must at once return
the Schedule Form to the Surveyor~ when he has made the
necessary entries in his establishment book. (See Rule 27.)
227. When an appointment, the salary of which is
paid upon a scale, becomes vacant, the payment is at
once reduced to the minimum of the scale, and th e
Postmaster must make a special report to the Surveyor
of the date of the reduction.
(For the proper mode of paying a substitute, see
Rules 25 and 26.)
228. A book must be kept in which to record the
amount of paid and unpaid postage entered on each letter
bill which is despatched to London, to a Travelling Post
Office, or to a Head Office; so that in case the bill be lost
the particulars of the entries upon it can be furnished.
229. The Revenue cash should be balanced daily, and
a book should be kept specially for that purpose ; on the
debit side must be entered the amount of undelivered
letters and debts for postage, brought forward from the
previous day, and the amount of postage, paid and unpaid, chargeable to the Postmaster in the letter bills of
the day, both inwards and outwards, together with cash
received on Revenue account from any other source, and
paid into the window till : on the credit side should be
entered the amounts claimed during the day in mis-sent
or returned letter forms, as shown by the counterfoils
in the books of forms, the amount of undelivered letters
and of debts at the time the account is being made up,
and the cash in the till ; a balance should then be struck,
and if there be any cash over or short, the amount should
be duly entered on either side, in order to complete the
account.
'
230. The postage stamps at the window should be
balanced each day in like manner, entering on one side
the stock at the window at the last balance, and the
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amount added afterwards from the main stock ; and on
the other side the stock remaining unsold when the
balance is struck, and the cash in the till.
231. The amount of cash thus collected on Postage Cash Book.
and Stamp Account, together with any money that may
be transferred from Money Order Account, should be
entered on the debit side of another book, called the Cash
Book, on the credit side of which should be entered
every kind of official payment as claimed in the payment
side of the "\Veekly Account, and aiso the amount of
cash transferred to the Money Order Account.
232. 'I'hese two books, which require at the generality Object of the
of offices only a brief period of attention each day, will balances.
enable a Postmaster effectually to guard against any loss
to himself, and will also show him whether he has duly
brought to account every i.tem of Revenue received by
him.

Surcliarges.
233. A surcharge is the additional postage charged upon Surcharges.
a letter, book-packet, or newspaper, (sec Rule 55,) which
has been either insufficiently prepaid, or taxed with too
little unpaid postage :'" a Postmaster is responsible that
inland letters, &c., of this description which pass through
his office, shall be properly surcharged; and every officer
under his control should be vigilant to notice any deficiency of postage on letters or newspapers, drawing
thereto the attention of the Surcharging Officer, to whom
he should take them at once.
2:~4. When a Postmaster is not on duty himself, he must By whom to be
hold some one Clerk or Assistant responsible for properly rnadP.
making all surcharges and entering them in the Surcharge
Account Book, whether the deficiencies be discovered by
that particular officer, or by any other. The officer who
makes the surcharge must annex his initials to the tax.
235. When the stamps upon a letter are insufficient to How to be made.
pay the postage (see Rule 45) the deficient postage must
be charged upon the letter at the unpaid rate, and a note

* Th e postage which the receiving Postmaster charges on a letter
arriving from another Head Office wholly unpaid and untaxed, or on a.
letter re-direc ted at another H ead Office, and neither prepaid with
fresh postage nor taxi;d , is also to be considered l1 surcharge ; but the
postage taxed nt Lhc despatching office Oll a letter wholly unpaid or on
a re-direcwd lettm· is not a surcharge.
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must be made of the weight of the letter. Thus, if a
letter weighing more than ~ an ounce, but not exceeding
1 oz., be posted with only a penny stamp affixed, and thus
wanting another penny stamp, it must be marked "Above
~ oz., 2d."
In stating the weight the word "Above"
must always be used: If the postage stamps on a bookpacket be deficient, the surcharge must be made in
accordance with Rule 51, Section 10. If a letter weighing
above 4 oz., should not bear stamps sufficient to pay
three quarters of the postage, it must not be surcharged,
but must be sent to the Returned Letter office, marked
" Above 4 oz., postage not 3 quarters."
236. The "Outward" account in the surcharge book
Outward
applies to letters despatched from an office (whether posted
surcharges.
at it or passing through it); and the number of letters surcharged each day, as well as the amount of postage, must
be entered in the proper columns, as a check on the due
performance of the duty.
Inwardsurcharges.
237. The " Inward" account applies to letters received
for delivery at a Head Office, or its Sub-Offices, and surcharged at the Head Office, or at a Sub-Office (see 241);
and the number of such letters, with the amounts of
postage, must be entered in the book in the proper
columns.
'Report of neglect
238. It is very desirab~e that all deficiencies should be
to surcharge.
detected at the offices where the letters are posted ; and
every in~tance in which, owing to the neglect of the
despatching office, it is necessary to surcharge an inward
letter must be carefully reported in the proper form. The
letters which most frequently escape surcharge are those
which somewhat exceed half an ounce in weight, but bear
only one penny stamp.
How to bring sur239. The surcharge postage on outward letters must
charges to account: be charged on the letter bills, in the same manner as
Outwards;
ordinary unpaid postage.
Inwards.
240. The respective sums surcharged inwards at a Head
Office and at the sub-offices must not be entered separate~y
in the Week{y Account, but the daily aggregate of all
surcharges on inward letters must be debited in one item
in the proper column of the weekly account.
Surcharges made
241. The amounts entered on the letter bills by Subinwards at Money Postmasters of Money Order Offices, such as ''Postage
Order Offices.
surcharged by Sub-Postmaster on letters received for
delivery," must be copied daily into the inward account
in the Surcharge Book ; the name of the sub-office from
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which such postage is received being inserted in the
column for " signature of officer," with the amount opposite.
242. The circumstance of its being the duty of Money Postmaster bound
Order Offices to make surcharges in no way relieves to examine them.
a Postmaster from the necessity of paying strict attention to the performance of that duty as regards all letters ,
passing through his own office, even when they may be in
transit to or from a Money Order Office subordinate to
him.
243. If a letter be received for delivery taxed or sur- Lettersfordelivery
charged above the proper amount, the Postmaster must when over-taxed.
not alter the tax; but when the letter has been delivered
and the postage paid, he can obtain the cover and forward
it to the Secretary, applying for authority to refund the
overcharge. Such letter should be very carefully weighed
previous to its delivery, and the weight noted for after reference. Postage which is thus authorized to be refunded
is to be claimed under the proper heading in the Claim
Form (see Rule 190), which should be accompanied by
the receipt of the person to whom the postage is refunded.
Remittances.
244. A Postmaster is expressly forbidden to make Officialmoneysn?t
use of any portion of his official balance for private to be used forpri.
'b oweve1. s1ort
l
· d . If
· should b e vate
purposes ;
pmposes,
t h e perio
. it
penaltyofdoingso .
necessary for the Secretary to apply to him for an arrear,
in consequence of his neglect of these rules, and if
he should fail to remit the money or furnish a satisfactory expli:tnation by return of post, a Clerk will be despatched to take charge of his office ; and should he be
ultimately restored to his situation, he will have to pay the
expense incurred by this proceeding. Should the debt
remain unpaid at the end of ten days from the date of the
Secretary's letter, the office will be declared vacant.
245. If there is a branch of the Bank of England in
the town, remittances must be made in bills, drawn by
such branch and payable to Her Majesty's PostmasterGeneral, or order ; and in all other cases in one of the
following forms, viz. : 1. In drafts or cheques drawn on a London bank.
2. In bills for periods not exceeding 21 days drawn
by a provincial bank on a London bank.
3. In whole bank post bills, or whole notes of the
Bank of England.
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4. In country bank notes if payable in London.
5. In coin securely packed.

6. In warrants of the Receiver and AccountantGeneral which have been cashed by the Postmaster.
The following form of a bill of exchange should be
adopted:" 1001.

" Twenty-one days after date, pay to Her Majesty's
Postmaster-General, or order, One hundred
pounds, for value received of A. B., being Her
Majesty's money.

"C.D.
"To

London."

When bills require endorsement the following is a
proper form : "Pay to Her Majesty's Postmaster-General, or order.
"C. D."

i5ills not to run
longer than 21
days.
I

11

Promissory notes
and private bills
rejected.
Remittances to
bear the offi re
starnp.
Ligl1t gold.

Check on the
despatch of°
Remittane, ·s.

246. When a bill having been returned for endorsement is again remitted to the Receiver and AccountantGeneral, it must be entered on the letter hill, advised,
and otherwise treated like a new remittance.
247. If a bill should be sent up having a longer period
than 21 days to run it will be returned, and country
bills which on presentation at the London Bank are not
aceepted will be returned ; and in such case the Postmaster must not fail to remit the value of the returned
bill by return of post. No promissory note, even though
drawn by a banker, is to be remitted; and no private bill.
248. Every cheque, bill, bank note, or warrant remitted
must be stamped on its face (as nearly as possible in the •
?entre) with the dated stamp of the day such remittance
1s made.
249. Gold which is deficient in weight is subject to a
charge of threepence for every light sovereign, and twopence for every light half sovereign. Defaced silver coins
will be returned.
250. Every letter containing a remittanee must be
entered in · the letter bill, like a registered letter; and a
separate advice, on the proper form, must be forwarded
to the Receiver and Accountant-General by the same post
as the remittance; and if an acknowledgment of any remittance be not received by return of post, the Postmaster
must immediately apprize the Secretary.
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251 . Great precaution must be taken to see that Re- To be tied with
mittances are properly secured, tied with oTeen tape green tape and en0
tered on the Letter
correct1y entcred on the letter bI'll s ( see Ru 1es 65 an d' Bill.
66), and safely deposited in the mail bags; and a Postmaster, besides suqjecting himself to the usual fines (see
Rule 85 ), will be held responsible for any loss arising from
negligence in these respects. The Remittance, whether How to enclose a
in gold, silver, or notes, should be properly folded in the Remittance.
fly-leaf of the printed Remittance Letter, and the letter
itself should be fastened with good sealing-wax, and
entered on the letter bill, thus:-" Money Remittance."
When the Remittance is from a Sub-Postmaster, the name
of the Sub-Office must always be added.
252. The numbers, ciphers, and dates of all Bank Number s of Bank
Notes should be kept, and entered on the letter of advice, Notes.
in order to facilitate inquiry should the Remittance not
reach its destination. (See also Rule 293.)

XVII. P OSTAGE STAMPS.
253. A Postmaster is required to have on hand a suffi- Postage stan~lJ.s
cient stock of postage labels, and penny stamped enve- ~ust be kept for
lores, and to sell them to the public at the following sale.
pnces : Stamped Labels.
Prices.
ld.
each.
Penny Labels
2d. each.
Twopenny do. 4d. each.
Fourpenny do.
6d. each.
Sixpenny do.
ls. each.
Shilling do.

Stamped Penny

Envelopes.~·

s.

t

1 to be sold for
2
"
4
".,
6
8
,.
12

"

0
0
0
0
0
1

d.
IJ4

2l4.
4~

fr'J.4,
9
12l

·* On application at the Office of Inland Rcvc1rn , Somerset House,
W.C., London, embossed sta.rnps of itny value arc placed on envelopes,
newspaper wrappers, or letter paper.
"t Every complete dozen, in m1y larger number, roust be charged at
the same ntte.
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254. A poundage of one per cent. is granted on the
sale of postage labels. The penny envelopes are supplied
at the wholesale price of ll. ls. gd. for a half-ream of
240 ; and the above prices will yield thereon a profit
of about ninepence, which is equal to nearly three and a
half per cent.
How supplied.
255. Sub-Postmasters must obtain their supplies of
postage stamps and stamped envelopes from their Head
Postmasters, and Head Postmasters must procure their
supplies from the Metropolitan Office alone. Town Receivers may obtain their stamps from the Head Office, or
the Stamp Office, or any other licensed vendor.
Credit Stock to
256. A Postmaster is, in the first instance, supplied on
Postmasters.
credit with a certain stock of stamps and envelopes, considered and called the "full stock" of his office, a certain
portion thereof being termed the " reserve stock ;" and
Monthly return of on a day appointed in each month he must make a
stocks on hand.
return,* in the prescribed form, to the Metropolitan
Office, showing the stock then on hand of entire pounds'
worth of labels, and complete half-reams of envelopes ;
and also showing what number of pounds' worth of
labels and half-reams of envelopes is wanting to make
Intermediate
up his " full stock." Further, whenever it is necessary
supplies.
to draw on the "reserve stock" for labels or envelopes,
application must be made on one of the same forms for
an intermediate supply.
Credit stock to
257. Every Sub-Postmaster and Receiver must, on
Sub-Postmasters taking office, be supplied on credit by the Postmaster
and Receivers.
with one pound's worth of penny postage labels. For
this supply he must give a receipt (in the prescribed form),
which the Postmaster must carefully preserve as evidence
that the amount is due to him, and must produce when
After supplies to required by the Surveyor.
The Sub-Postmaster or
them.
Receiver must enter daily in his letter bill the amount
of the penny labels he has on hand; and when his stock
is reduced to ten shillings' worth he must .remit not less
than ten shillings to the Postmaster, who will send him
penny labels to that amount, with one label over in
every ten shillings' worth for poundage, which will thus
How to deal with be something less than one per cent. Should the Subnon-payment from Postmaster or Receiver neglect to remit the price of
Poundage on Sale.

them.

* Any Postmaster detected in falsifying his account of stamps will be
dismissed the service.
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the stamps, a Postmaster is not bound to send him a
supply, but should at once call on him for payment; and,
if his demand be not complied with by return of post, he .
should report the case to the Surveyor. Although this
regulation applies only to penny labels, every SubPostmaster and Receiver is expected to keep a sufficient
stock of the other kinds of stamps, on all supplies of
which, not received on credit, he is entitled to the whole
of the poundage; and he is bound to apply at once to
the Postmaster for any stamps which the public may
require, but which he may not have on hand, sending the
price with his application: he is entitled to the fult
poundage on all stamps which he may obtain over and
above the credit stock, as for such supplies he must of
course pay ready money.
258. Every supply of stamps sent to a Sub-Postmaster Check on supplies
must be entered in the proper place on the Sub-Postmas- to Sub-Postter's or t h e M essenger's b'll
I , an d t h e Su b -p ostmaster must masters ' &c.
acknowledge their arrival by his signature.
In like manner a Sub-Postmaster must always enter on Check on cash
his own bill, or on the Messengers', as the case may be Psent by Subhh
d
ostmaster for
( see R u1e fl 5 9 , & c. ) t he famount of chas h wh'
. IC l e sfen s. tho fresh supplies.
pay for a resh supply o stamps, t e particu ars o whic
he should describe in a separate memorandum addressed to
the Head Postmaster.
259. In cases when a credit stock of £1 is insufficient, Credit stocks
special authority may be obtained for a larger credit above .£1.
stock, which may include stamps of all kinds, provided
the Sub-Postmaster who requires it be under a bond to
the Crown. A special instruction is given in such cases.
260. Every Rural Messenger is required to sell post- Rural Messengers
aae labels at the same prices at which Postmasters are to sell postage
e~powered ~o sell the~1. (See Rule 164, sec. 11:) !'he ~~;i~:;e
Messenger IS to receive the same poundage as IS given poundage thereon.
to a Sub-Postmaster.
261. As fa'r as practicable, the stamps on letters posted Old stamps or
at a Head Office or its subordinate office, as well as those forged stamps.
hr.o ught in by Messengers, should be carefully examined,
for the purpose of ascertaining that they have not been
previously used and are not forged. (See Rule 264.)
If any be discovered which appear to have been pre- Mode of treating
viously used, the letters to which they are affixed must old stamps.
be charged with postage at the unpaid rate, and the
·words " old stamps " must be written on them. The sus-
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pected stamps must not be obliterated, but must be ca,refidly marked across with a pe.n and ordinary ink, thus,-

so that the mark may not be an obstacle to any subsequent
inquiry. The decision as to whether such stamps have
been previously used must rest either with the Postmaster
or with some person authorized by him to decide in the
matter. A special note of such cases should be made and
preserved for reference, showing, when possible, the officer
or person from whom the letter was received.
262. When a Postmaster observes a postage stamp
How to treat
forged stamps.
which he suspects to be forged, he must neither tax nor
detain the letter to which it is affixed, but must report
the circumstance by first post to the Secretary, stating
the full address of t he letter, and if possible the name and
address of the person who pm:ted it.
263. Defaced post age st amps found loose in the office,
Postage Stamps
found loose.
and also u ntlcfaccd ·tamps not the property of the Post··
master, must be sent in the fi rst return ed letter bag· to
the Metropolitan Office, made up in packets, which must
be sealed, and marked " Postage st amps from
,''
( the date stamp being affi xed).
The number of stamps so sent up must be entered on
the returned letter claim form, distinguishing the defaced
from the undefaced ; and corresponding entries must be
made on the counterfoil of the claim form. (See Rule 190.)
Postage stamps found loose at Sub-OfficeR must be
sent to the P ostmaster, and forw arded by him along with
his own. Sub-Postmasters must be required to enclose
such stamps in a wrapper, and to enter the amount on
the letter bill.
Every officer sb oultl be informed that it is his duty to
hand to a Postmaster all such stamps which he may find;
and that if any obliterated stamps are found in his possession, he will be liable to severe punishment.
OfTicc rs forbidden
264. No offi cer of the department must be allowed
t o d~faco s ~;nnps t o deface the st\lmps 0 1J letters posted by himself~ and
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no Rural Messenger to deface the stamps on letters which posted by
he collects. Further (if the force be sufficient to allow themselves.
of such an arrangement) no officer should deface the
stamps on letters handed to him to be posted until they
have been examined by another person.
. 265. In order to prevent frauds which have sometimes JoineCl st.amps;
been attempted upon the Revenue, by the use of postage check against their
.!'.
d by JOmmg
. . . togetler
1 clean portions
.
stamps 1orme
cut firom use·
labels which have previously passed through the post,
the letters which formerly appeared at the lower corners
of the postage labels are now repeated at the upper
corners, transposed, however, so as to afford still greater
security; thus : -

On the right and left-hand side of each label, the number
of the plate from which it is printed will appear in small
figures, as shown above. If any postage label passing
through the office should appear to have been formed by
pieces cut from separate stamps, it must be ascertained
whether the letters at the corners are arranged in the
manner above described, and whether the number on
each side of the label is the same. Should any difference
appear in these respects, the letter must be treated as
laid down in Rule 261.

XVIII. MISCELLANEOUS RULES.
266. No information must be given respecting letters Official secr esy.
which pass through a Post Office except to the persons to
whom they are addressed. No officer must make public
any official communication which he may receive, unless
he should be directed to do so ; nor must he make known
information, which he may obtain by means of his office1
of the private affairs of any person,
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267. Any letter or packet, whether for despatch or
delivery, observed to be unfastened, excepting of course
those which are obviously intended to be sent open, must
be carefully refastened with proper letter sealing-wax,
which must be impressed with the Office seal, care being
taken that the wax is not placed upon the original seal or
fastening of the letter; and the words " Found open,"
with the initials of the officer who deals with it, must be
written near the seal.
268. Any money, jewellery, undefaced postage stamps,
or any other article of value found loose in the letter box,
or in a mail bag, must be transmitted forthwith to the
Returned Letter Branch of the Circulation Office, with a
report stating precisely where and how it was found;
and any such article, not the property of the Postmaster
or of his Officers, found in any part of the office, must
be treated in a similar manner. The letter in wnich it
is sent must be entered as a monev letter. As to loose
stamps found in the office, see Rule ·263.
269. A Postmaster is required to see that all bags and
pouches used at his office are in proper repair.
When requisite, he must cau>;e them to be mended, and
will send the bill for such repairs to the Surveyor, for
his certificate, at the end of every quarter. A carefol
record should be kept of all bags, &c. sent to be repaired,
so that no bags may be lost, and that the bill when sent
in may be completely checked.
When new bags or pouches are required, application
must be made to the Surveyor, stating the size and
kind required, both of which are indicated by the
number annexed to the description in the printed list
supplied to every Postmaster.
270. Once in each quarter an account is kept at every
Head Office for one week of the number of letters, &c.
arriving for delivery, including those for its sub-offices.
A printed form is supplied to the Postmaster, showing the
week selected for the return, and mode in which the
correspondence is to be counted. The Postmaster should
carefully compare the current return with that for the
previous quarter and that for the corresponding quarter
of the previous year; and in the event of any considerable
increase _or decrease in either of the columns A, B, or C,
an explanation thereof should at once be given, to save
time and trouble. Great care must be t aken in the
preparation of these returns.
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271. Book-packets and newspapers paid by postage Book-packets,
stamps are to be counted as letters in the entries on letter packets, &c
bills of Sub-Offices Messengers and ReceivinoOfficers to count. as letters;
0
'
·
'
.
' except in
and also, unless specially excepted, m all returns that quarterly returns .
.may be kept of correspondence for any purpose. It will
be observed, however, that in the quarterly returns they
are counted separately.
272. Pillar and Wall Letter Boxes are erected for the Pillar and Wall
convenience of persons living at a distance from a Post Boxes :
Office ; and when a Postmaster is of opinion that it is
necessary to establish new boxes, or to remove existing
boxes to more convenient localities, he should report to the
Surveyor. Instructions as to the erection of each box
are furnished in a special letter. Care must be taken Collections from :
that the hours of collecting are correctly stated on the
boxes, which must on no account be cleared before the
appointed time. The hour of collection should be regulated by the town clocks. (See Rule 39.) One of the
two keys which are supplied for each box must be care- Keys of:
fully preserved by the Postmaster, and the other should
not be left in the hands of the collecting officer longer
than is absolutely necessary, but should be hung up in
the office in a place appointed for the purpose.
The alleged loss of a key should be strictly investi- Loss of keys :
gated, and if the key should not be found, the Surveyor
must be informed. When a lost key is found, the reward
of 2s. 6d. to the finder, as notified on the label, must
always be made good by the person through whose
carelessness the loss may take place.
~ Th~tte;&&~~~,p~s sho~}~b$~_nted st Counti~g the
~
~1
~esst~s~ 88 and the letters·
number entered' in a book kept for the purpose. '
The boxes are usually washed at certain periods, and W~sl~ing and
repainted when necessary ; but. the Postmaster should pamtmg of:
not suffer them to be in a discreditable condition without
informing the Surveyor. The locks and hinges should Oiling the hinges :
be oiled to prevent rust. Any damage should be at Repair of damage;
once reported to the Surveyor, and if a box should become insecure, the aperture should be closed, and a notice
posted on. the box stating that it is closed temporarily
during repair.
273. Before taking legal proceedings for the recovery of Proceedings for
postage on letters delivered from the Office, the Post- recovery of
master is recommended to apply to the Secretary for postage.
advice.
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27 4. A copy of each edition of the British Postal Guide
is officially supplied to each Postmaster, Sub-Postmaster,
and Receiver ; and he must consider the Guide as an
instruction for himself, as ·well as a book of reference for
the public. The Guide itself contains full information as
to the means of procuring supplies for sale.
27 5. The "Postal Official Circular" (Postmasters' edition)
is supplied every week to all Head Postmasters, with a
sufficient number of copies for distribution to his SubPostmasters and Receivers.
The Circular contains all new instructions which it may
be necessary to issue, and which are denoted by consecutive
numbers for the purpose of reference; it also contains
various information on postal matters, including vacancies
and promotions in the department. It must be exhibited
in a part of the office conspicuous to every officer but
not open to the public ; as some of the matter, particularly that relating to dismissals, is addressed to the
officers of the department alone. It is a Postmaster's duty
to make himself thoroughly acquainted with the instructions in the Circular, and to require his subordinate officers to do the same. One copy at least of each Postal
Official Circular must be carefully preserved in a portfolio.
Any numbered instruction which it may be necessary
to issue specially during the week is repeated in the
Circular.
Notices to the public arc issued in separate Forms,
and are to be placed conspicuously in the window, or in
whatever part of the office they can be most conveniently
read by the public.
The Postal Guides, Postal Official Circulars, and
Special Instructions are sent to the Postmaster for distribution to his Sub-Officers and Receiving Officers, and he is
responsible that they are forwarded accordingly, duly
entered on the letter bills, and that each Sub-Postmaster
acknowledges their arrival by attaching his signature to
the entry. Should any such form be missing at a suboffice, and should its entry on the letter bill not be acknowledged by the Sub-Postmaster, it will probably be supplied
at the Postmaster's expense.
If the Forms are lost through the negligence of any
officer, they will be supplied at his expense.
276. A Postmaster must keep on hand, for sale, copies
of both editions of the list of'' Principal Streets and Places
in London and its Environs, as divided into Postal Dis~
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tricts :" the price being respectively one penny and one
shilling per copy.
Every Sub-Postmaster and Letter Receiver must keep Supply to be kept:
a supply of the penny edition of the book; and, on
receiving any order for the superior edition, must obtain
from his Head Postmaster, without delay, the required
number.
Notices respecting the sale of both editions must be con- Notices of sale of:
spicuously exhibited in the office window; and a copy of
the cheaper book should always be kept in readiness for
the public to refer to.
Application is to be made by the Postmaster to the how supplied :
Receiver and Accountant-General (on the usual form
on which requisitions for postage labels, &c., are made)
for such supplies of these books as may be required for
sale, whether at the Head Office or at the offices subordinate to it.
A profit of twenty per cent. will be allowed on the Profit on sale of.
price of' the cheaper book. Of the superior edition .five
copies will be supplied for the price of four ( 4s. ), or
any smaller number at lOd. per copy; and Sub-Postmasters and Letter Receivers must be supplied at the
same rates.
277. At certain 'fowns the Letter Carriers are pro- Uniform cloth in.,.:
vided with uniform, corn>isting of a coat (one for summer
wear rand another for winter) a hat, and a cape. The
uniform must always be worn when the officers are
on duty ,-a regulation to be strictly enforced.
278. The Postmaster must require the uniform to be io be carefully
kept clean and in good condition ; and if it be undul,r pmt·rved,
worn or abused, it will be a question whether it may not
be renewed at the cost of the officer in fault. The men
~hould wear their last year's clothing when engaged in
in-door duty, and proper drawers should be provided to
hold the clothing which it may be necessary to have in
the office. It is desirable that the men should provide
themselves with a waistcoat and trousers of a uniform
pattern, as this will add to the respectability of their
appearance. The articles can generally be obtained
cheaply if a proper agreement be made.
279. The Department having entered into a contract Telegrams.
for the transmission, by Electric Telegraph, of messages
relating to the business of the Post Office, a " Pass Book"
is provided for some Postmasters, for reporting registered
0
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letters mis-sent from London (Rule 86). Some few Postmasters are also provided with a Pass Book, which enables
them to transmit, without prepayment, messages on other
subjects through the medium of the Electric and Internationa~ Telegraph Company ; but although the Pass
Book authorizes them to forward official messages free,
they are to use the telegraph only in cases of urgency.
280. Each page of the Pass Book for reporting registered letters consists of three forms. The first (No. I)
is to be handed, properly filled up and signed by the
Postmaster, to the officer of the Telegraph Company,
when the message, which must be written on one of
the Company's usual forms, is delivered for transmission.
A full copy of the message sent on each occasion must be
written on the back of the form No. 2 (which must also
be properly filled up and signed), and this form must
then be forwarded to the Secretary, by first post, in one
of the envelopes, having the words "Electric Telegraph
Message Pass" printed outside at the left-hand lower
corner. The third form (No. 3) must be filled up in each
case, and retained in the book. Messages must always
be clear, but in as few words as possible. Neither the
address of the sender of a message, nor that of the person
to whom it is sent, is to be included in stating the number ·
of words comprising a message.
281. A Telegraphic Message left at a Post Office to
be called for, addressed to a person not connected with
the Department, must be treated in all respects like an
unpaid letter posted at the office. A Postmaster is not
required to pay any "porterage" on such a message, and
he may refuse to take it in, unless left free of charge.
(See Rule 202.)
282. Applications and inquiries addressed to the Secretary, either by the public or by a Postmaster, or by any
other officer of the Department, become official papers,
and, when referred to a Postmaster for any purpose,
must on no account be retained by him, but must be carefully returned to the Secretary along with the report
that may be required. In like manner papers referred to
the Postmaster by the Surveyor must be returned to that
officer.
283. No official paper of any kind, whether it require a
reply or not, should be returned without some observations
denoting that it has been received; and such observations
should be written, if possible, directly following the communication to which they reply; so that the questions and
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answers, or observations and rejoinders, may appear in
consecutive order, according to their dates, and that the
papers may be read like the pages of a book. Bag wax
must never be usecl for sealing official letters.
284. When papers relating to errors committed by his How to for~ard
subordinates are referred to a Postmaster, he must not be an explanatwn.
content with simply forwarding their explanations, but
must state whether they may be accepted as satisfactory,
and must add any iuformation that may be necessary to
render the matter quite clear.
285. Postmasters are not permitted to forward their Postmasters not to
private
correspondence with each other free of postaae.
correspond free of
~
0
t
A Postmaster or Sub-Postmaster who is a news- pos age.
agent is forbidden, on pain of immediate dismissal, to
employ a servant of the department to carry or deliver a
newspaper which has not been regularly posted.
286. When it is necessary for a Postmaster to address Letters to the
one of the public by letter, in order to rectify an error public,
committed at his office, he must prepay the letter and the
officer who has committed the error must bear the expense.
287. When any expense, whether to the department or Losses arising from
to the public, is caused by the fault of any officer, the negligence.
Postmaster-General will, if he think fit, direct such
expense to be paid by the officer.
288. Forms, on which are printed the signature or Forms supplied by
address of the Surveyor, are supplied to Postmasters from Surveyor.
the Surveyor's Office, and must be applied for accordingly.
289. All other forms, of every kind in current Forms supplied
use at a Post Office, except the reports specified in by the Secretary.
Rule 177 as addressed to the Inspector-General of
Mails, are supplied from the Secretary's Office; and a
Postmaster must make application for them to the Secretary, adding to the address of his letter the words
" Application for Stores." There is a special form of
application for money order stores.
291. All printed Circulars, Books, or Forms supplied Waste paper.
by the Department, must in due time be sent back
to the Metropolitan Office as waste paper; none must
be destroyed. Care must be taken that no stores are
improperly returned as waste, and the waste paper sent
in by Sub-Postmasters should, with that object, be carefully examined before it is forwarded to the Metropolitan
Office. Waste paper should be returned at the end of
each Quarter.
292. The following Books and Forms, when out of use, Pertio.dsF~t whicbh
. d £
. d
.
cer am orms emust be retame ·or the per10 s specified below, and come ,V.aste paper.
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must afterwards, at the end of the then current quarter,
be sent to the Metropolitan Office, for disposal as waste
paper:British Postal Guide ...
Three Months.
Special Circulars and Notices to the l
Public
...... ~One Year.
J
Postal Official Circular"'
Money Order Books . . .
. . ·I
Sub-Office Letter Bills
.. ,
... ~1
Town Receivers' Bills
.. .
... T
y
Returned Letter Claim Forms ( Counwo ears.
terfoils)
I
Messengers' Bills
... J
Registered Letter Receipts and
Counterfoils
Three Years.
Letter Carriers' Attendance Book
Ten Years.
293. Any Officer of the Post Office who is engaged in
the collection of the Revenue, or in the transaction of
Money Order business, is strictly required to endorse on
every Bank note which he receives the name of the person
from whom he takes it and the date of its receipt; and on
every note which he pays away he must endorse his own
name and the date of the paymrnt.
294. In order to encourage the officers of the Department to make provision for their families at their death, by
insuring their lives, assistance is given in the payment of the
premiums on such insurances, according to arrangements
described in the printed form in which applications for
such assistance must be made. This form is supplied to
any Head Postmaster by the Metropolitan Office. The
following are the Regulations regarding Life Insurance:1. At the first claim for assistance by any officer, not
insuring his life under the arrangement described in
paragraphs 6 to 37, the policy must be forwarded to
the Receiver and Accountant-General for inspection.
2. All such claimants for assistance in the payment of
their premiums must send to the Receiver and Accountant-General, during the month of January in
each year (neither earlier nor later), their receipts for
payments actually made in the previous year; thus
the receipts obtained between the 1st January and
31st December, 1860, must be forwarded during the
month of January, 1861.
.,. These circulars must not be r eturned until the Postmaster has
received the Amended and Supplementary Rules embodying the nflw
instructions, or a r evised edition of this Code of Rules.
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3. The receipts must be enclosed in the . yellow
printed form headed " Life Insurance," which may
be had of any Head Postmaster, or at the Metropolitan Offices of England, Ireland, and Scotland ;
and no claim for assistance will be admitted unless
this rule be obeyed, and the proper form be correctly
.filled up with the particulars it calls for. Much
trouble to the Department, and delay in admitting
claims, may be obviated by carefully perusing the
printed yellow form in question before enclosing
receipts, and also by accurately filling in the required
information.
4. The signature of the applicant attached to the
yellow form must always be countersigned by the
Head Postmaster of the District, or the Head of the
Department to which the applicant belongs.
5. No officers, except such as received assistance To whom the pribefore the 24th January, 1859, are entitled to aid vilege is allowed.
from the Insurance Fund, unless they are wholly
employed in the service of the Department.
6. The Postmaster-General having had reason to be- Premium payable
lieve that the difficulty of paying the whole annual by per~odical
premium, on ~ policy of insurance, out of a salary de1d~cti&on from
. h is
. receive
. d mont hly, or wages wh"1ch are receive
. d sa a1y, c.
wh1c
weekly, prevented many Officers of the Post Office
from insuring their lives, .who, but for this difficulty,
would gladly have made that provision for their
families, has authorized such weekly or monthly deductions to be made from the wages or salaries of
those amongst his Officers who shall prefer the arrangement, and who will annually make up the premiums upon the sums for which those Officers now
are, or desire to be, insured.
7. In order that the Officers who, on this plan, may Selection of Inbe about to insure their lives for the first time, surance Offices.
and the Officers who may wish to effect insurances in addition to those which they have already
effected, may not have to wait until the first year's
premium has been saved by weekly or monthly
deductions from their wages or salaries, but may
attain their object at once, the Postmaster-General
requested certain Insurance Offices to enter into an
arrangement which will presently be described.
G
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8. In selecting the Offices to which this application
was made, the Postmaster-General was guided solely
by the fact that those Offices had been chosen more
frequently than any others by the Officers of the
Department who were already insured ; but it was,
of course, open to other Insurance Offices to submit
proposals on the subject for the consideration of the
Postmaster-General, and is so still.
9, The following Offices, which have consented to the
arrangement referred to, include not only such as
agreed to do so on the application of the PostmasterGeneral, but those which have themselves applied to
be added to the list. The arrangement is according
to age:Established in

Union
London Assurance
Pelican
Globe
Provident Life
Norwich Union
North British
Scottish Widows' Fund
Edin burgh Life
Alliance
Scottish Union Insurance Standard Scottish Amicable
Mutual
Family Endowment Life Assurance
and Annuity Society United Kingdom
Britannia
General
Scottish Provident
City of Glasgow
Provident Clerks
Reliance and East of England
United Kingdom Provident
European
London Equitable Life Assurance -

1714
1720
1797
1803
1806
1808
1809
1815
1823
1824
1824
1825
1826
1834
1835
1836
1837
1837
1837
1838

1840
1840
1840
1853
1855
l 0. Insurances can be effected in any one of these
Offices, on a scale of premiums for participation, or
on a scale for nonparticipation in profits.
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11. These Offices have undertaken to advance policies, at the ordinary yearly rates of premium, to
those Officers of the Post Office who are included in
the arrangement, and desire to avail themselves of it;
and the Insurance Offices will receive the premiums on
insurances thus effected in quarterly instalments from
the Receiver and Accountant General, who will collect
those premiums by w~ekly or monthly deductions
from the wages or salaries of the Officers insured.
12. The customary allowance from the Void Order or
Insurance Fund of 20 per cent., or one fifth, of
the premiums on policies not exceeding 300l., will
continue to be granted to Officers insuring under
this arrangement ; but the Postmaster-General of
course retains the power of withholding this allowance
at any future time, if he shall think fit, in part or
altogether.
13. The following Table will show the sum which will Table of deduction
be deducted weekly or monthly from the wages or from sal~ry, &c.
salary of an Officer who may desire, under this for premmms.
arrangement, to insure his life for lOOl., at a given
age, and on the scale for participation in profits. The
Table is based on an average of the rates of the beforenamed Offices, and the Depar.tmental allowance a.t
present authorized, of 20 per cent., or one fifth, has
been deducted from the average rate thus obtained.
The amount really payable by the Insurer will vary
( tho~gh very slightly) from the amounts given in the
Table, according as the rates of the Office which he
may select are higher or lower than the average.
Weekly Payment, which
if continued from the given
Age of Insurer ou
Age for the whole Term
Birthday following the
of Lifo, will insure a Sum
Date of Policy.
of l 00/. at Death, with
Participation in Profits.

YEARS.

,/.!,

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

0

0
0

s.
0
0
0

0

0

()

l
1

0
0
0
0

Monthly Payment, which
if continued from the given
Age for the whole Term
of Life, will insure a Sum of
1oot. at Death, with
Participation in Profits.

d.

,/.!,

71..2

8..l

0
0

91
]()2

0

l

0
2t
4

1
2

02

st

0
0

s.
2
2
3
3
4

0

5

0
0
0

6

7

d.
Sl.
2

nt
4
9!
4!.2

I.!.2
2
6
}l.

8

10!

G

2
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Insurances on a scale of premiums for non-participation
in profits can of course be effected for a somewhat
smaller weekly or monthly payment. If the Policy
shall exceed 300l., the rate of premium will vary still
further from the rates given in the above Table, as
the Departmental allowance extends only to the premium on 300l.
14. The before-named Offices have further undertaken to pay all policies not exceeding 50l., and
to advance 50l. out of policies exceeding that amount,
immediately upon proof of the Insurer's death and
of the claimants right to receive the money.
15. They are also prepared to grant policies for premiums, the payment of which shall cease when
the Insurer attains the age of 60 ; an age at which,
under the 11ew Superannuation Act, many Government Officers will retire from the service, and suffer
a comiderable loss of income.
16. If any Officers of the Post Office shall be desirous
of securing Deferred Annuities, or of effecting Insurances on joint lives, the arrangement for the collection of the premiums in small sums will be extended
to them. But in these cases the Departmental
allowance of 20 per cent. will not be given, unless
the Immrancc shall be for the benefit of the Insurer's
family at his death.
17. Under the arrangement thus deocribed, the Officers
of the Post Office will have it in their power to
obtain all the advantages given by good Insurance
Offices 1 upon terms which have hitherto been offered
by Benefit Societies only.
18. It is believed that the great facility now offered
for the payment of the premium, and the concession
of prompt payment of fifty pounds on the death of
an insurer (payment having hitherto been deferred
for from three to six months) cannot fail to promote
Life Insurance amongst the officers of the Post
Office.
19. Officers of the Post Office may henceforth, on
attaining one of their annual increments of wages
or salary, employ that increment for the benefit of
· their families in effecting a policy of insurance.
20. In order that the Officers of the Department may
have full information as to the various kinds of insu-
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ranee which arc open to them, and as to the rates of
premiums charged, several of Insurance Offices have,
at their own cost, famished a sufficient supply of prospectuses and tables of rates, to the Metropolitan
offices fr1 London, Dublin, and Edinburgh, and to
each Head Postmaster in the United Kingdom.
21. Officers who may desire to insure their lives under How to apply for
the new arrangement must notify their intention to assistance to
the
insure.
Receiver and Accountant General.
General Post Office,
London,
on one of the Forms headed " Life Insurance, A. I.,"
(a supply of which is forwarded to each of the
Metropolitan offices, and to each Head Post Office),
and must inform him of the Insurance Office which
they have selected, of the amount for which they
wish to insure, of their rank or position in the service,
and of the amount of their wages or salary.
22. The Receiver and Accountant General will then Mode of proceedforward to each intending Insurer a form of proposal ing to effect
to the Insurance Office selected by that Insurer.
insurance.
23. The Insurer must fill up the form of proposal and
return it to the Receiver and Accountant General,
who wiJl forward it to the Insurance Office selected
by the Insurer.
24. When the Directors of that Insurance Office have
satisfied themselves in the usual manner as to the
health and constitution of the intending Insurer, they
will grant him a policy, which they will forward to
the Receiver and Accountant General for transmission to the Insurer.
25. The Receiver and Accountant General will forward
the policy to the Insurer, will inform the Insurer of
the Amount which will have to be deducted from
his weekly wages or monthly salary, will require the
Insurer to acknowledge the receipt of the policy, and
to give written au Lhority for the proposed deduction
from wages or i:mlary, and will inform the Officer
entrusted with t he payment of the Jrn;urcr's wages or
salary of the a111ou1it; which he ii-: to deduct, and
of the manne r in which Ii· is to account for it.
26. The lkcei Vl:l' anu j \ CCOLl 1LanL G ·neral will pay
over to the lu uraucc 01Iiccs, quarterly, the pre-
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miums which he has collected by weekly or monthly
deductions.
27. In the event of the death of an insurer before the
termination of any one of the years over which the
collection of his premium extends, the amount
remaining to be collected from his wages or salary
at the date of his death will be deducted from the
amount of the policy payable to his Representatives.
Thus, the case of an Insurance being effected on the
1st of October in any year, and of the Insurer dying
between that day and the 30th September in the
succeeding year, that portion of the premium which
remained to be collected from him at the date of his
death would be deducted from the sum due by the
Insurance Office to his Representatives.
28. Insurers under this arrangement, who may retire
from the service upon a pension, will continue to
enjoy the benefits of the arrangement after their
retirement.
29. Insurers under this arrangement, who may quit the
service from other causes than that of superannuation, will not continue to enjoy the benefits of the
arrangement, but must make their own terms with
the Offices in which they are insured, according as
they are disposed to maintain or to discontinue their
insurances.
30. Insurers under this arrangement, who, though they
continue in the service, may be desirous of discontinuing their Insurances, or of disconnecting themselves from the arrangement, may attain their object
by giving written notice to the Receiver and Accountant General, who will accordingly discontinue his
deductions from the Insurer's wages or salary on the
anniversary (next following the date of the notice)
of the day on which the Insurer came into the
arrangement.
Thus, an Insurance effected on the 1st October in any
year must be maintained (if the .Insurer remains
in the service) up to the 1st October in the succeeding year ; and a notice of intention to discontinue
that Insurance or depart from the arrangement will
take effect only on the 1st October next following
the date of the notice.
31. Officers who are already insured in any of the
before-named Offices, or in any other Insurance
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Office, may have their premiums saved for them by cers already inweekly or monthly deductions from their wages or sured.
salaries.
32. Officers who may desire to avail themselves of the By what means to
latter arrangement must notify their intention to the be done.
Receiver and Accountant General, General Post
Office, London, on one of the forms headed " Life
Insurance, B. l.," (a supply of which is forwarded to
each branch of the Metropolitan Offices and to each
Head Post Office). On this form they must inform
the Receiver and Accountant General of the name
of the Office in which they are insured, of the
amount of their premium, of the date on which it is
payable, of their rank or position in the service, and
of the amount of their wages or salary.
33. In reply, the Receiver and Accountant General will
inform them of the amount to be deducted from their
wages or salary (after allowing them the customary
Departmental assistance of 20 per cent., or one fifth
of the premium on policies not exceeding 300l. ), and
he will inform the Officers entrusted with the payment of their wages and salaries of the amount to be
deducted, and of the manner in which it is to be
brought to account.
34. When the Receiver and Accountant General has,
under this latter arrangement, collected the whole
premium due by any Officer who is already insured,
he will hand it to that Insurer or pay it to the
Insurance Office, according as the Insurer may
desire.
35. Under the arrangement described in the last three
paragraphs the deductions from an Insurer's wages or
salary will be made in advance of his payment to the
Insurance Office. In the event of the death of an
Insurer, or of his retirement from the service on any
other ground than that of superannuation, the Receiver and Accountant General wm refond the money
collected in advance of the payment to the Insurance
Office, to the Insurer's Representatives or to the
Insurer himself.
36. In conclusion, the Postmaster-General once more
desires that it may be distinctly understood that
the Department givcH no opinion as to the stability
of the offices named, that it haH sought their co-operation solely on the ground stated in Paragraph 8 ;
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that it cannot advise its Officers in the selection
of an Insurance Office ; and that the responsibility
of that selection must rest entirely with the Insurers
themselves"
37. It must also be understood that the whole scheme
is open to be modified or altogether terminated, so
far as the Post Office is concerned, by the Postmaster-General at any future time.
Book of Rules for
295. A Postmaster must be strictly guided by the
Head Offices.
Rules laid down in this book, and as they ought to be
carefully perused, the plea of ignorance must not be
offered as an excuse for not observing them. Particular
attention must also be paid to the explanatory notes on
the forms used by the Department, and a Postmaster
should consider them in the light of specific instructions.
Correction of
When any Regulation in this Book is altered or cancelled
Book.
by instructions issued after its publication, the Postmaster should make a memorandum in the margin, noting
the alteration and referring to the instruction in which it is
laid down.
296. Every Sub-Postmaster is furnished with a Book
Rules for SubPostmaster.
of " Sub-office" R egulations, and each Head Postmaster
should have a copy of it for his guidance, and to enable
him to call the attention of the Sub-Postmaster to any
breach of the Rules which he may detect.
·
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Huie
ABSENCE. See "LEAVE OF Al!SENCE."
AccouNTS
Weekly
"
Daily balance
"
Cash-book
Surcharge
,,
Remi ttance
,,
Stamp AccouNTS of letters, quarterly
,,
Occasional
ADDUESSES to the Queen and petitions to Parliament
AGE of persons elig ible for l'ost Office situations
as clerks
"
"
"
letter carriers
"
"
"
altxil iary Jetter carriers
""
rural rn ·ssengcrs
,,"
""
,,
APP.AitA:t·us J!'OR Exc 11 AN(m o~· MA11,s
Under co n ~ rol of Mail O fl't ·c
,,
Despatcl.t of mail bags by
,,
Heport of fail uro
,,
,,
by telegraph
APPLIOA'J'IONS J!'ROM o~·~'lOEltS. See " 0PJ!'lCEltS."
APPOlN'l'MEN'.l' : Of clerks, sorters, and letter carriers, &c.
Of r ural messengers
Of auxiliaries, &c.
ASSIS'l'AN'l'S:Appointment of
Promotion of
Not appointed by Postmaster General
ATTENDANCE BOOKS
,,
hours of, at post offices and on Sundays
,,
irregular, forms for
AUXILIARY L E'l'TElt CARRIER. See " LE'l"l'ER C.AiuUERS."
BAGS (MAIL):Supply of new
Repair of old
Tying and sealin g of
Correct despatch of
,,
,,
hy apparatus
London and Travc]Jin l'ost OJfice bags, how t nrnko op
Cross post
,,
Extra
"
Out of course, how dispos •d of
Mis-sent, uot to b' op •11cd Irregularities ill, J1 ow to re port
Ho>v to op ·n
BANK NoT.i;;s, numb rH l.o lw 1101. •d
,,
to he c1HlorHcd 011 re · •ipt a11tl pu.y111t•11t
BAN!OtlJJ,.f'C y :Of sm cties to lll' 1·cpo1·kd Of l'osl11:111 stc1·s to bu rt'[l<lrl •u BANKRUPTS' Jett rs, delivery 0
BL.ANK DAY

212
212 to 223
229 &c.
231
233 to 243
217, 244 to 252
253 &c.
270
27 1
49
1
10
10
13
12
114
114
114
116
116
8, 13
12, 13
13
13
15
13
21, 143
41
22

269
269
114
109, 114
114, 116
103, 110, &c.
105
115
117, 124
124
116, 119
119
252
293
5
5

151
112

106

INDEX,

Rule
BONDS:Of Postmasters, clerks, &c.
3, 4, 5
BooK OF RULES. See Rur,Es.
Bomc PosT : Inland, general regulations of
52
Colonial
52
Precautions against fraud
52
Book-packets to be occasionally examined by Head Postmaster
52
BmTISH GUARANTEE AssocIA'.rION, security of may be given by Postmasters
4
CANDIDATES for office, nomination of
,,
examination of
,,
,,
probation of CAUTION plate at head offices
CHRISTJ\IAS DAY:Delivery of letters on
Despatch of Mails on
CIRCULAR, POSTAL OFFICIAL. See POSTAL.
CIVIL SERVICE examination. See ExAllnNATION.
CLAIM FORMS. See "POSTAGE."
CLERKS AND SORTERS : Selection by Postmasters Promotion of Limit of age
Mode of nomination
,,
examination
Probation of
Females eligible for
Postmasters responsible for good conduct of
Attendance of Increments of Substitutes for absent ,,
absent on sick leave Attendance Book for
Fines for irregularity
COLONIES:Letters to
Weighing of letters to
Newspapers to
Books and parliamentary proceedings to
Co111:11nssIONED 0PFICEits, postage of letters re-directed to
COMPLAINTS AGAINST CLERKS, LET'l'Elt CAURIERS, &c,
CORRESPONDENCE:Official Between Postmasters
With the Public
COUNTING OF LETTERS
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, orders of
CROSS post letters defined
,,
bags
,,
DATED stamp
,,
,, index letters of
DECLARATION of office
,,
,,
to be preserved by Postmasters
DEFACING STAMPS. S ee OBLITERATION.
DEFAULTERS, how dealt with
DELAY of letters, wilful, consequence of
" DELIVERED FREE," definition of DELIVERY:Of an Office, definition of Free
,,
Town
,,
Commencement of first
of others
Sorting for

10
10
9
34

43 (secs. 7, 8, 9)
43 (sec. 10)

8

16
10, 15
9
11
9
10

8, 17
21
23,226
25
26
21

22
48

47
48
48

185
18
282 to 284

285
286
270, 271
151
105

105
125
125
2
2

244
2

136

136
. 136
136
137
141

137

107

INDEX.

DELIVERY-cont. :
General regulations as to
At window
Letters registered, uirections as to On Sunday
Of unposted letters or news pap •rs
By letter carriers (sec " ·Lic't"J't~it CA 1t111 MttS ")

,,

Rule
l37tol5l

146 to 149
78 &e.
43
150
145

(sec also" LE1'~'1lH.S ")

,,
of' parliamentary notices
DllSPA'l'CII Ol!' MAILS
Preparations for
Sorting of letters for
Of London night mail Of London day mail
On blank day
By ordinary train, interval before it starts
By apparatus, interval before train is due
To be punctually made
Failure of, by apparatus
Irregularities in, to be reported
Failure of, how to remedy
Special, of delayed mails
DISMISSAL rests with the Postmaster General
,,
prevents any flll'ther employment
DISQUALnncATIONS for office

145
91
100 to ll8

100
102
llO
lll
112
ll4
ll4
ll4

117
116
ll7
ll8
20
20

1

ELECTIONS of Members of Parliament,-Postmasters, &c., must not vote or
interfere at
E1mons : 175,
Reports of
,,
forms of, whence supplied
Book, for record of' Es'l'AnJ,ISIIMllNT Bo01c, list of officers
EXAMINATION of candidates
EXPLANATIONS, how to be forwarded
ExTRA stamp letters

,,

,,

box

,,
mail bags
EXllMPTIONS from postage
FEils, or private boxes, &c. ,, for taking in letters in the night
,, extra stamps for late letters
,, on registered letters
FEMALES eligible for clerkships
FINES for irregularities connected with registered letters
,,
late attendance of clerks, &c.
how to be disposed of
,,
FoRBlDDllN articles, treatment of letters supposed to contain
FoRllIGN countries, letters for
entry of postage for, paid in money
,,
,,
,,
weighing of ,,
,,
,,
,,
newspapers for
,,
registered letters for
FoR;~s : Supplied by Secretary
,,
by Surveyor
by Inspector-General of Mails
,,
Explanatory headings of
FORWARD letters, definition of
,,
to be tied in separate buncllcs
,,
not to be stamped
,,
registered, to be stamp ·d ""
how to h ch ck 'd
,,
"
:!!'REil delivery, rules fo1·
GOOD FRIDAY:Delivcry of letters on
Despatch of mails on

28
177

177
176
27
11

284
35
35
115

49
165
37
35
57
10
85
22
22
50
48

104, 105
47
-

48
57, 60

177,289
177, 288

177
213
108
108
123
132

75
- 136, 137, &c.

43 (secs. 7, 8, 9)
43 (secs. 10, 11)

108

INDEX.

GOVERNMEN'r LETTERS
GREEN TAPE for registered letters
GuA:tDS, payment of wages
GUIDE, POSTAL. See "POSTAL."
INCREMEN'.l'S of salary
,,
mode of reporting when due ,,
,,
to be withheld for bad conduct
INDEX letters of dated stamp
INDICTAilLJ" offences by officers of Post Office
lNJ!'ORMATION of an official nature not to be made public
INK for marking postage of letters, &c., colour of
INLAND letters, definition of
,,
,, rates of postage on
INNS, persons connected with, not eligible for Post Office appointments
INQUIRIES for missing letters
!NsOLVENCY, bankruptcy, or death of sureties to be immediately reported
of Postmasters to be reported ,,
INSURANCE (LIFE), assistance given in effecting
IRREGULARITIES, forms for reporting -

Rule
113

-

66 to 69
225
23
226
23
125
19
266
- 44, 48
44
44
1
172,173
5

5
294
177

LA'rE Jetter fees to be paid by extra stamps (see extra stamp letters)
35
LEAVE of absence for Postmasters •
25
Sub-Postmasters and Receivers
25
"
"
clerks and letter carriers
25
"
"
sick officers
26
"
"
LETTERS:Inland, rates of postage on
44
Re-directed, postage to be charged on
46
Weighing of, for the public
47
Registered (see "REGisTUA'.l'ION")
57 to 87
Insufficiently stamped
45, 233
Postage of, when to be marked in red, and when in black, ink
44, 48
Containing forbidden articles, treatment of
50
Greatest dimt!nsions of, allowed
51
Greatest weight of, allowed
51
Forward, sorting and stamping of
123, 132
Address of; must not be defacccl in stamping
130
Sorting of, for delivery
137
Stamping of
125, &c.
General letters, letter carriers not to sort
137
Delivery of, by letter carriers
140 to 145
Delay of, by letter carriers or messengers
140, 162
Detention of, by letter carriers
142
Delivery under doors, by letter carriers
145
Undelivered, treatment of
142, 208, &c.
Registered, delivery of(see also "REGISTRATION")
78
Bankrupts', delivery of
151
Delivery of, at window
147, 148, 149
Quarterly return of number of, to be made
270
Mis-sent
175
,,
how to claim postage on
180
Missing
172
Re-directed 182
,,
to commissioned officers 185
Imperfectly directed
194, &c.
Posted without an address
194
Found open
267
For delivery, overtaxed
243
Wrongly delivered
209
Must not be returned to writers
210
Postmasters must not be parties to deceptions as to the place of posting 2 11
To Colonies and foreign Countries
48
Li;1"1'hR BAGS.
See " BAGS."
T,JlTTER BILL : Paid and unpaid, how to use
103
Travelling office, to be properly headed
103
l'onishment for use of wrong 85 (sec. 10, 11), 103

109
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LETTER BILIr-cont.:
Postage, en try of; on
Signature of Registered J 'ttcrs, entry 011
How to tic up
Missing, to be rcportecl
,,
substitute for
Checking and stamping of
CanceUed
From what office supplied for use
LE'l''.l'ER BOXES
Too late
Extra stamp LE'.1.''.l'ER CARRIERS :-Selection by Postmasters
Limits of age and height of
Mode of nomination
P robation of
Auxiliary, appointment of
,,
promotion of ·
Postmasters responsible for integrity of
Duties of
Sorting for walks
Despatch from Head Office
Return to Head Office
Observation of; when on duty Attendance book of
Fines for late attendance of
Leave of absence of Arrangement of walks of Not to deliver in the street nor under doors
Not to detain letters in his possession
Delivery of registerecl letters by
Not to take letters for registration
Not to deliver unpostecl letters and newspapers
Not to be news-agents
Not to sort general!etters
Wilful delay of letters by
Absence on leave
Substitutes LONDON night mail despatch
day mail
,,
,,
blank day
,,
through letters
LossES, liability to make good

Rule
104, 105
103
65

107
85, 122
121

120
117, 121
103

-

33, 34
33
35
8
10, 15
9
!)

13
15
8, 17
137, &c.
138, 140
137, 141
142
143
143
22
25, 26
144
145
142
80
63
150
150
137
142
25, 26
25, 26
110
lll
112
112
61, 287

MAILS :-Despatch of
100, &c.
Arrival of
119
Irregularities to be reported
116
Aniving in London on Sundays
112
MAIL BAtiS. See" BAGS."
MAIL CARTS:Payment of contractors
167
Working of, to be closely watched
168
Irregularities to be stl"ictly repo1-tecl
170, 171
Illegal conveyance of passengers by
169
MEMBERS OF PARLIAl\IEN'.l',- Postmasters, &c., must 1111t vote in elections of 28
MESSENGERS:Railway, appointment, &c.
10, 11, 15
Having Jess than 10s. a weel
13
I~tll'al, appointment, &c.
12, 13, 15
,, to start at 6 A.M.
154
,, to arrange his I lt rs ro1· d liv ry
154
,, not to clclivcr 11npostcil I tt. •rs or prtp rs
150
,, not to llc ncws-ng nts
150
,, rules for 136 to 164
15!)
Jetter bills, how to use
,, branch messengers' bills
160

llO

INDEX.

Rule
MESSENGERS-cont. :
162
Rural, regularity to be enforced 164 (sec. 11), 260
,, to sell stamps
MISCONDUCT of officers
18, 19
MISDIRECTED Letters
179, 180
Mrs-s1rnT Letters, Newspapers, &c.
178, &c.
172
MISSING Letters
MONEY, jewellery, &c., found in letter-box, &c.
268
244
,,
official, not to be used for private purposes
NEWSPAPERS:150, 154
Letter carriers and messengers forbidden to be news-agents
150, 285
Or to deliver any newspaper which has not been regularly posted
- 53, &c.
Stamped, regulations respecting
52
Unstamped (see" BooK PosT ")
For abroad
- 48, 54
38
Posted after the box is closed
37
NIGHT, Disposal of letters posted during
NOTICES:39
R egulation
40
To the Public 88 to 99
Parliamentary and voting
- 88, 91
,,
,,
postage of
94
,,
delivery of
134, 261, 264
OBLITERATION of Stamps. See POSTAGE SPAMPS; also
OFFICE. See "PosT OFFICE."
266
OFFICIAL information not to be made public
,,
declaration. See "DECLARATION."
282, 283
,,
correspondence
OFFICERS:Definition of the term
- 4, 5, 6
Bonds of
8 to 12,
Appointment, examination, and probation of, having 10s. a week
13
Employment of, having less than 10s. a week
2
Required to make a declaration
l
Forbidden to be publicans
17
Responsibility of a Postmaster for conduct of
18, 19
Treatment of misconduct of
23
Scales of wages for
23
Increments of'
11, 16
Promotion of
25
.Absent on leave
26
Absent on sick leave
27
Establishment book for Forbidden to make application to the Postmaster-General through the
24
public
28
Forbidden to interfere in elections
29
Exempted from service on juries, &c.
41
OPENING of offices 41
,,
,,
on Sundays
2
,,
a letter, consequences of
243
OVERTAXED LETTERS, how to be treated
p ARLIAMENT :28
Postmasters, &c., must not interfere in elections of Members of
49
Petitions to 51
Proceedings of
PARLIAMENTARY notices. See" Notices."
51
,,
proceedings
PENALTIES. See "FINES."
53
PERIODICAL publications
49
PETITIONS and addresses to the Queen
PILLAR Bo:irns AND wALL BOXES :272
Why established
272
To be reported on if change is necessary
272
Keys of 272
Letters posted in to be counted
272
To be kept in proper order
272
To be closed if' unsafe -

INDEX.

POLL BooKs, receipt and despatch of
,,
,,
no l'Cgistration f e to lie <1 mnncled for
,,
,,
penalty for w il ('11 l in f'rnction of l'Cgnlations respecting PosTAG11: on kttcrs 1'Cg11lttll'd by wcigltt
,,
11111,.king o r; coJ011r of i11l fol'

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

in~nflicicnt

1·0-clirect d
colonial and foreign
surcliargcd
exemptions from
Book, rate of
,,
re-directed entry of, on paid letter bill
,, of, on unpaid letter bill
,,
on mis-sent letters, how to claim
on re-directed letters
,,
,,
on returned letters
,,
,,
,,
over-taxed
,,
legal proceedings for recovery of
POSTAGE STAMPS:How to deface
Must be kept for sale by Postmaster
Prices of
Poundage upon
Supplies of, how to be obtained
Stock of, " full " and " reserve "
Intermediate supplies
Supply of, to sub-postmasters and letter receivers
Poundage on, to sub-postmasters, &c.
To be sold by rural messengers •
Forged, or suspected to be forged
Joined, checks against use of
Not to be defaced by officer who posts Obliterated, found loose
POSTAL Ol!'FICIAL CIRCULAR
How supplied
To be preserved POSTAL GUIDE
POSTMASTERS : Security to be given by
Subordination of
Control over sub-postmasters and receivers
To appoint clerks, &c.
Leave of absence
Forbidden to employ officers to deliver unposted newspapers
POST OFJi'ICE : Situation of Removal of
Fittings of
Accommodation for the duties
,,
for the public
Letter box
Too late box
Extra stamp box
Hours of attendance at
,,
,,
on Sundays
Money, jewellery, &c., found in
-•
POUNDAGE on sale of postage stamps and env'Clopcs
PREMIUMS on life insurance, assistance given in pttym •nt of
PREPAYMENT of letters PRIVATE BoXES:Periods for delivery from
Fee for making up
PnrvATE IlAOS : Fees for making up
,, for conveyance of Letter carriers or messengers forbidden to make up

111
Rnle
96
97
98
44
44
45
46
48
45, 233
49
52
52 (sec. 3), 183
104, 105
105
186
186
190
243
273

134
253
253
254
255
256
256
257 to 259
257
260
261
265
264
263
275
275
275
274, 275
3, 4, 5
6

7
8
25
285

30
31
- 30, &c.
30
30
33

33
33
41
42
268
254
294
44, 48

146
165

165
165
165

112

INDEX.

P JlOllATION of candidates
P1t0M01'ION of clerks in country offices
PunLICATIONS bearing newspaper stamp. See" NEWSPAPERS."
,,
unstamped. See" BooK PosT."
PunLic house or tavern, persons connected with, not eligible for service in
the Post Office

Rule
9
8, 21

RAILWAYS:Meeting trains
ll4
Apparatus for Travelling Offices
114
Messengers, appointment of, &c.
IO, 11, &c.
RATBS OF PosTAGJ~. See "PosTAGE."
RECEIVING OFFICES :
(note to) 30
Definition of
RECEIVERS, under control of Head Postmaster
6, 7
255
A llowed to have stamps from Stamp Office
To be inspected frequently by Postmaster
7
RB-DIRECTED, definition of
182
,,
letters, postage to be charged on
46
,,
book-packets, &c., &c. 52
,,
letters, &c., treatment of
182 to 188
,,
registered letters
60, 81
Parliamentary and voting notices
91
for commissioned officers
185
,,
for Government departments
183
REGISTERED LE1"l'ERS
57
Fees for registration
- 57, 58
J,ocker for deposit of
61
Time for posting
62
Not to be handed to letter carriers or messengers for posting 62, 63, 164 (sec. II)
Rules for treatment, on posting
- 1.i2, 63
Separate bag for
64
Separate slip for
64
Inland, how to enter on letter bill
65
For foreign posts, how to enter on letter bill
65
Affidavit of entry on bill
65
Correction of entry
G5
To be tied with green tape
66, 67, &c.
Supply of green tape for
69
Not liable to surcharges
70
Insutficiently prepaid, treatment of
71 to 74
Dropped into box, treatment of
76
Forward, check upon
75
Delivery of
- 78, &e.
Receipt on delivery of
79 to 82
Re-directed
60, 81
Irregularities in regard to
84
fines for
- 84, 85
"
84
rep;;t of
"
66, 86
committed in London
87
,,
committed at sub-offices, fines for
97
REGISTRATION fee not to be demanded for poll books
39
REGUJ,ATION notices, exhibition of
REMIT1'ANCES : 217,244
Time of making
244
Consequences of delay in making .
245 to 252
•
Modes of making
250, 251
Letters containing
219
When required on revenue account from Head Office
31
REMOVAL of post offices
REPORTS:
18
Of complaints from Postmasters against subordinates
19
Of indictable offences by officers of Post Office
16
Of vacancies
226
Of increments
ll6, 119, 177
Of irregularities in mails
261
Of forged or suspected postage stamps

INDEX.

RESEALING a letter HETURNllD letters
,,
sent by Jirst post
k pt aw ck
kept a 111onth
" kept for thr months ,,
,,
rog·istcr •d
,.
parliamentary notiC('S
Huo. •~ti:-

J3ook of, for Head Offices
,.
for Sub-Offices
lTor rural messengers HullAL posts
,, deliveries, allowances for, by whom to b · pcl'fonn d
,, messengers. See "MESSENGJms."

113
Rule
267
189, &c.
194
201
202

203
204
205
295
296
156
152
14

SCALES for weighing letters supplied to Postmasters
44
S1,ALS, official
114, 135
SEALING of bags
114
of letters found open
267
of official letters
,,
283
SEAPORTS, undelivered letters at, addressed to persons on boa.rel ship, to be
kept three months
203
SECURITY : Nature of, from Postmasters
3
,,
from clerks, &c.
3
Cessation of to be at once reported
5
By Guarantee Association
4
S1zE of letters, limitation of
51
,, of book-packets, ditto
52
,, limit of, for letter carriers, &c.
10
SoRTERs. See" Cr,mucs."
SORTING duties
102
STAMPING of letters, foreign postal 130
,,
,,
unpaid
130
mis-sent
178
"
re-directed 130
"
registered
63, 130
for delivery
131
"
forward
123
,,
forward registered
132
of book packets
130, 131
of newspapers charged with postage
130
bad, to be reportecl
129
,,
at Sub-offices to be watched·
128
STAMl'S. See" PosTAG I~ S·rAMPs."
,,
elated
125
,, inclcx 1 tt l'R for
125
" instru. Lion how t 11~
126
,,
clcfacing
134
,,
applicationR fo1· oww
135
SrmmT LisTs
276, &c.
Sun-m'FICES, definition of'
(110/c to) 30
removal of fro111 on honso to another
20
tmcler co11 l.rol of' l 'ostnonst rs 6
to be visited. hy l'0Hlm11stcrs when instrn ·tell by S 11rvcyor
7
when to ha.v H(•1d<'<I hugs
157
without sr11I ·d h11gH, d •livery froni
158
"
,,
co ll · "Lion from
158
arrival 11 n<l <lr8p11kh at ca h, l'ostn1nst 'l'S to J1avc 11 list of
162
letters poskd 111,, 1(11· d ·livery at
163
,,
bool of' R11l1•s ·f(>r
296
SuJJ01m1NA'l'1'S. SNJ "011·111c:r11ta."
SoBSTI'l'un;s for absent ofllcors
25
for sic]
'(:rs
26
"
H

om

114

INDEX.

Rule
SUNDAY:Office attendance on
Delivery
Mails arriving in London on
Money Order business entirely suspended on
SuPERVISION of sub-postmasters and receivers by Head Postmaster
SURCHARGE : Definition of a By whom to be made
How to be made Outward Inward
Neglect to
SURETIES:For Postmaster
For clerks
Report of death or bankruptcy, or withdrawal of
SuRVEYOR:Postmasters, sub-postmasters, &c., under direction of
Letters to or from exempt from postage

41
42
112

42

7
233
234
235

.-

TELEGRAPH:Free transmission by, of reports of mis-sent registered letters
Pass book for do.
do.
do.
How to use pass book for do.
do.
do.
Pass book for general messages by
Messages by, to be short and clear
Registered letter failures to be reported by
Apparatus failures to be reported by
·Messages for the Public left at a Post Office
TIME, London and railway
,, local time
TYING of bundles ofletters ,, ofbags

236

237
838
3
3
5
6

49
86, 279

279
280
279
280
86
116

281
39
39
107
114

UNDELIVERED letters, treatment of
- 142, 189,
,,
,,
applications for, how to be dealt with
UNIFORM CLOTIIING
,,
,,
to be preserved with care
UNPAID inland letters, postage on
letters, postage to be ma1·ked on, in black ink
,,
,,
must not exceed four ounces in weight
UNSTAMPED newspapers for abroad
,,
publications may be forwarded under regulations of "BOOK
PosT"
VACANCIES, mode of reporting
VOTES and proceedings of Parliament
VOTING notices. See" NOTICES."
WALL Letter Boxes (see " PILLAR BoxEs ")
WASTE p APER : Description of When to be returned
WAX for sealing official letters
,, for letters found open
WEIGHING of letters for public
;
WEIGHT of unpaid letters, not to exceed four ounces
WINDOW delivery ofletters
WOMEN eligible for clerkships
WRONGLY delivered letters

&c.
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277
278
44
44
44

54
52

16
51
also 164 (sec. 12)

291
292
283

267
47
44

146, 147
10
209
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